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Resilience is a major roadblock for HPC executions on future exascale systems. These systems will typically gather millions of CPU cores running up to a billion threads. Projections from current large systems and technology evolution predict errors will happen in exascale systems many times per day. These errors will propagate and generate various kinds of malfunctions, from simple process crashes to result corruptions.

The past five years have seen extraordinary technical progress in many domains related to exascale resilience. Several technical options, initially considered inapplicable or unrealistic in the HPC context, have demonstrated surprising successes. Despite this progress, the exascale resilience problem is not solved, and the community is still facing the difficult challenge of ensuring that exascale applications complete and generate correct results while running on unstable systems. Since 2009, many workshops, studies, and reports have improved the definition of the resilience problem and provided refined recommendations. Some projections made during the previous decades and some priorities established from these projections need to be revised. This paper surveys what the community has learned in the past five years and summarizes the research problems still considered critical by the HPC community.
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1. Introduction

We first briefly introduce the terminology that is used in this paper, following the taxonomy of Avizienis and others [3, 90]. System faults are causes of errors, which manifest themselves as incorrect system states. Errors may lead to failures, where the system provides an incorrect service (e.g., crashes or provides wrong answers). We deal with faults by predicting, preventing, removing, or tolerating them. Fault tolerance is achieved by detecting errors and notifying about errors and by recovering, or compensating for errors, for example, by using redundancy. Error recovery includes rollback, where the system is returned to a previous correct state (e.g., a checkpoint) and rollforward, where a new correct state is created. Faults can occur at all levels of the stack: facilities, hardware, system/runtime software, and application software. Fault tolerance similarly can involve a combination of hardware, system, and application software.

This paper deals with resilience for exascale platforms: the techniques for keeping applications running to a correct solution in a timely and efficient manner despite underlying system faults. The lack of appropriate resilience solutions is expected to be a major problem at exascale: We discuss in Section 2 the many reasons errors are likely to be much more frequent in exascale systems. The current solutions used on petascale platforms, discussed in Section 3, may not scale up to exascale. We risk having systems that can perform quintillions of operations each second but never stay up long enough to progress in their computations, or produce results that cannot be trusted.

The problem of designing reliable computers out of unreliable components is as old as computing—as old as Babbage’s analytical engine [15]. Frequent failures were a major problem in the earliest computers: ENIAC had an mean time to failure of two days [93]. Major advances in this area occurred in the 1950s and 1960s, for example, in the context of digital telephone
switches [35] and mainframes [91]. More recently, NASA examined the use of COTS (non-rad-hardened) processors for space missions, which requires tolerance of hardware errors [70]. Resilience for HPC is a harder problem, however, since it involves large systems performing tightly coupled computations: an error at one node can propagate to all the other nodes in microseconds.

Five years ago we published a survey of the state of the art on resilience for exascale platforms [19]. Since then, extraordinary technical progress has been made in many domains related to exascale resilience. Several technical options, initially considered inapplicable or unrealistic in the HPC context, have demonstrated surprising success. Despite this progress, the exascale resilience problem is not solved, and the community still faces the difficult challenge of ensuring that exascale applications complete and generate correct results while running on unstable systems. Since 2009, many workshops, studies, and reports have improved the definition of the resilience problem and provided refined recommendations [18, 19, 32, 38, 39, 58, 69, 90]. Some projections made during the previous decades and some priorities established from these projections now need to be revised. This paper surveys what the community has learned in the past five years (Section 4) and summarizes the research problems still considered critical by the HPC community (Section 5).

2. The Exascale Resilience Problem

Future exascale systems are expected to exhibit much higher fault rates than current systems do, for various reasons relating to both hardware and software.

2.1. Hardware Failures

Hardware faults are expected to be more frequent: since clock rates are not increasing, performance increases require a commensurate increase in the number of components. With everything else being equal, a system 1,000 times more powerful will have at least 1,000 times more components and will fail 1,000 times more frequently.

However, everything else is not equal: smaller transistors are more error prone. One major cause for transient hardware errors is cosmic radiation. High-energy neutrons occasionally interact with the silicon die, creating a secondary cascade of charged particles. These can create current pulses that change values stored in DRAM or values produced by combinatorial logic. Smaller circuits are more easily upset because they carry smaller charges. Furthermore, multiple upsets become more likely. Smaller feature sizes also result in larger manufacturing variances, hence larger variances in the properties of transistors, which can result in occasional incorrect or inconsistent behavior. Smaller transistors and wires will also age more rapidly and more unevenly so that permanent failures will become more frequent. Energy consumption is another major bottleneck for exascale. Subthreshold logic significantly reduces current leakage but also increases the probability of faults.

Vendors can compensate for the increase in fault rates with various techniques. For example, for regular memory arrays, one can use more powerful error correction codes and interleave coding blocks in order to reduce the likelihood of multiple bit errors in the same block. Buses are usually protected by using parity codes for error detection and by retries; it is relatively easy to use more powerful codes. Logic units that transform values can be protected by adding...
redundancy in the circuits. Researchers have estimated that an increase in the frequency of errors can be avoided at the expense of 20% more circuits and more energy consumption [90].

Whether such solutions will be pursued is unclear, however: the IC market is driven by mobile devices that are cost and energy sensitive and do not require high reliability levels. Most cloud applications are also cost sensitive but can tolerate higher error rates for individual components. The small market of high-end servers that require high reliability can be served by more costly solutions such as duplication or triplication of the transactions. This market is not growing in size or in the size of the systems used. Thus, if exascale systems will be built out of commodity components aimed at large markets, they are likely to have more frequent hardware errors that are not masked or not detected by hardware or software.

2.2. Software Failures

As hardware becomes more complex (heterogeneous cores, deep memory hierarchies, complex topologies, etc.), system software will become more complex and hence more error-prone. Failure and energy management also add complexity. Similarly, the increase use of open source layers means less coordinated design in software, which will increase the potential for software errors. In addition, the larger scale will add complexities as more services need to be decentralized, and complex failure modes that are rare and ignored today will become more prevalent.

Application codes are also becoming more complex. Multiphysics and multiscale codes couple an increasingly large number of distinct modules. Data assimilation, simulation, and analysis are coupled into increasingly complex workflows. Furthermore, the need to reduce communication, allow asynchrony, and tolerate failures results in more complex algorithms. Like system software, these more complex algorithms and application codes are more error-prone.

Researchers have predicted that large parallel jobs may fail as frequently as once every 30 minutes on exascale platforms [90]. Such failure rates will require new error-handling techniques. Furthermore, silent hardware errors may occur, requiring new error-detection techniques in (system and/or application) software.

3. Lessons learned from Petascale

Current petascale systems have multiple component failures each day. For example, a study of the Blue Waters system [1] during its 2013 preproduction period showed that, across all categories of events, an event that required remedial repair action occurred on average every 4.2 hours and that systemwide events occurred approximately every 160 hours [34]. The reported rates included events that failed transparently to applications or were proactively detected before application use but required remedial actions. Events with performance inconsistency and long failover times were reported as errors even if applications and the failover operation eventually completed successfully. Hence the events that were actually disruptive to applications were about half as frequent. In the first year of Blue Waters’ full production, the rates improved by approximately a factor of 2. Similar rates are reported on other systems. A significant portion of failures are due to software—in particular, file and resource management systems. Furthermore, software errors take longer than hardware errors to recover from and account for the majority of downtime.

Software errors could be avoided by more rigorous testing. Testing HPC software at scale is hard and expensive, however. Since very large systems are one of a kind, each with a unique
configuration, they are expensive and require unique machine rooms. Usually, vendors are not able to deploy and test a full system ahead of installation at the customer site, and customers cannot afford long testing periods ahead of actual use. Some scalability bugs will occur only intermittently at full scale. Subtle, complex interactions of many components may take a long time to occur. Many of the software products deployed on a large platform are produced by small companies or by teams of researchers that have limited resources for thorough testing on multiple large platforms.

The standard error-handling method on current platforms is periodic application checkpoint. If a job fails, it is restarted from its last checkpoint. Checkpoint and restart logic is part of the application code. A user checkpoint can be much smaller than a system checkpoint that would save all the application’s memory; the checkpoint information can be also used as the output from a simulation; and a user checkpoint can be used to continue a computation on another system.

For single-level checkpointing, the checkpoint interval can be computed by using the formula developed by Young [97] or Daly [29]. Young’s formula is particularly simple: \[ \text{Interval} = \sqrt{2 \times \text{MTTI} \times \text{checkpt}} \], where \( \text{MTTI} \) is the mean time to interrupt and \( \text{checkpt} \) is the checkpoint time. This formula approximates the optimum checkpoint interval, assuming a memoryless model for failures. For large jobs, this typically implies a checkpoint about every hour or multiple times per hour.

Root cause analysis of failures, especially software failures, is hard. Error logs may report which component signaled a failure, but failures can be due to a complex chain of events. For illustration, consider the actual case of a system crash due to a fan failure: The failure of one fan caused multiple hardware components to stop working; the cascade of errors reported from all these components overwhelmed the monitoring network and crashed the monitoring system; this crash, in turn, caused the entire system to crash [57]. The volume of system activity and event processing for large-scale systems is on the order of several tens of gigabytes and hundreds of millions of events per day during normal activity.

Current systems do not have an integrated approach to fault tolerance: the different subsystems (hardware, parallel environment software, parallel file system) have their own mechanisms for error detection, notification, recovery, and logging. Also, current systems do not have good error isolation mechanisms. For example, the failure of any component in a parallel job results in the failure of the entire job; the failure of the hardware monitoring infrastructure may impact the entire machine.

We note that all reports on failure rates focus on hardware and system software and ignore application software. From the viewpoint of the supercomputing center, a failure due to a bug in the application code is not a failure. Such failures are not reported, and no statistics of their frequency exist. Also, supercomputing centers have no information on errors that were not detected by hardware or system software. An incorrect result may be detected by the user once the run is complete, but it will be practically impossible to correctly attribute such an error to a root cause. Anecdotal evidence suggests that undetected hardware errors do occur on current systems [57].

4. Progress toward Exascale Resilience

We present in this section the most significant research progress in resilience since 2009.
4.1. System Software Approaches

We first discuss the progress in handling fail-stop errors by checkpointing. We then describe other approaches, including forward recovery, replication, failure prediction, and silent data corruption mitigation.

4.1.1. Checkpointing

To tolerate fail-stop errors (node, OS or process crash, network disconnections, etc.), all current production-quality technologies rely on the classic rollback recovery approach using checkpoint restart (application-level or system-level). Solutions focus on applications using MPI and Charm++. The most popular approach is application-level checkpointing, where the programmer defines the state that needs to be stored in order to guarantee a correct recovery in case of failure. The programmer adds some specific functions in the application to save essential state and restore from this state in case of failure. One of the drawbacks of checkpointing in general, and of application-level checkpointing in particular, is the nonoptimality of checkpoint intervals. Another drawback is the burden placed on the I/O infrastructure, since the checkpoint I/O may actually interfere with communication and I/O of other applications. The impact of suboptimal checkpoint intervals is investigated in [68]. System-level checkpoint can also be used in production, with technologies such as BLCR [63]. Some recent research in this domain focuses on the integration of incremental checkpointing in BLCR. In the past few years, research teams have developed mechanisms to checkpoint accelerators [81, 83].

The norm in 2009 was to store the application state on remote storage, generally a parallel file system, through I/O nodes. Checkpoint time was significant (often 15–30 minutes), because of the limited bandwidth of the parallel file system. When checkpoint time is close to the MTBF, the system spends all its time checkpointing and restarting, with little forward progress. Since the MTJI may be an hour or less on exascale platforms, new techniques are needed in order to reduce checkpoint time.

One way of achieving such a reduction is to reduce the checkpoint size. Techniques such as memory exclusion, data compression, and compiler analysis to detect dead variables have been proposed. More recently some researchers have explored hybrid checkpointing [94], data aggregation [67], incremental checkpointing in the context of OpenMP [17], and data deduplication with the hope that processes involved in parallel HPC executions have enough similarities in memory [6] to reduce the size of the data sets necessary to be saved. However, what we mentioned five years ago is still valid: Programmers are in the best position to know the critical data of their application but they cannot use adaptive data protection other than by doing it manually. Annotations about ways to protect or check key data, computations, or communications are still a relevant direction.

Another way of reducing checkpoint time is to reduce the usage of disks for checkpoint storage. In-memory checkpointing has been demonstrated to be fast and scalable [99]. In addition, multilevel checkpointing technologies such as FTI [4] and SCR [78] are increasingly popular. Multilevel checkpointing involves combining several storage technologies (multiple levels) to store the checkpoint, each level offering specific overhead and reliability trade-offs. The checkpoint is first stored in the highest performance storage technology, which generally is the local memory of a local SSD. This level supports process failure but not node failure. The second level stores the checkpoint in remote memory of remote SSD. This second level supports a single-node failure.
The third level corresponds to the encoding the checkpoints in blocks and in distributing the blocks in multiple nodes. This approach supports multinode failures. Generally, the last level of checkpointing is still the parallel file system. This last level supports catastrophic failures such as full system outage. Charm++ provides similar multilevel checkpointing mechanisms [98].

The checkpoint period can be defined in different ways. Checkpoints also can be moved between levels in various ways, for example, by using a dedicated thread [4] or agents running on additional nodes [87]. A new semi-blocking checkpoint protocol leverages multiple levels of checkpoint to decrease checkpoint time [80]. A recent result computes the optimal combination of checkpoint levels and the optimal checkpoint intervals for all levels given the checkpoint size, the performance of each level, and the failure distributions for each level [82]. Other recent research concerns the understanding of the energy footprint of multilevel checkpointing and the exploration of trade-offs between energy optimization and performance overhead. The progress in multilevel checkpointing is outstanding, and some initiatives are looking at the definition of a standard interface.

By offering fast checkpointing at the first level, multilevel checkpointing also offers the opportunity to increase the checkpoint frequency and checkpoint at a smaller granularity. For example, instead of checkpointing at the outermost loop of an iterative method, multilevel checkpointing could be used in some inner loops of the iterative method. Reducing the granularity of checkpointing is also the objective of task-based fault tolerance. The principle is to consider the application code as a graph of tasks and checkpoint the input parameter of each task on local storage with a notion of transaction: either a task is completed successfully and its results are committed in memory, or the task is restarted from its checkpointed input parameters. This approach is particularly relevant for future nonvolatile memory on computing nodes. The nonvolatile memory would store the input parameters checkpoints and the committed results. The OMPsS environment offers a first prototype of this approach [92]. One of the key questions is how to ensure a consistent restart in case of a node failure. Solutions need to consider how to store the execution graph and the local memory content in order to tolerate a diversity of failure scenarios.

The past five years have also seen excellent advances in checkpointing protocols. Classic checkpointing protocols are used to capture the state of distributed executions so that, after a failure, the distributed executions (or a part of them) restart and produce a correct execution [44]. In the HPC domain, classic checkpointing protocols are rarely used in production environments because most of the applications use application-level checkpointing that implicitly coordinates the capture of the distributed state and guarantees the correctness of the execution after restart. Without additional support, however, application-level checkpointing imposes global restart even if a single process fails. Message-logging fault-tolerant protocols offer a solution to avoid global restart and to restart only the failed processes. By logging the messages during the execution and replaying messages during recovery, they allow the local state reconstruction of the failed processes (partial restart). The main limitation is the necessity to log all messages of the execution. Several novel fault tolerance protocols overcome this limitation by reducing significantly the number of messages to log. They fall into the class of hierarchical fault tolerance protocols, forming clusters of processes and using coordinated checkpointing inside clusters and and message logging between clusters [61, 77, 84]. Such protocols need to manage causal dependencies between processes in order to ensure correct recovery. Multiple approaches have been proposed for reducing the overhead of storing causal dependency information [11, 20].
Partial restart opens opportunities for accelerated recovery. Charm++ and AMPI accelerate recovery by redistributing recovering processes on nodes that are not restarting [22]. Message logging can by itself accelerate recovery because messages needed by recovering processes are immediately available and messages to be sent to nonrestarting processes are just canceled [84]. These two aspects reduce the communication time during recovery. A recent advance in hierarchical fault tolerance protocols is the formulation and solving of the optimal checkpoint interval in this context [9]. Partial restart also opens the opportunity to schedule other jobs (than the recovering one) on resources running nonrestarting processes during the recovery of the failed processes. While this principle does not improve the execution performance for the job affected by the failure, it significantly improved the throughput of the platform that execute more jobs in a given amount of time compared with restarting all the processes of a job when a failure occurs [12]. This new result demonstrates another benefit of message-logging protocols that was not known before.

4.1.2. Forward Recovery

In some cases, the application can handle the error and execute some actions to terminate cleanly (checkpoint on failure [7]) or follow some specific recovery procedure without relying on classic rollback recovery. Such applications use some form of algorithmic fault tolerance. The application needs to be notified of the error and runs forward recovery steps that may involve access to past or remote data to correct (sometimes partially) or compensate the error and its effect, depending on the latency of the error detection.

A prerequisite for rollforward recovery is that some application processes and the runtime environment stay alive. While standard MPI does not preclude an application continuing after a fault [60], the MPI standard does not provide any specification of the behavior of an MPI application after a fault. For that purpose, researchers have developed several resilient MPI designs and implementations. The FT-MPI (fault-tolerant MPI) library [50, 66] was a first implementation of that approach. As the latest development, ULFM [8] allows the application to get notifications of errors and to use specific functions to reorganize the execution for forward recovery. Standardization of resilient MPI is complex; and despite several attempts, the MPI Forum has not reached a consensus on the principles of a resilient MPI. The GVR [100] system developed at the University of Chicago also provides mechanisms for application-specified forward error recovery. GVR design features two key concepts: (1) a global view of distributed arrays to processes and (2) versioning of these distributed arrays for resilience. APIs allow navigation of multiple versions for flexible recovery. Several applications have been tested with GVR.

4.1.3. Replication

Understanding of replication has progressed significantly in the past five years. Several teams have developed MPI and Charm++ prototypes offering process-level replication. Process-level replication of parallel executions is more reliable than replicated parallel executions under the assumption that the replication scheme itself is reliable. Several challenges need to be solved in order to make replication an attractive approach for resilience in HPC. First, the overhead of replication on the application execution time should be negligible. Second, replication needs to
guarantee equivalent state of process replicas, which is not trivial because some MPI operations are not deterministic. A third, more complex challenge is the reduction of the resource and energy cost of replication. By default, replication needs twice the number of resources compared with nonreplicated execution.

One major replication overhead comes from the management of extra messages required for replication. Without specific optimization, when a replicated process sends a message to another replicated process, four communications of that message take place. rMPI addresses this problem by reducing the number of communications between replicas [51]. rMPI and MR-MPI [46] orchestrate non-MPI deterministic operations between process replicas to ensure equivalence of internal state. While rMPI and MR-MPI focus on process replication to address fail-stop errors, RedMPI [53] leverages process replication for detection of silent data corruptions (SDCs). The principle of RedMPI is to compare on the receiver side messages sent by replicated senders. If the message contents differ, a silent data corruption is suspected. RedMPI offers an optimization to avoid sending all messages needed in a pure replication scheme and to avoid comparing the full content of long messages. For each MPI message, replicated senders compute locally a hash of the message content, and only one of the replicated senders actually sends the message and the hash code to replicated receivers. Other replicas of the senders send only the hash code. Receivers then compare locally the hash code received from the replicated senders.

Reducing the resource overhead of process replication is a major challenge. One study [52], however, shows that replication can be more efficient than rollback recovery in some extreme situations where the MTBF of the system is extremely low and the time to checkpoint and restart is high. While recent progress in multilevel checkpointing make these situations unlikely, the results in [52] demonstrate that high rollback recovery overheads can lead to huge resource waste, up to the point where replication becomes a more efficient alternative. MR-MPI explores another way of reducing replication resource overhead by offering partial replication, where only a fraction of the processes are replicated. This approach is relevant when the platform presents some asymmetry in reliability (some resources being more fragile than others) and when this asymmetry can be monitored. Partial replication should be complemented by checkpoint restart to tolerate failures of non replicated processes [42]. Some libraries, for example, the ACR library [79] for MPI and Charm++ programs, cover both hard failures and SDCs from replication.

4.1.4. Failure Prediction

One domain that has made exceptional progress in the past five years is failure prediction. Before 2009, considerable research focused on how to avoid failures and their effects if failures could be predicted. Researchers explored the design and benefits of actions such as proactive migration of checkpointing [47, 74, 95]. The prediction of failures itself, however, was still an open issue. Recent results from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [54–56] and the Illinois Institute of Technology [101, 102] clearly demonstrate the feasibility of error prediction for different systems: the Blue Waters CRAY system based on AMD processors and NVIDIA GPUs and the Blue Gene system based on IBM proprietary components. Failure prediction techniques have progressed by combining data mining with signal analysis and methods to spot outliers.

4Internal state of process replicas do not need to be identical, but external interactions of each process replica should be consistent with a correct execution of the parallel application
Some failures can be predicted with more than 60% accuracy\(^5\) on the Blue Waters system. Further research is needed to extend the results to other subsystems, such as the file system. We are still far from the accuracy needed to switch from pure reactive fault tolerance to truly proactive fault tolerance.

Other advances concern the combination of application-level checkpointing and failure prediction [10]. An important question is how to run the failure predictor on large infrastructures. One approach is to run a failure predictor in each node of a system in order to avoid the scalability limitation of global failure prediction. This approach faces two difficulties: (1) local failure prediction will impose an overhead on the application running on the node, and (2) local failure prediction is less accurate than global failure prediction because the failure predictors have only a local view. These two difficulties are explained in [10]. Another important question is how to compute the optimal interval of preventive checkpoints when a proportion of the failures are predicted [10]. In particular, many formulations of the optimal checkpoint interval problem consider that failures follow an exponential distribution of interarrival times. This approximation may be acceptable if we consider all failures in the system. Is it acceptable for failure that are not predicted correctly and for which preventive checkpointing is needed?

4.1.5. Energy Consumption

A new topic emerged in the community few years ago: energy consumption of fault tolerance mechanisms. The first paper on the topic we are aware of [41] presents a study of the energy footprint of fault tolerance protocols. The important conclusion of the paper is that, at least for clusters, little difference exists between checkpointing protocols. The study also shows that the difference in energy depends mainly on the difference in execution time and only slightly on the difference of power consumption of the operation performed by the different protocols. The reason is that the power consumptions of computing, checkpointing, and message logging are close in clusters.

Some teams [76] developed models for expected run time and energy consumption for global recovery, message logging, and parallel recovery protocols. These models show in an exascale scenario that parallel recovery outperforms coordinated checkpointing protocols since parallel recovery reduces the rework time. Other researchers [2] developed performance and energy models and formulated an optimal checkpointing period considering energy consumption as the objective to optimize.

Another research issue is the energy optimization of checkpoint/restart on local nonvolatile memory [85]. The intersection of resilience and energy consumption is also explored in a recent study [86].

4.1.6. Mitigating Silent Data Corruptions

One of the main challenges that HPC resilience faces at extreme scale and in particular in exascale systems and beyond is the mitigation of silent data corruptions (SDCs). As mentioned in previous sections, the risk of silent data corruptions is increasing. Several studies have explored the impact of SDCs in execution results [16, 43, 73]. These studies show that a majority of SDCs leads to noticeable impacts such as crashes and hangs but that only a small fraction of them

\(^5\)Accuracy here is defined as the prediction recall: the number of correctly predicted failures divided by the number of actual failures
actually corrupt the results. Nevertheless, the likelihood of generating wrong results because of SDC is significant enough to warrant study of mitigation techniques.

An excellent survey of error detection techniques is presented in [71]. A classic way to detect a large proportion of SDCs (but not all) is replicating executions and comparing results. Following this approach, RedMPI [53] offers replication at the MPI process level, and replication at the thread level is studied in [96] by leveraging hardware transactional memory. The first issue with SDC detection by replication is the overhead in resources. A second issue is that, in principle, comparison of results supposes that execution generates identical results, which means obtaining bit-to-bit deterministic results from executions using same input parameters. Applications may not have this property because of nondeterministic operations performed during the execution. In general the trend toward more asynchrony and more load balancing plays against deterministic executions. Then the detection from replication becomes the problem of evaluating the similarity of results generated from replicated executions. Quantification of this similarity is an extremely hard problem because it assumes an understanding of how results diverge as a result of indeterministic operations, which itself depends on the thorough understanding of roundoff error propagation. Consequently, in SDC detection explore solutions that requires less resources and potentially relax the precision of detection.

A recent direction could be called approximate replication. The principle of approximate replication is to run the normal computation along with a an approximate computation that generates an approximate result. The comparison is then performed between the result and the approximate result. The approximate calculation gives upper and lower bounds within which the result of the normal calculation should be. Results outside the bounds are suspect; and corrective actions, such as further verification or re-execution, may be triggered. Approximate replication is a generic approach. It could be performed at the numerical method [5] level. It also could be used at the hardware level by comparing floating-point results of a normal operator with the ones of an approximate operator [37, 40, 75].

Another important issue related to SDC detection is the choice of methodology for evaluating and comparing algorithms. The standard process is to inject faults and obtain statistics on coverage and recovery overheads. Simulating hardware at the physical level is not feasible, and simulating it at a register transfer level is onerous. Most researchers inject faults in higher-level simulators [33]. But it is difficult to validate such fault injectors and know how the fault patterns they exhibit are related to faults exhibited by real hardware. A recent study compares different injection methods and their accuracy for the SPECint benchmark [27]. However, the accuracy of injection in HPC applications is still an open problem.

4.1.7. Integrative Approaches

The community has expressed in several reports the need for integrative approaches considering all layers from the hardware to the application. At least five projects explore this notion in different ways. One recent study demonstrates the benefit of cross-layer management of faults [64]. The containment domains approach [28] proposes a model of fault management based on a hierarchical design. Domains at a given level are supposed to detect and contain faults using techniques available at that level. If faults cannot be handled at that level, then the fault management becomes the responsibility of the next level in the hierarchy. Containment approaches operate between domains of the same level and between levels. Such approaches are applicable, in principle, at the hardware level and at all other software levels.
A different approach is proposed by the BEACON pub/sub mechanism in the Argo project [48], the GIB infrastructure in the Hobbes project [49], and the open resilience framework of the GVR project [100]. These mechanisms extend in different ways the concept of communication between software layers, originally proposed in the CIFTS project [62]. BEACON, GIB, and CIFTS/FTB are backplanes implementing exchanges of notifications and commands about errors and failures between software running on a system. Response managers should complement backplane infrastructures by lessening error and failure events and implementing mitigation plans.

4.2. Algorithmic Approaches

In our paper of five years ago, we discussed approaches for either recovering from or successfully ignoring faults, including early efforts in algorithm-based fault tolerance and in fault-oblivious iterative methods. Since that time, significant progress has been made in algorithmic approaches to detecting and recovering from faults. For example, the 2014 SIAM conference on parallel processing featured four sessions of seventeen talks covering many aspects of resilient algorithms. Here, we describe some of the progress in this area. The work presented is just a sampling of recent results in algorithm-based fault tolerance and is meant to give the reader a starting point for further exploration of this area.

Perhaps the most important change has been a clearer separation of the faults into two categories: fail-stop (a process fails and stops, causing a loss of all state in the process) and fail-continue (a process fails but continues, often due to a transient error). The latter has two important subcases based on whether the fault is detected or not. An example of the former is a failure of an interconnect cable, allowing the messaging layer to signal a failure but permitting the process to continue. An example of the latter is a undetected, uncorrectable memory error. Considerable progress has been made in the area of fail-continue faults, spurred by the recognition that transient faults (sometimes called soft faults), rather than fail-stop faults, are likely to be the most important type of faults in exascale systems.

Dense Linear Algebra. Fault-tolerant algorithms for dense linear algebra have a long history; at the time of our original paper, several techniques for algorithms such as matrix-matrix multiplication that made use of clever checksum techniques were already known [24, 65]. Progress in this area includes the development of ABFT for dense matrix multiplication [25] and factorizations [36] that addresses fail-stop faults. These provide the necessary building blocks to address complete applications; for example, a version of the HPLinpack benchmark that handles fail-stop faults with low overhead has been demonstrated [31]. Recent work has extended to the handling of soft faults or the fail-continue case for dense matrix operations [30].

Sparse Matrices and Iterative Methods. Algorithms involving sparse matrices and using iterative methods are likely to be important for exascale systems because many of the science applications that are expected to run on these systems solve large sparse linear and nonlinear systems. Work here has looked at both fail-stop and fail-continue faults. For example, [88, 89] evaluates a number of algorithms for both stability and accuracy in the presence of faults and describes an approach for transforming applications to be more resilient. A related approach can detect soft errors in Krylov methods by using properties of the algorithm so that the computation can be restarted or corrected [23]. Recent work has also looked at working with the system to
provide more information and control for the library or application in handling likely errors, such as different types of DRAM failures [14].

**Designing for Selective Reliability.** One of the limitations of ABFT is that it can address errors only in certain parts of the application, for example, in the application’s data but not in the program’s instructions. This situation can be addressed in part by using judicious replication of pointers and other data structures [21], though this still leaves other parts of the code unprotected. An alternative is to consider variable levels of reliability in the hardware—using more reliable hardware for hard-to-repair problems and less reliable hardware where the algorithm can more easily recover and structure the ABFT to take advantage of the different levels of reliability [13, 72].

**Efficient Checkpoint Algorithms.** For many applications, a checkpoint approach is the only practical one, as discussed in Section 4.1. In-memory checkpoints can provide lower overheads than I/O systems but in their simplest form consume too much memory. Thus, approaches that use different algorithms for error-correcting code have been developed. An early example that exploited MPI I/O semantics to provide efficient blocking and resilience for file I/O operations is [59]. A similar approach has been used in SCR [78]. A more sophisticated approach, building on the coding and checksum approach for dense linear algebra, is given in [26].

5. Future Research Areas

The community has identified several research areas that are particularly important to the development of resilient applications on exascale systems:

- Characterization of hardware faults
- Development of a standardized fault-handling model
- Improved fault prediction, containment, detection, notification, and recovery
- Programming abstractions for resilience
- Standardized evaluation of fault-tolerance approaches

*Characterization of hardware faults* is essential for making informed choice about research needs for exascale resilience. For example, if silent hardware faults are exceedingly rare, then the hard problem of detecting such errors in software or tolerating their impact can be ignored. If errors in storage are exceedingly rare, while errors in compute logic are frequent, then research on mechanisms for hardening data structures and detecting memory corruptions in software is superfluous.

Suppliers and operators of supercomputers are often cagey about statistics on the frequency of errors in their systems. A first step would be to systematically and continually gather consistent statistics about current systems. Experiments could also be run in order to detect and measure the frequency of SDCs, using spare cycles on large supercomputers.

As work progresses on the next generation of integrated circuits, experiments will be needed to better characterize their sensitivity to various causes of faults.

*Development of a standardized fault-handling model* is key to providing guidance to application and system software developers about how they will be notified about a fault, what types of faults they may be notified about, and what mechanisms the system provides to assist recovery from the fault. Applications running on today’s petascale systems are not even notified of faults or given options as to how to handle faults. If the application happens to detect an
error, the computer may also eventually detect the error and kill the application automatically, making application recovery problematic. Therefore, today’s petascale applications all rely on checkpoint-restart rather than on resilient algorithms.

Development of a standardized fault-handling model implies that computer suppliers can agree on a list of common types of fault that they are able to notify applications about. Recovery from a node failure differs significantly from recovery from an uncorrectable data value corruption. Resilient exascale applications may incorporate several recovery techniques targeted to particular types of faults. Even so, these resilient exascale applications are expected to be able to recover from only a subset of the common types of faults. Also, the ability to recover depends on the time from fault occurrence to fault notification. At the least, “fence” mechanisms are needed in order to ensure that software waits until all pending notifications that could affect previous execution are delivered.

A standardized fault-handling model needs to have a notification API that is common across different exascale system providers. The exact mechanism for notifying applications, tools, and system software components is not as critical as the standardization of the API. A standardized notification API will allow developers to develop portable, resilient codes and tools.

A fault-handling model also needs to define the recovery services that are available to applications. For example, if notified of a failed node, is there a service to add a spare node or to migrate tasks to other nodes? If the application is designed to survive data corruption, is there a way to specify reliable memory regions? Can one specify reliable computational regions in a code? In today’s petascale systems, if such services exist, they are available only to the RAS system and are not exposed to the users. A useful fault model would have a standard set of recovery services that all computer suppliers would provide to the software developers to develop resilient exascale applications.

The fault-handling model should support hierarchical fault handling, with faults handled in the smallest context capable of doing so. A fault that affects a node should be signaled to that node, if it is capable of initiating a recovery action. For example, memory corruption that affects only application data should be handled first by the node kernel. The model should provide mechanisms for escalating errors. If a node is not responsive or cannot handle an error affecting it, then the fault should be escalated to an error handler for the parallel application using that node. If this error handler is not responsive or cannot handle the error, then the error should be escalated to a system error handler.

Improved fault prediction, containment, detection, notification, and recovery research requires major efforts in one area: the detection of silent (undetected) errors. Indeed, exascale is highly unlikely to be viable without error detection.

Significant uncertainty remains about the likely frequency of SDC in future systems; one can hope that work on the characterization of hardware faults will reduce this uncertainty. Much uncertainty also remains about the impact of SDCs on the executing software. We do not have, at this point, technologies that can cope with frequent SDCs, other than the brute force solutions of duplication or triplication.

Arguably, significant research has been done on algorithmic methods for handling SDCs. Current research, however, focuses on methods that apply to specific kernels that are part of specific libraries. We do not have general solutions, and we do not know whether current approaches could cover a significant fraction of computation cycles on future supercomputers. It is
imperative to develop general detection/recovery techniques or show how to combine algorithmic
methods with other methods.

Research on algorithmic methods considers only certain types of errors, for example, the
corruption of data values, but not the corruption of the executing code, or hardware errors that
affect the interrupt logic. It is important to understand whether such omission is justified by
the relative frequency of the different types of errors or, if not, what mechanisms can be used
to cope with errors that are not within the scope of algorithmic methods.

Moreover, fault detection mechanisms that are not algorithmic specific but use compiler and
runtime techniques may be harder, but they would have a higher return because they would
apply to all application codes.

Fault containment tries to keep the damage caused by the fault from propagating to other
cores, to other nodes, and potentially to the corruption of checkpointed data, rendering recovery
impossible. Successful containment requires early detection of faults before many computations
are done and before that data is transmitted to other parts of the system. Once the fault
has propagated, local recovery is no longer viable; and if detection does not occur before an
application checkpoint, even global recovery may be impossible. Successful fault containment is
key to low-cost recovery.

Fault prediction does not replace fault detection and correction, but it can significantly
increase the effective system and application MTBF, thus significantly decreasing time wasted
to checkpoint and recovery. Furthermore, techniques developed for fault prediction help root
cause analysis and thus reduce maintenance time.

Fault notification is an essential component of the previously described fault-handling model.
The provision of robust, accurate, and scalable notification mechanisms for the HPC environment
will require new techniques.

Current overheads for recovery from system failures are significant; a system may take hours
to return to service. Clearly, the time for system recovery must be reduced.

Programming abstractions for resilience will be able to grow out of a standardized fault
handling model. Many programming abstractions have been explored, and several examples were
described in previous sections. These research explorations have not shown a single programming
abstraction for resilience that works for all cases. In fact, they show that several programming
abstractions will need to be developed and supported in order to develop resilient exascale
applications.

The development of fault-tolerant algorithms requires various resilience services: For exam-
ple, some parts of the computation must execute correctly, while other parts can tolerate errors;
some data structures must be persistent; others may be lost or corrupted, provided that errors
are detected before corrupted values are used; and still other data structures can tolerance limited
amounts of corruptions.

More fundamentally, one needs semantics for programs that enable us to express their relia-
bility properties. The development of efficient fault-tolerant algorithms requires the programmer
to think of computations as stochastic processes, with performance and outcome dependent on
the distribution of faults. The validation or testing of such stochastic programs requires new
methods as well.

Resilience services and appropriate semantics would also facilitate the development of system
code. Many system failures, in particular failures in parallel file systems, are due to various forms
of resource exhaustion, as servers become overloaded or short in memory and fail to respond
in a timely manner. The proper configuration of such systems is a trial-and-error process. One would prefer systems that are resilient by design.

Standardized evaluation of fault tolerance approaches will provide a way to measure the efficiency of a new approach compared with other known approaches. It will also provide a way to measure the effectiveness of an approach on different architectures and at different scales. The latter will be important to determine whether the approach can scale to exascale. Even fault-tolerant Monte Carlo algorithms have been shown to have problems scaling to millions of processors [45]. Standardized evaluation will involve development of a portable, scalable test suite that simulates all the errors from the fault model and measures the recovery time, services required, and the resources used for a given resilient exascale application.
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Runtime-Aware Architectures: A First Approach
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In the last few years, the traditional ways to keep the increase of hardware performance at the rate predicted by Moore’s Law have vanished. When uni-cores were the norm, hardware design was decoupled from the software stack thanks to a well defined Instruction Set Architecture (ISA). This simple interface allowed developing applications without worrying too much about the underlying hardware, while hardware designers were able to aggressively exploit instruction-level parallelism (ILP) in superscalar processors. With the irruption of multi-cores and parallel applications, this simple interface started to leak. As a consequence, the role of decoupling again applications from the hardware was moved to the runtime system. Efficiently using the underlying hardware from this runtime without exposing its complexities to the application has been the target of very active and prolific research in the last years.

Current multi-cores are designed as simple symmetric multiprocessors (SMP) on a chip. However, we believe that this is not enough to overcome all the problems that multi-cores already have to face. It is our position that the runtime has to drive the design of future multi-cores to overcome the restrictions in terms of power, memory, programmability and resilience that multi-cores have. In this paper, we introduce a first approach towards a Runtime-Aware Architecture (RAA), a massively parallel architecture designed from the runtime’s perspective.

Keywords: Parallel architectures, runtime system, hardware-software co-design.

Introduction

When uniprocessors were the norm, Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) and Data Level Parallelism (DLP) were widely exploited to increase the number of instructions executed per cycle. The main hardware designs that were used to exploit ILP were superscalar and Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) processors. The VLIW approach requires to statically determine dependencies between instructions and schedule them. However, since it is not possible in general to obtain optimal schedulings at compile time, VLIW does not fully exploit the potential ILP that many workloads have. Superscalar designs try to overcome the increasing memory latencies, the so called Memory Wall\textsuperscript{[42]}, by using Out of Order (OoO) and speculative executions\textsuperscript{[18]}. Additionally, techniques such as prefetching, to start fetching data from the memory ahead of time, deep memory hierarchies, to exploit the locality that many programs have, and large reorder buffers, to increase the number of speculative instructions exposed to the hardware, have been also used to enhance superscalar processors performance. DLP is typically expressed explicitly at the software layer and it consisted in a parallel operation on multiple data performed by multiple independent instructions, or by multiple independent threads. In uniprocessors, the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) was in charge of decoupling the application, written in a high-level programming language, and the hardware, as we can see in the left hand side of Figure 1. In this context, the architecture improvements were applied at the pipeline level without changing the ISA.

Some years ago, the traditional ways to keep increasing hardware performance at the rate predicted by Moore’s Law vanished, additionally to the memory wall. The processor clock frequency stagnated because, when it increased beyond a threshold, the power per unit of area (power density) could not be dissipated. That problem was called the Power Wall\textsuperscript{[27]}. A study
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made by the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors predicts an annual frequency increase of 5% for the next 15 years [19]. That means that we are left with parallelism alone in order to further increase performance.

To overcome the stagnation of the processor clock frequency, vendors started to release multi-core devices over a decade ago. They can potentially provide the desired performance gains by exploiting Task Level Parallelism (TLP). However, multi-core designs, rather than fixing the problems associated with the memory and power walls, exacerbate them. The ratio cache storage / operation stagnates or decreases in multi-core designs as well as the memory bandwidth per operation does, making it very hard to fully exploit the throughput that multi-core designs have. Another major concern is energy consumption, since if it keeps growing with the same rate as today, some major technological challenges like designing exascale supercomputers or developing petaflop mobiles will become chimeras. This set of challenges related to power consumption issues constitutes a new power wall.

Additionally, multi-core systems might have a heterogeneous set of processors with a different ISA, connected through several layers of shared resources with variable access latencies and distributed memory regions. To manage data motion among this deep and heterogeneous memory hierarchy while properly handling Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) effects and respecting stringent power budget in data movements is going to be a major challenge in future multi-core machines. All these problems regarding programmability and data management across the memory hierarchy are commonly referred as the Programmability Wall [9].

Multi-core architectures can theoretically achieve significant performance with low voltages and frequencies. However, as the voltage supply scales relative to the transistor threshold voltage, the sensitivity of circuit delays to transistor parameter variations increases remarkably, which implies that processor faults will become more frequent in future designs. Additionally, the fact that the total number of cores in future designs will increase in several orders of magnitude only makes the fault prevalence problem more dramatic. In addition to the current challenges in parallelism, memory and power management, we are moving towards a Reliability Wall [43].
With the irruption of multi-cores and parallel applications, the simple interface between the hardware and the application started to leak. As a consequence, the role of decoupling again applications from the hardware was moved to the runtime system. This runtime layer is also in charge of efficiently using the underlying hardware without exposing its complexities to the application. In fact, the collaboration between the heterogeneous parallel hardware and the runtime layer becomes the only way to keep the programmability hardship that we are anticipating within acceptable levels while dealing with the memory, power and resilience walls.

Current multi-cores are designed as simple symmetric multiprocessors (SMP) on a chip. However, we believe that this is not enough to overcome all the problems that multi-cores already have to face. To properly take advantage of their potential, an enhanced hardware-software collaboration is required. It is our position that the runtime has to drive the design of future multi-cores to overcome the challenges of the above mentioned walls. We envision a Runtime-Aware Architecture (RAA), a holistic approach where the parallel architecture is partially implemented as a software runtime management layer, and the remainder in hardware. In this architecture, TLP and DLP are managed by the runtime and are transparent to the programmer. The idea is to have a task-based representation of parallel programs and handle the tasks in the same way as superscalar processors manage ILP, since tasks have data dependencies between them and a data dependency graph can be built at runtime or statically. As such, the runtime would drive the design of new architecture components to support its activity. In the right hand side of Figure 1 we can see a representation of this idea, where the application is implemented by using a high-level programming model that decouples it from the runtime and the hardware. The runtime not only uses the hardware efficiently, but also drives its design. As such, specific hardware components that support the runtime activities are a key point of the RAA approach.

Under the experience of the current ending age and equipped with a mature vision of what a productive future can be, many good ideas that disappeared during the RISC clock frequency boom of the 80’s and 90’s can be reshaped and applied with unforeseen scales or scope, resulting in an innovative vision of how to address the current embroilment where hardware technology has taken us.

Our approach towards parallel architectures offers a single solution that could alleviate most of the problems we encounter in the current approaches: handling parallelism, the memory wall, the power wall, the programmability wall, and the upcoming reliability wall in a wide range of application domains from mobile up to supercomputers. Altogether, this novel approach towards future parallel architectures is the way to ensure continued performance improvements, getting us out of the technological hardship that computers have turned into, once more riding on Moore’s Law.

In Section 1 we describe more in detail how a task-based runtime manages the workload and how some ideas that are exploited by superscalar processors may be exploited by the runtime. In Section 2 we explain how the superscalar runtime has been used to efficiently exploit multi-cores. In Section 3 the concept of runtime-aware architectures is explained in detail. Section 4 talks about some related work. Finally, in Section 5 we comment the conclusions of this work.

1. Bringing the Superscalar Vision to the Runtime Level

We plan to use a runtime system that uses a task-based abstraction in which the programmer specifies which are the input and output arguments of the different tasks, which are going to
Table 1. Comparing superscalar and runtime visions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Superscalar</th>
<th>Task-based Runtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructions</td>
<td>Tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Units</td>
<td>Cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetch and Decode Units</td>
<td>Cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registers (name space)</td>
<td>Main Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registers (storage)</td>
<td>Local Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-Order Execution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipelined Execution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speculative Execution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be managed in the same way as superscalar processors manage instructions. This dataflow information allows the runtime to dynamically build and maintain a Task-Dependency Graph (TDG), which constitutes the foundation of a tight collaboration with the hardware to drive scheduling decisions and to discover opportunities to manage data movement in the architecture.

More precisely, as we can see in Table 1, the runtime layer conceives the different tasks of a parallel application as if they were instructions in a superscalar processor. Similarly, the fetch, decode and functional units in a pipeline can be seen as the cores of the heterogeneous many-core hardware, while registers can be foreseen as the local and main memories of parallel architectures. As such, concepts like Out-of-Order, pipelined, and speculative execution appear naturally at the runtime level in terms of task-based parallel applications. The task-dependency graph allows the runtime to execute independent tasks Out-of-Order, as instructions in traditional superscalar architectures. Deep pipelines, which are typically a component of superscalar processors, also appear at the many-core level in terms of sequences of tasks that can be overlapped to achieve more performance. In future many-core systems with hundreds of cores, idle cores can be used to speculatively execute tasks to accelerate application progress and prefetch data into the chip.

Since our approach consists in processing tasks in the same way as superscalar architectures handle dynamic instructions, many approaches that have been typically applied at the instruction pipeline level can inspire runtime optimizations and new hardware designs. Even more, as the task-dependency graph is much more complex and has much more parallelism to exploit than instruction dependencies, significant optimizations in terms of performance, power or resilience can be achieved by exposing the task-dependency graph to the available hardware and then balance the workload accordingly. Also, new architectural components to support the runtime activity are expected to play a key role.

In particular, we plan to implement our approach in the top of the OpenMP Superscalar (OmpSs) [11] runtime layer, which represents the state of the art in task-based runtime layers. OmpSs is an embedding of StarSs [29] in OpenMP.

2. Efficiently Exploiting Parallel Architectures from the Runtime

The task abstraction and the management of parallelism from the runtime system represented a major breakthrough in parallel programming. Exposing the dataflow across tasks, enables the runtime system to efficiently operate the parallel hardware in the same way the
superscalar processors manage the functional units. This opens the door to a vast amount of complex optimizations that the runtime system and the underlying architecture can perform in a transparent way, providing sustained performance improvements across new hardware generations. For the rest of the section, we comment several techniques that the runtime can apply to overcome each one of the above mentioned walls.

**Memory Wall**  The runtime scheduler can detect and exploit temporal data reuse by reordering tasks that reuse the same input data, or that use the outputs of the previous tasks. Also, it can make decisions about data distribution, allocating data close to where the task will be executed, prefetching data ahead of time, and creating explicit copies for increased locality if the same data is required in multiple locations at the same time. Bellens et al. [3] show the potential utility of these techniques in the Cell Broadband Engine microarchitecture, which has eight accelerators, each with a 256KB local memory, and a PowerPC processor. The runtime takes care of the task scheduling and data handling between the different processors of this heterogeneous architecture by using a locality-aware mechanism to reduce the overhead of data transfers from the PowerPC to the accelerators.

Minimizing data movement in the memory hierarchy is indeed a key technique to deal with the memory wall, as it reduces the number of accesses to the main memory and exploits synergies between the different components of the memory system. Some initial results have been already obtained in CPU+GPU systems [7]. The runtime system moves the data as needed between the different nodes and GPUs minimizing the impact of communication by using affinity scheduling, caching, and by overlapping communication with the computational task. When a GPU kernel is launched, the GPU threads request a new task to the scheduler. Then, the transfer of any data that might be needed by the prefetched task is initiated. In this way, by the time this task can be executed the data will already be available. This prefetch is more effective when combined with overlapped computation and data transfers.

To allow processors exploiting more ILP, register renaming has been exploited in superscalar architectures. Such approaches allow having more physical registers than logical registers, avoiding serialization penalties due to registers reuse. They require keeping track of dependencies between instructions’ operands to determine if a new renaming register can be assigned to an architecture register. Renaming can help removing anti-dependencies between instructions, which can also be applied to tasks [4]. Renaming can be applied at task instantiation time, or delayed until just before task execution, similarly to virtual registers [15], which can delay the allocation of physical registers until a late stage in the pipeline, instead of doing it in the decode stage. Since the task-dependency graph can be generated ahead of time, it is possible to delay memory allocation to tasks until they start executing. This virtual resource allocation allows other tasks in the critical path to take advantage of this extra memory.

**Power Wall**  The potential of exploiting the critical path has been already evaluated in MPI programs [6]. By using the knowledge of the critical path and combining it with straightforward profile-based techniques, a set of compact performance indicators that describe important performance-related questions, such as load imbalance, resource consumption or dynamic workload, an efficient scheduling can be derived. These performance indicators can be used by the runtime system to efficiently manage the load, trade performance for power or vice versa, and overall, optimize and adapt runtime decisions to the users’ needs. Improvements up to 18% in
execution time and 21% in energy efficiency have been achieved by using dynamic performance metrics to adjust runtime decisions [37].

Exploiting **task specialization** can give significant improvements since different tasks can be scheduled and mapped to different hardware components to deliver the maximum performance while spending low power. For example, by using memory-specific performance information (i.e. cache capacity and memory bandwidth required), the different tasks can be mapped to hardware components with the required memory resources or, alternatively, if a task was already running, it would be possible to switch-off non-required pieces of the memory. That would provide very important improvements in terms of power consumption.

Also, the programmer or the compiler can provide, for the same task, different versions of code targeting several accelerators and, according to the hardware state, the runtime can choose which version of the code must be used [30]. As such, if the machine has some cores with support for vector instructions, the runtime can reduce power consumption be scheduling the appropriate tasks to them to exploit their reduced fetch and decode power consumption.

### Reliability Wall

A wide range of techniques can be applied at the runtime level to increase applications resilience and deal with the reliability wall. If we assume that the tasks are idempotent, we can take checkpoints of the tasks’ inputs and re-execute them if some fault takes place [38]. To reduce the memory overhead, we can apply a smart copy mechanism that takes just one checkpoint per input, even if it is used by multiple tasks.

Alternatively, it is also possible to extend the programming model to enable the user to specify pieces of code that are particularly sensitive from the resilience perspective by using special pragma annotations. That would give to the runtime the information on what tasks should be mapped into more resilient hardware components.

Another possible improvement that task-based runtimes allow is to tolerate the latency that recomputation techniques induce by overlapping computation with recovery techniques and let the execution progress if the faulty task is not in the critical path. That is an excellent framework to deploy algorithmic recoveries as its cost can be tolerated by overlapping them with standard runtime tasks.

### Programmability Wall

The runtime can handle **data dependencies** allowing the programmer to deliver straightforward code where just the input and output parameters of the different tasks are specified, which notably simplifies the work of efficiently programming heterogeneous many-core architectures. As such, the task-dependency graph is used by the runtime to expose the parallel workload to the available hardware in a transparent way from the programmer point of view, in the sense that the application source code does not contain information on how to handle the workload besides specifying the input/output parameters.

As such, the programming hardships observed in heterogeneous many-core architectures such as the Cell processor [41] can be avoided by considering the runtime management as a part of the hardware that efficiently manages the load without the need of explicitly exposing the problem to the programmers. As a consequence, the runtime takes care of balancing the load among different cores and is able to assign more tasks to faster cores. The same runtime layer can easily adapt to programs with multiple implementations of the same task type (i.e. tuned for different accelerators or cores), and decide in which execution unit the task has to be run.

A task-based approach can potentially reduce the **synchronization costs** that shared memory approaches typically have and thus achieve significant performance improvements when
they manage highly parallel workloads on many-cores chips. As they allow the programmer to
specify program parts called tasks, which can be executed concurrently, the mapping of tasks
to threads is done dynamically by a runtime environment without any specific programmer
responsibility in the way that synchronization costs are reduced.

3. Runtime-Aware Architectures

Our envisioned Runtime-Aware Architecture (RAA) constitutes a new paradigm of parallel
computing systems in which the runtime management layer drives the hardware design, and
they both collaborate to leverage an unprecedented degree of parallelism on-chip and exploit
information on data dependencies. In this section, we describe in detail the different aspects of
such hardware-software collaboration and we discuss some new opportunities brought by it. We
expose the several aspects of the RAA approach by describing several techniques to deal with the
memory, power, resilience and programmability walls and explaining how the hardware-software
collaboration can exploit them.

Memory Wall Increasing data reuse in superscalar architectures was crucial to reduce the
impact of the memory wall. In RAA’s, there is a great margin for performance and energy
efficiency improvements in the development of scheduling strategies that exploit this knowledge
about the future, encoded in the task-dependency graph. RAA’s offer the possibility to extend
these ideas with specific hardware support that automatically handle these data transfers with
the help of the runtime system by relying on software coherency or on specific architectural
support to propagate updates across the multiple copies of data.

Prefetching had an extremely important role in fighting the memory wall in superscalar
architectures. In RAA’s, we can combine the capabilities of the runtime scheduler to exploit
information about future data transfers, with the right kind of hardware support to optimize
such transfers. The required hardware support is asynchronous data movement operations, that
enable the scheduler to overlap data transfers required for future tasks with the execution of the
current task, which reduces the bandwidth requirements and tolerates memory latencies as the
transfer is out of the critical path [25]. The design requirements for this new memory system
differ significantly from today’s designs where memory transfers are always in the critical path.

Since the runtime system can decide in advance which tasks will execute in a given core after
the current executing task finalizes, it can also determine the data required by the upcoming
task and prefetch this data to the desired level of the cache hierarchy using locking and flushing
mechanisms developed with this objective [14, 28]. This technique has a lot of potential, but
if applied too aggressively or too early, can evict active data of the current executing task,
negatively impacting the performance of the application. As an alternative, special purpose
buffers can be added to the architecture to store the inputs of future tasks without affecting the
contents of the cache hierarchy. Also, producer-consumer data can be efficiently forwarded with
the adequate hardware support [23].

Minimizing on-chip and off-chip data movements is very important in terms of final per-
formance and power consumption. Exploiting locality via reuse or prefetching is not going to
be enough in future many-core systems. Simplified coherence protocols guided by the runtime
system can be used to reduce coherence traffic [24]. An interesting complement consists in up-
graded movement primitives that perform user defined transformations on the data as it is being
transferred. In-memory functional units for integer, floating point or vector operations have been
proposed in the past, but these transformations can also be done in the network routers. Also, more advanced Network-on-Chip (NoC) topologies that can dynamically adapt data movements depending on the network contention can help in reducing NoC’s contention and communication latencies. In general, criticality-aware communications will be essential in our envisioned RAA.

We can also envision strategies that assign more or faster resources to tasks that are in the critical path (or likely to be) of the parallel application. In a many-core system, scheduling critical tasks to faster cores while minimizing resource contention and data motion is of paramount importance and requires a tight collaboration between the architecture and the runtime system. Since hybrid NoC’s and memories will be a reality in such systems, developing the adequate prioritization mechanisms for communications and memory accesses of critical tasks is a key point to reduce overall execution time of the parallel application.

**Power Wall**  The critical path is one of the most important dynamic properties of a parallel program. As it is the global execution path of tasks that forces wait operations on other tasks without itself being stalled, the events that are not included on it are, up to certain extend, latency tolerant, as they can take more time to complete without hurting the performance of the whole application. That opens a wide range of potential improvements in terms of power consumption or performance: If a given memory access is not in the critical path, it can be performed in a long-latency and thus low power region of the memory. Similarly, tasks that are not in the critical path can be mapped to slower and thus low power hardware components of the many-core system. Alternatively, if a particular task is in the critical path, it can be mapped to faster hardware components as its early completion may significantly reduce the waiting time of other tasks and thus reduce overall energy consumption.

In superscalar processors, specialized functional units can improve performance and achieve low power consumption rates for different phases of programs’ execution. **Heterogeneous designs** can accelerate many applications that combine compute-intensive and control-intensive phases of computation, which should ideally be handled by different processing elements. These codes include large-scale scientific computations, complex simulations of physical phenomena, complex visualizations or financial markets’ predictions. While systems with heterogeneous functional units can significantly improve performance and power consumption, they require to properly partition the application’s code across all the available functional units or to efficiently manage data motion between functional units. Thus, the runtime system can become an excellent management layer to efficiently use hardware with heterogeneous cores and accelerators without making the programmability harder. As the task-dependency graph can be generated ahead of tasks’ execution, the management of heterogeneous functional units can be properly planned. Additionally, some historical information on the tasks that have been already executed in terms of performance or resource usage can be kept by the runtime. By combining this historical data with the task-dependency graph, efficient scheduling decisions can be made by the runtime.

**Reliability Wall**  Reducing error propagation is crucial to increase applications’ resilience and deal with the reliability wall. Since soft faults that take place during a task execution will impact its outputs and all the tasks that use these as input parameters, RAA’s offer important opportunities as the information contained in the task-dependency graph can be used as a proxy for tasks’ sensitivity in terms of error propagation. As such, we can determine the most sensitive parts of the task-dependency graph and perform resilience enhancements on them. These en-
hancements can vary from straightforward approaches such as task replication to sophisticated algorithmic checkers. In any case, the resilience techniques should be able to check for errors and correct as many as possible. The hardware can support these resilience enhancements either by enabling fast and efficient recomputations, by using the data that is already in the cache, by supporting fast data movements, or by having a few dedicated cores exclusively focused on running algorithmic checkers to detect and correct data corruptions.

**Error Correcting Codes (ECC)** [35] are a well known technique based on encoding some data in a redundant way specially conceived to detect any corruption in the original data. They are typically implemented in memory systems to detect and correct data corruptions. ECC can even be used to measure the fault rate that a particular hardware component experiments, which allows to deliver machines with a certain resilience warranty. The RAA approach can also benefit from these approaches by performing ECC checks over data while they are being transferred. For example, if a given packet is waiting in the queue of a switch, some ECC-based checks can be performed on it to detect corruptions and restore data integrity if possible. Such ECC checkers would not impact on performance, as they are performed during transmissions. As such, memory, on- and off-chip networks should have support for ECC.

**Programmability Wall** For current runtime systems, the granularity of tasks has to be coarse enough to neglect the runtime overhead. As a consequence, the minimum duration of the tasks has to be in the order of tens-hundreds of milliseconds. For some algorithms, finer granularities of tasks are required to better express the inherent parallelism of the algorithm. For that reason, architectural support for task-based execution paradigms has been proposed to accelerate the runtime system and tolerate much finer task granularities.

Managing thousands of tasks at runtime requires hardware mechanisms to accelerate the construction of the TDG [12, 44], and scheduling decisions [22, 33]. In order to balance the load of the application, task stealing techniques can be implemented in hardware [22]. In heterogeneous systems, load balancing and scheduling tasks is very complex from the programmer’s perspective. Being able to manage a massive amount of fine-grain tasks together with hardware support for load balancing and scheduling will significantly facilitate writing parallel applications for many-cores.

**Our Envisioned RAA Architecture** Figure 2 and 3 depict the different parts of our envisioned runtime-aware architecture. We are designing a massively parallel system with multiple nodes where each node has multiple sockets, and each socket multiple clusters of cores. It is our position that future exascale systems will be heterogeneous at multiple levels, with different types of execution units (big and little cores) and accelerators (GPUs, vector processors, network, etc.), interconnection networks (electric, optic, and wireless), and memories (DRAM, non-volatile memory, etc.). Also, managing deep memory hierarchies and multi-level interconnection networks will be critical to obtain peak performance.

Considering hardware heterogeneity, data locality and reuse, power consumption, and reliability at runtime is crucial to overcome the walls that threaten Moore’s Law. Enriched information at hardware level is required to allow the runtime system to optimize these objectives. In order to minimize the overhead of this runtime system, specific hardware support is mandatory [12, 22, 33]. With the help of these structures, key aspects of RAA’s such as building the TDG, task scheduling, load balancing, and data placement can be made without affecting the performance of the application.
These structures would be the main part of the system cores block diagram in Figure 2. Similarly to the IBM Blue Gene/Q processor [17], a specific core for operating system activities (OS in Figure 2) is included in each cluster of cores, while the runtime front-end activities happen in a specific hardware (RT). It is still an open question if these two cores can be combined in a single structure. Runnable tasks are inserted into a queuing system similar to Carbon [22], which supports task stealing, and scheduled to the available cores. In order to characterize the hardware resources that each task type requires, a specific structure is conceived, denoted Resource Contention Core (RCC). Finally, a Data Transfer Engine (DTE) is in charge of data movements in the cores cluster. The DTE exploits data reuse, locality, and prefetches tasks inputs ahead of time.

The generic cluster cores in Figure 2 includes the execution cores, accelerators, on-chip network, and cache hierarchy. Effectively, processor cores thus serve as functional units. In RAA’s, we propose to have a hybrid memory hierarchy with an L1 data cache and a local memory (or scratchpad) per core, as shown in Figure 2. Managing such a memory hierarchy is very difficult, but if done adequately, we can reduce significantly the coherence traffic and obtain a more energy efficient system. For example, we have proved that with the appropriate compiler support, such a hybrid hierarchy can be exploited for OpenMP codes [1]. In that approach, strided accesses are served by the local memory, while irregular accesses are served by the L1 data cache. A minimal hardware support is required for coherence and consistency purposes, but significant energy savings are obtained as a result. In the context of RAA’s, task-based programming models such as OmpSs can be very helpful. For instance, task inputs and outputs can be automatically mapped to the local memories, while other accesses would be served by the L1 cache. The DTE in the system cores can manage DMA transfers to prefetch data in time. Finally, with this approach data movements due to coherence protocols would be significantly reduced.

The current Network-on-Chip (NoC) designs such as the ring- and bus-based topologies [39] provide an energy and throughput efficient solution for communication within small multi-cores. Since these traditional approaches for NoC’s do not scale for many-cores, it is required to explore novel and scalable NoC approaches such as wireless interconnects, which can be used in conjunction with traditional wired and optical interconnects in novel RAA NoC topolo-
gies for both 2D and 3D integrated circuits [45]. Finally, heterogeneous networks on chip are devised to serve the different characteristics of these structures in the hybrid memory hierarchy.

Cluster cores share a local L2 cache, while a large last-level on-chip cache is shared among different clusters in the socket. Local memories in different clusters will be able to communicate via a specific cluster to cluster communication engine (denoted CL2CL Comm in Figure 2). This engine could deal also with communications between different sockets in a node.

Different sockets in a node are connected with a high speed interconnection network, while different kinds of memories are available to the socket. Deciding whether to allocate memory in a regular DRAM or in a non-volatile memory is going to be a key aspect that is going to be easier to decide thanks to the enriched information provided by the dataflow representation of the application. For example, we can imagine that final outputs of an application should be mapped to persistent memories.

Several research groups have proposed system architectures with similarities to our envisioned RAA. For example, the SARC architecture [31] proposes having separate clusters of master and worker cores with local memories and coherent L2 and L3 caches. The Rigel architecture [21] proposes having clusters of cores with L1 instruction caches and incoherent L2 caches (per cluster), together with a global shared L3 cache. Finally, the Runnemede architecture [8] also relies on a dataflow execution model to execute in a near-threshold computing environment, with multiple clusters of homogeneous cores and a hierarchy of local memories. In this architecture, coherence between clusters is fully managed in software.

4. Related Work

4.1. Shared and Distributed Memory Programming Models

The most wide spread distributed memory API is MPI [16], which basically consists on a set of macros to explicitly indicate data exchanges between different tasks. Communications can be point to point or collective and use synchronous or asynchronous protocols, the first being more robust in the sense that data cannot be lost but paying the typical synchronization burden. OpenMP is an implementation of the classical shared memory multithreaded fork-join programming model [2]. By default, each thread runs its own parallelized section of code independently. Task- and data-level parallelism can be achieved through work-sharing constructs that are used to divide the computational load among the threads. Threads are allocated to processors based on environment variables or in code using functions.
In the context of high performance computing, OpenMP is typically used to handle on-chip parallelism, since sharing data threads can use the memory resources more efficiently. However, OpenMP does not scale up to several tens of threads due to synchronization costs. Consequently, MPI must be used to achieve acceptable scalability in moderate and large scale runs. Typically, MPI is used to manage off-chip communications. It is interesting to state that hybrid MPI+OpenMP implementations somehow reflect the way the memory is organized in parallel clusters. As such, hybrid MPI+OpenMP have become the norm in the field of scientific computing.

4.2. Task-based Programming Models

Several task-based programming models have been developed in the past years: Cilk [5] is a runtime system for multithreaded codes. To fully use Cilk potential, the codes must be structured to expose parallelism and exploit locality, leaving Cilk’s runtime with the responsibility of scheduling the computation to optimally run on a given platform. As such, the Cilk runtime system manages things like load balancing, synchronization, and communication protocols. Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [32] is a C++ template library for task-based parallelism. It is supposed to simplify the parallel programming burden by asking the programmers to specify logical parallelism instead of threads and by letting the runtime library map logical parallelism onto threads that efficiently use the available hardware. CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) is a parallel computing hardware and programming model developed by NVIDIA specifically designed for graphics processing units (GPUs). It allows the developers to access the virtual instruction set and memory of the parallel GPUs. OpenCL is a standard for cross-platform parallel programming. It allows programmers to implement and run parallel codes in heterogeneous platforms that may include CPU, GPU’s, Digital Signal Processors (DSP) or other kinds of processors.

4.3. Dataflow Programming Models

Despite the fact that many of the programming models and computing paradigms mentioned above have been successful on achieving significant throughputs from current high performance computing infrastructures, the exhaustion of traditional performance enhancements techniques, like ILP or OoO, implies that more asynchronous and flexible programming models and runtime systems are going to be used to expose huge amounts of parallelism to the hardware. To reduce synchronization costs, optimize data motion across deep memory hierarchies, and handle critical path based optimizations, we need dataflow execution scenarios, which are much more flexible and have far more potential than traditional fork-join approaches.

Some dataflow programming models are being designed to overcome such issues. The Habanero [34] project is aimed to develop a programming model, a compiler and a runtime system to handle task-based asynchronous parallelism while taking advantage of locality among tasks and data distributed across the cores.

Charm++ [20] is a C++ based asynchronous message driven programming model. Its fundamental working units are message driven objects called chares. When the program triggers a message, an object is created and its associated work is carried out. Once the work is finished, the chare is destroyed and its output is sent to the next burst of chares that use these data as input. The chares are dynamically mapped to physical processors by the runtime system. Such
mapping is transparent to the program and, therefore, it is done with the aim to increase load balancing and fault tolerance.

Interestingly, domain specific programming languages, like Sequoia [13], have been developed to specifically express hierarchical memory by using some programming model primitives and thus allowing the programmer to describe data motion vertically through the machine and to localize computation to particular memory locations within it.

4.4. Data-Graph Execution ISA’s

Some ISA’s have specifically designed to execute the instructions by using a data-graph approach. The LAU multiprocessor [10] was proposed aiming to take advantage of parallelism over three levels: Between jobs, between tasks within a job and between instructions within a task. To enable scalable and distributed processor cores, tiled architectures have been proposed [26, 36, 40]. They consist of multiple simple processing elements connected by an on-chip interconnect. Scheduling instructions in tiled architectures is crucial to obtain good performance [26]. Explicit Data Graph Execution (EDGE) architectures are examples of tiled architectures [36]. Unlike traditional processor architectures that operate at the granularity of a single instruction, EDGE ISA’s support large graphs of computation mapped to a flexible hardware substrate, with instructions in each graph communicating directly with other instructions, rather than going through a shared register file. This capability not only reduces design complexity, but amortizes execution overheads over a large graph of instructions.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce a first approach towards a Runtime-Aware Architecture (RAA), a massively parallel architecture designed from the runtime’s perspective. This approach offers a unified and general solution that can potentially solve most of the problems we encounter in the current approaches: handling parallelism, the memory wall, the power wall, the programmability wall, and the upcoming reliability wall in a wide range of application domains from mobile up to supercomputers. Altogether, this novel approach toward future parallel architectures is the way to ensure continued performance improvements, getting us out of the technological hardship that computers have turned into, once more riding on Moore’s Law.
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Towards a performance portable, architecture agnostic implementation strategy for weather and climate models

Oliver Fuhrer\textsuperscript{1}, Carlos Osuna\textsuperscript{2}, Xavier Lapillonne\textsuperscript{2}, Tobias Gysi\textsuperscript{3,4}, Ben Cumming\textsuperscript{5}, Mauro Bianco\textsuperscript{5}, Andrea Arteaga\textsuperscript{2}, Thomas C. Schulthess\textsuperscript{5,6,7}

We propose a software implementation strategy for complex weather and climate models that produces performance portable, architecture agnostic codes. It relies on domain and data structure specific tools that are usable within common model development frameworks – Fortran today and possibly high-level programming environments like Python in the future. We present the strategy in terms of a refactoring project of the atmospheric model COSMO, where we have rewritten the dynamical core and refactored the remaining Fortran code. The dynamical core is built on top of the domain specific “Stencil Loop Language” for stencil computations on structured grids, a generic framework for halo exchange and boundary conditions, as well as a generic communication library that handles data exchange on a distributed memory system. All these tools are implemented in C++ making extensive use of generic programming and template metaprogramming. The refactored code is shown to outperform the current production code and is performance portable to various hybrid CPU-GPU node architectures.

Keywords: numerical weather prediction, climate modeling, hybrid computing, programming models.

1. Introduction

The socio-economic value of numerical weather prediction and climate modelling is driving the continuous development and improvement of atmospheric models on current and emerging supercomputing architectures [22, 33]. However, attaining high scalability and efficiency with atmospheric models is a challenging task for several reasons. The typical codebase of an atmospheric model has several hundred thousand to million lines of Fortran code. Atmospheric models are community codes with large developer communities, and even larger user communities. As a consequence, strong commitments towards a single source code, performance portability across different high performance computing architectures, and a high usability of the source code by non-expert programmers are required. The life cycle of an atmospheric model consists of a development phase of approximately 10 years and a deployment phase with continuous development of 20 years or more. Due to the non-linear nature of the Earth’s atmosphere, the large range of spatial and temporal scales involved and the complexity of the underlying physical processes, assessing the correctness and predictive capabilities of an atmospheric model is in itself a scientifically and computationally arduous task. Furthermore, many atmospheric models are characterized by a low arithmetic density and limited scalability. The low arithmetic density results from the algorithmic motifs in the most time-consuming parts of the codes, typically finite difference, finite element or finite volume discretizations on a structured or unstructured grid. As a consequence of these motifs, scalability is limited by the total number of horizontal
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grid points employed in a specific simulation, which can be low for multi-decadal global climate simulations.

Given these constraints, weather and climate codes are struggling to adapt to current and emerging hardware architectures. Adaptation of productive models to traditional multi-core systems typically use flat MPI parallelization, i.e. where each individual core is considered an independent compute node with no utilization of shared memory on a physical node of the computer system at the algorithmic level. Attempts to migrate codes to a hybrid programming model such as MPI+OpenMP typically result in disappointing performance gains or require substantial software refactoring that are not simpler than efforts to migrate models to hybrid architectures with GPU accelerators.

An extensive development effort based purely on Fortran plus compiler directives (OpenMP, F2C-ACC, and OpenACC) is currently ongoing for the global Non-hydrostatic Icosahedral Model (NIM) being developed at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Using this approach, the dynamical core of NIM obtains good performance on multi-core CPUs, NVIDIA GPUs and Intel Xeon Phi accelerators. The team is currently working on porting the physics using the same approach.

A different approach was taken by Norman et al. when porting the Fortran-based CAM-SE model to hybrid CPU-GPU architectures. CUDA Fortran is used for the parts of the model that run on GPUs, and the resulting port scaled and performed well on ORNL’s Titan supercomputer (a Cray XK7 with Hybrid CPU-GPU nodes that are based on the NVIDIA Kepler architecture). The question of how such a port will migrate onto hybrid nodes with different accelerators that do not support the CUDA programming model is still to be addressed.

The Japanese Meteorological Agency is developing ASUCA, a new local-area numerical weather prediction model. In parallel, a group at Tokyo Institute of Technology developed another version of this Fortran/OpenMP code using C++/CUDA, which allowed them to run scale ASUCA up to 4000 GPUs on the TSUBAME 2.0 supercomputer. However, it is unclear how sustainable an approach that relies on different code bases for different architectures will be, and whether it will be supported by the climate and numerical weather prediction community.

Here we propose a different strategy: An existing monolithic Fortran code is partially rewritten based upon re-usable, domain or data structure specific tools that aim to separate concerns of domain decomposition for distributed memory and multi-threading on novel, heterogeneous node architectures. Our approach was applied to the regional weather and climate model COSMO, and the implementation is being fully integrated into the production trunk of the code. Our target is to run COSMO with a single code base at scale and in a performance portable manner both on CPU-based systems as well as different designs of hybrid CPU-GPU systems.

The problem of maintaining complex models on modern computing architectures is particularly acute in the context of the challenges posed by future exa-scale computing systems. With this paper we hope to make a positive contribution to this more general discussion over programming models. Using COSMO as a demonstration vehicle, we show how multiple architectures with their corresponding programming models can be supported with an implementation approach that shields the developers of the atmospheric model from the architectural complexities. The discussion is based on full production problems, rather than simplified benchmarks, in order
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to highlight all challenges of the refactoring effort. We demonstrate benchmarking results for various architectures that outperform the existing implementation of the model.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the COSMO model is briefly introduced. Section 3 will present the software strategy that underpins the implementation for different programming models with a single source code. In Section 4 performance results that affirm the different design choices, along with benchmarks of typical use-cases, are presented. Finally, we conclude with a summary and a discussion of future work in Section 5.

2. COSMO

The Consortium for Small-Scale Modeling (COSMO) is a consortium of seven European national weather services which aims to develop, improve and maintain a non-hydrostatic local area atmospheric model \cite{9, 12, 32}. The COSMO model is used for both operational \cite{4, 35} and research \cite{20, 29} applications by the members of the consortium and many universities worldwide. Separate to the consortium, the CLM-Community \cite{8} is an open international network of scientists are applying and developing the COSMO model for regional climate simulations. The current trunk version of the COSMO model is a Fortran code that relies on external libraries only for message passing (MPI) and I/O (grib, NetCDF). Being a community code used both for numerical weather prediction and climate simulation, COSMO is deployed on leadership class computing facilities at the largest compute centers, on medium sized research clusters at universities as well as on individual laptops for development.

The code base of COSMO can be divided into different components. The *dynamics* solves the governing fluid and thermodynamic equations on resolved scales. These partial differential equations (PDEs) are discretized on a three dimensional structured grid using finite difference methods. The so-called *physics* are modules representing sub-gridscale processes that cannot be resolved by the dynamics, such as cloud microphysics, turbulence and radiative transfer. For numerical weather prediction the incorporation of observational data – for example from ground measurement stations or weather radars – is handled by the *assimilation* code. Finally, the *diagnostics* compute derived quantities from the main prognostic variables and the I/O code handles input/output operations to files. A Runge-Kutta scheme is used to integrate the state variables forward in time \cite{3}, and Fig. 6 illustrates the order of operations on a time step. The COSMO model is a local area model, meaning that simulations are driven by external boundary conditions from a global model. The horizontal grid is a regular grid in a rotated latitude/longitude coordinate system. In this paper $i$ and $j$ refer to the indices enumerating horizontal longitude and latitude cells, and $k$ refers to the vertical levels.

2.1. Benchmarks

Two model setups are used to generate the performance results presented in this paper. First, COSMO supports an initialization mode without requiring reading of external data from file by internally generating a model state and external boundary conditions from an analytical description of the atmosphere with random, three-dimensional perturbations. This configuration was used for the weak and strong scaling results presented in Section 4. This has the advantage that we can eliminate strong regional contrasts typically present in real data, which would inhibit a comparison between different domain sizes. Considerable care has been taken to ensure that the performance results with this model setup are representative for simulations with real data.
Secondly, we use the 2.2 km operational setup of COSMO currently deployed at the Swiss national weather service MeteoSwiss. This setup, named COSMO-2, has a computational domain covering the greater Alpine region (see Fig. 1), with a total number of $520 \times 350$ horizontal gridpoints and 60 vertical levels. The COSMO-2 benchmark exercises the model in a representative way including all key physics modules. The COSMO-2 benchmark has to run with a time-compression factor of approximately 70 to meet the operational requirements of MeteoSwiss, meaning that the time-to-solution of a 24 h and 33 h simulation should correspond to 21 minutes and 29 minutes of wall-clock time, respectively. Such strict time-to-solution constraints are often the main driver choosing the size of computer systems used for operational weather forecasting.

3. Software Strategy

Like most weather and climate models, COSMO is implemented as a monolithic Fortran code that is highly optimized for the computer architectures in use at the weather services. At the time of writing these computer architectures are vector processors and distributed multi-core systems. The model is under continuous development, which means that there are many developers contributing code and who have a basic knowledge of the software architecture. Migrating such an implementation to new computer architectures that require different programming models is extraordinarily laborious. This was true in the past, when massively parallel computing systems appeared that have distributed memory with a message passing model. It continues to be a challenge today with multi-core processors that call for a threading model, as well as emerging architectures with hybrid CPU-GPU nodes.

In addition to software refactoring costs, the migration of a large weather and climate model like COSMO to new programming models requires a significant investment in training the developer community that has to adopt these models. Since the majority of this community are not computer scientists with neither extensive experience in software engineering or interests in new programming models, but domain scientists and applied mathematicians that have to be familiar with the underlying equations and their numerical discretizations, the adoption of new architectures can face significant resistance.
Figure 2. Software architecture of the new COSMO code. Red colors correspond to user code, purple colors are for re-usable middleware tools which have been developed, blue is for I/O and system libraries.

There is thus a natural restoring force in favor incremental over disruptive or revolutionary changes to computer architectures and programming models. This situation is common for high-performance computing in general, and has to be addressed, because rapid gains in performance and improvements in production costs can only be achieved if new architectures are adopted in a timely manner. For COSMO, the root cause of this restoring force is the present software model: the monolithic Fortran code that prohibits a separation of concerns between the code that implements the atmospheric model and the computer architecture-specific implementation.

A central emphasis of our refactoring effort of COSMO was to introduce new, domain or data structure specific tools that allow hiding architectural details and the corresponding programming models from the user code that implements the model. In order to minimize the cost of adoption, these new tools had to be integrated with the original Fortran code base.

Figure 2 illustrates the software architecture of the refactored COSMO code. Only the dynamics, which comprises about 20% of the 250,000 line trunk of COSMO but requires approximately 60% of the runtime, was completely rewritten [16]. To this end two domain-specific tools were developed and used.

The first of these, named STELLA (Stencil Loop Language), is a domain-specific embedded languages (DSELS) that leverage C++ and CUDA. STELLA was designed to implement the different stencil motifs for structured grids that are used in COSMO. The user uses a simple abstraction to specify stencil operations, without having to be concerned by the programming model and hardware specific loop and implementation details, which are generated by the DSEL using template metaprogramming. A short description of STELLA is given in Section 3.1.

The second library provides abstractions for operations at domain and sub-domain boundaries, specifically boundary conditions and the exchange of halo grid points. This framework leverages the Generic Communication Library (GCL [5]), which is a generic C++ library that implements a flexible and performance portable interface to specify halo-exchange patterns for regular grids. A short description of the communication framework and GCL is given in Section 3.3.

For all remaining parts of the COSMO code (physics, assimilation, etc.) we have used a less disruptive porting strategy based on compiler directives [21]. In Section 3.2, we will briefly discuss the implementation of the physics code that is based on OpenACC directives allowing the code to run on GPUs. A similar extension in terms of OpenMP directives that supports
threading on a multi-core processors has been developed and will be provided in a future release of the code.

The choice to leave the physics, assimilation, and other parts of the code in their original Fortran form was a pragmatic one to minimize the impact of changes on the existing developer community. However, the elegant separation of architectural concerns from the atmospheric model specification is not possible with this approach, as compiler directives necessarily introduce details of the underlying programming model. The new architecture of the dynamics has the following benefits over this directives-based approach:

- Application developers (domain scientists) use an abstract hardware model (instead of a specific hardware architecture)
- Fine-grained parallelization at the node level is separated from course-grained data distribution across nodes.
- Separation of concerns, whereby we avoid exposing hardware specific constructs/optimizations to the user code.
- Single source code which can be maintained and developed by domain scientists.
- Re-usable software components (tools) which can be shared with other codes from the same domain, or other domains that use similar algorithmic motifs and data structures.
- Use of rigorous unit testing and regression testing that allows scalable development with large teams.

3.1. Dynamics rewrite (STELLA)

STELLA [16] is a DSEL for stencil codes on structured grids, that uses template metaprogramming [2] [1] to embed the domain-specific language within the C++ host language. The DSEL abstracts the stencil formulation from its architecture-specific implementation, so that users of the library write a single, performance-portable code. At compile-time the DSEL is translated into an executable with performance comparable to hand-written code optimized for the target architecture.

A typical stencil operator in COSMO concatenates multiple smaller stencil operators (so-called stencil stages). A stencil is made up of two logical components: 1) the loop-logic that iterates over the physical domain of the model represented by a structured grid; and 2) the loop body implementing the actual stencil update function. In STELLA an update function is implemented with a function object (functor), while the architecture specific loop-logic is defined using a DSEL that targets an abstract hardware model. Data locality is leveraged by fusing multiple stencil stages into a single kernel. Figure 3 depicts an example implemented using STELLA.

| Table 1. Data layout of STELLA fields for the CPU and GPU backends |
|------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Backend**      | **CPU**         | **GPU**         |
| programming model| OpenMP          | CUDA            |
| storage order (by stride) | $j > i > k$ | $k > j > i$ |

STELLA provides multiple backends for specific hardware architectures that utilize the corresponding programming model. Each backend employs its own data layout (see Table 1) and parallelization strategy that best maps onto the targeted architecture. At the time of writing,
// declarations
IJKRealField data;
Stencil horizontalDiffusion;

// declare stencil stage
template<typename TEnv>
struct Laplace {
    STENCIL_STAGE(TEnv)
    STAGE_PARAMETER(FullDomain, phi)
    STAGE_PARAMETER(FullDomain, lap)
    static void Do(Context ctx, FullDomain) {
        ctx[lap::Center()] = -4.0*ctx[phi::Center()] +
                        ctx[phi::At(iplus1)] + ctx[phi::At(iminus1)] +
                        ctx[phi::At(jplus1)] + ctx[phi::At(jminus1)] ;
    }
};

StencilCompiler::Build(
    horizontalDiffusion,
    // define the input/output parameters,
    pack_parameters(
        Param<res, cInOut>(dataOut), Param<phi, cIn>(data)
    ),
    define_temporaries(
        StencilBuffer<lap, double, KRange<FullDomain,0,0>>()
    ),
    define_loops(
        define_sweep<cKIncrement>(
            define_stages(
                StencilStage<Laplace, IJRange<cIndented,0,0,0,0> >()
            ),
            StencilStage<Divergence, IJRange<clndented,0,0,0,0> >()
        )
    )
);

// execute the stencil instance
horizontalDiffusion.Apply();

Figure 3. Example of a STELLA stencil that implements a diffusion operator based on two stages: first a Laplace operator followed by a divergence operator. The left panel is a stencil stage for the Laplacian (note that the Divergence stage is not shown). The right panel shows the definition of the full stencil. It specifies the field parameters and temporary fields and assembles all the loops, defining its properties (ranges, ordering, etc.), by concatenating the two stages.

STELLA provides two backends, one based on OpenMP [34] for multi-core CPUs, and one based on CUDA [25] for GPUs (see Tab. 1).

The dynamics of COSMO was rewritten in C++ using the STELLA DSEL in order to provide a single source code that performs well both on CPU and GPU architectures. The dynamics is composed of ~50 STELLA stencils of different size and shape. Additional C++ code organizes data fields in repositories and orchestrates the stencil calls along with calls to the halo exchange and boundary condition framework (see Section 3.3).

3.2. Fortran code refactoring (OpenACC)

The parts of the code that have been left in their original Fortran form were ported to GPUs with OpenACC compiler directives [27]. The OpenACC Application Programming Interface allows the programmer to specify, mostly at the loop level, which regions of a program should be run in parallel on the accelerator. The OpenACC programming model also provides control over data allocation and data movement between the host CPU and the accelerator. OpenACC is an open standard which is currently supported by three compiler vendors: Cray, PGI, and CAPS [7, 10, 28].

Figure 4 shows a code example which adds two two-dimensional arrays in Fortran. The compiler generates accelerator code for the region enclosed by the parallel and end parallel directives. The data create and update host/device directives control memory allocation on the device and data transfer between the CPU and the accelerator.

Atmospheric models such as COSMO have a relatively low arithmetic intensity, and the gain in performance obtained by running the computation on a GPU can be lost if data has to be moved back and forth between host and GPU memory. To avoid such data transfers wherever
possible all computations that require two-dimensional or three-dimensional fields are executed on the GPU.

The OpenACC approach is particularly convenient, as it allows porting large parts of the model in a relatively short time by simply adding the directives to the existing code. This naïve porting approach was used for large parts of the code which are not performance critical. For the performance critical parts, mostly in the physics, code refactoring was required to get acceptable performance with OpenACC. The main optimizations consist of restructuring loops in order to better expose parallelism and using larger kernels. A detailed description of the OpenACC porting and optimizations of the main components of the physics can be found in [21]. Some parts of the code which are not executed at every time step, such as I/O related computations, are still partially run on the CPU without degrading overall performance (see Figure 6).

3.3. Inter-node parallelization (GCL)

COSMO uses a two-dimensional domain decomposition in the horizontal plane to distribute data and work across nodes. The size and shape of overlap regions between domains (called halos) vary from field to field, as they are determined by the size of the stencils that require data from neighboring nodes. The current production version of COSMO uses MPI to exchange the data in the halo regions between nodes. Further methods are also needed in order to impose boundary conditions on the global boundary of the simulation domain.

The halo update and boundary condition framework combines these two operations (boundary conditions and halo exchanges) into a single framework. This allows the user to provide a unique description of these operations by defining the halo regions, fields and boundary conditions with one user interface. Just like the STELLA library, the framework abstracts implementation details of internode communication and application of boundary conditions. It supports the various memory layouts used in the backends for STELLA. For optimal performance, memory layout and boundary condition type are generated at compile time for a particular architecture. Furthermore, the framework provides Fortran bindings that allow it to be used from the Fortran side of the code as well. Figure 5 shows an example of the definition of a halo update and boundary condition object that can be executed any time a halo update is required by a stencil.

The data exchange in the halo updates is handled using the Generic Communication Library (GCL [5]). GCL is a C++ library with which users specify at compile time the data layout of the fields, the mapping of processes and data coordinates, data field value types, and methods for packing/unpacking halos. The library supports both host and accelerator memory spaces. If the

---

**Figure 4.** Left: example of a two dimensional arrays addition in Fortran using OpenACC. Loops between the parallel and end parallel will be executed on parallel on the accelerator. Right: example using host data directive to interface OpenACC and C/C++ code. The corresponding GPU address of variable a is passed to the routine c_wrapper.
// define the ghost points that require updating
IJBoundary boundaryRegion;
boundaryRegion.Init(−2,2,−2,2);

// define a BC and halo--update job
HaloUpdateManager haloUpdate;
haloUpdate.AddJob(zeroGradientBCType, phi, boundaryRegion);

// apply a stencil to the data field phi
verticalDiffusion.Apply();

// start BC and halo--update job
haloUpdate.Start();

// do additional computation that does not modify data field “phi”

// complete BC and halo--update job
haloUpdate.Wait();

// apply stencil to the data field phi (consuming the halo points)
horizontalDiffusion.Apply();

Figure 5. Example of a configuration of a boundary condition and halo-update required for updating the halo points required by the diffusion operator introduced in Figure 3

underlying communication libraries are GPU-aware, the data exchange between accelerators will take advantage of direct GPU to GPU communication, bypassing the host memory. Presently GCL uses MPI, but other communication libraries for distributed memory architectures could be used.

3.4. Integration

As discussed above, a complete rewrite of the COSMO model was not an option. Thus the inter-operability of rewritten code parts or newly developed tools and the existing frameworks is of paramount importance. The integration of different programming models (OpenACC and STELLA) as well as flexible tools (STELLA and GCL libraries) with the legacy Fortran code framework of COSMO called for particular attention. The main challenge was that while the memory layout is fixed in the Fortran code, the memory layouts of STELLA fields are configurable and depend on the backend. Figure 6 shows a diagram of the COSMO time loop together with the porting approach for each part of the model.

In order to avoid expensive data transfers between the GPU and the CPU within each step of the time loop, all required data fields are allocated on the GPU at startup in the Fortran code using the OpenACC data create constructs during startup, where they remain for the entire run. The allocated fields are then reused in different parts of the Fortran code by using the present directive. Inter-operability with C++/CUDA can be achieved via the host data OpenACC directive (see right panel of Figure 4) which allows access to the data field GPU pointers that can then be passed to a library function call.

An interface layer between the C++ and Fortran code was developed in C++ to provide Fortran bindings to the dynamics and boundary/halo framework. At every time step the C++ dynamics is invoked via the interface layer. The memory layout in the Fortran code is ijk, i.e. i is the stride-one dimension. The dynamics uses an kij storage order on the CPU for performance reasons (see Table 1). For the GPU backend the storage order is ijk, like the Fortran part, however the STELLA library can use aligned memory fields that offer better performance on the GPU. The interface layer supports two different modes: 1) shared fields, i.e. memory layouts are equivalent, the pointer allocated in the Fortran parts is directly reused in the dynamics, and
Figure 6. Workflow of the COSMO model on GPU. After the initialization phase on CPU all required data is transferred to the GPU.

no data transformation or copies are required; 2) copy fields, i.e. memory layouts of fields are different (this includes different alignments), the call to the dynamics will trigger a copy (and transformation) of fields upon entry and exit.

Table 2 summarizes the effect of copying data between the Fortran and C++ sections in the GPU backend. In this example, using an optimally aligned data structure in the dynamics (copy fields mode) is on par with sharing fields with the Fortran code (shared fields mode). Previous generation GPUs had a more significant penalty for un-aligned memory accesses and using copy mode was typically advantageous. In any case, the specific choice of data storage layout can be chosen freely in the C++ part of the code and the interface layer automatically recognizes if copies are required or pointers can be shared.

The Fortran code uses a two time-level scheme whereby each variable has two fields, and at every time step the pointers for the fields are swapped in order to reuse the allocated memory. Similarly, STELLA uses double buffering to swap the pointers between time steps. An important function of the interface layer is to ensure consistency of all the field pointers between the Fortran parts and the dynamics, which is non trivial.

The interface layer also provides Fortran bindings to the boundary condition and halo exchanges framework (Section 3.3). This allows the Fortran parts of COSMO to apply halo exchanges and the boundary conditions strategies using a unique implementation which can deal with any underlying memory layout and architecture backend.

Finally, considering the important refactoring effort for COSMO, systematic unit testing and regression testing was introduced and has become an integral part of the software strategy. All tests are executed on a daily basis using a continuous integration tool [18].

4. Performance Results

In this section we compare the performance of the refactored code (referred to as new) with the current COSMO production code (referred to as current). We will also present detailed experiments which demonstrate the performance impact of specific design choices outlined in the previous section.
Table 2. Performance comparison of the copy-field and the shared-fields modes for passing fields between Fortran and C++ via the interface layer on a K20X GPU. All measurements are time per time step. Shown is stencil computation time, time for copying fields in the interface layer and the total dynamics time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Stencil time [ms]</th>
<th>Copy time [ms]</th>
<th>Total [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared-field</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy-field</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unless explicitly stated, performance results have been measured on a hybrid Cray XC30 named Piz Daint\(^9\) at the Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS) in Lugano. This system has a hybrid node architecture with a Intel Xeon E5-2670 CPU with 32 GB host memory and a NVIDIA Tesla K20X GPU with 6 GB GDDR5 memory. The compute nodes are interconnected with Cray’s Aries network that has a three-level dragonfly topology.

4.1. Weak and strong scaling

The left panel in Fig. 7 shows weak scaling results of the current and new code on Piz Daint. Two configurations with 128x128x60 and 64x64x60 gridpoints are shown by the solid and dashed lines (as well as the solid and empty markers, respectively), respectively. The colors correspond to the current code running purely on the CPUs (blue squares), the new code running purely on the CPUs (red circles) and the new code running with use of the GPU (orange triangles). For all cases, the 3D domain is decomposed only over the horizontal \(i, j\)-dimensions. For the CPU cases, the per-node sub-domain is further decomposed onto 8 MPI ranks that are placed on the individual cores (we don’t use OpenMP threading or hyper-threading). When running in hybrid mode, only a single MPI rank is placed on a node (one per GPU). The runtime shown on the y-axis corresponds to a forward integration of 100 timesteps with I/O disabled. All curves are almost flat, which corresponds to an almost perfect linear scaling up to 1000 nodes for both per-node domain sizes. Focusing on the 128x128x60 case using 9 nodes, see also table 4, we observe a 1.5x speedup when running the new code (red solid circles) on the CPU compared to the current code (blue solid squares) for the 1.5x problem size. Moving the new code from the CPU (red solid circles) to the hybrid mode with GPUs (orange solid triangles) leads to an additional speedup of 2.9x.

Strong scaling performance with the total problem size fixed at 512x512x60 (solid line) and 256x256x60 (dashed lines) for an integration of 100 time steps is shown in the right panel of Fig. 7. Since we decompose the computational domain only along the horizontal \(i, j\)-dimensions, the number of horizontal grid points decreases with increasing node count, while the number of vertical levels remains constant at 60 levels. Analogous to the weak scaling experiment presented above, the pure CPU runs are done with 8 MPI ranks per socket, leading to a finer decomposition than for the GPU runs. While the CPU results for both the current and new code (blue squares and red circles) show very good strong scaling up to more than 100 nodes, the runs in hybrid mode (orange triangles) saturate at much lower nodes counts. The reason for the rapid saturation of the hybrid architecture is that a minimal number of horizontal grid points are required to efficiently use of the GPU that requires minimal number of concurrent threads to saturate the

\(^9\)http://user.cscs.ch/computing_resources/piz_daint/index.html
Weak scaling for 64x64 and 128x128

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Nodes</th>
<th>Time [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New (E5−2670)</td>
<td>128x128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New (K20X)</td>
<td>64x64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Current (E5−2670)

512x512

256x256

Figure 7. Left: weak scaling for two different per-node grid sizes (128x128 solid line, 64x64 dashed line). Right: strong scaling for two different total grid sizes (512x512 solid line, 256x256 dashed line). Both show the current trunk version of the code (red) and the refactored code running on CPU (blue) or GPU (green). Runtime is given in seconds and corresponds to a total of 100 timesteps. All simulations have been done with disabled I/O.

available memory bandwidth. The upper limit of the strong scaling curves is given by a minimum of 3x3 horizontal grid points per node which are required to run the COSMO model. The lower limit of the strong scaling curves is given by the available memory.

The horizontal solid black line delimits the time-to-solution requirement for the 2 km model of numerical weather prediction of MeteoSwiss. With this fixed time-to-solution requirement, one can map a given simulation to significantly less computational resources on the hybrid CPU-GPU architecture. For the 512x512x60 problem, the current code requires 64 CPU nodes (with one Intel Xeon E5-2670), while the new code requires 48 CPU nodes and only 14 hybrid nodes (with one Intel Xeon E5-2670 and a K20X GPU).

Table 3. Runtime with 128x128x60 grid points per node using 9 nodes, comparing the current code to the new code on CPU and GPU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Time [s]</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>E5-2670</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>REF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>E5-2670</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>1.5x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>K20X</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>4.4x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Different node architectures

Simply put, the superior efficiency of the hybrid CPU-GPU nodes is due to the higher memory bandwidth of the GPU. This suggests that nodes with a different CPU to GPU ratios
might be more attractive. In this section, we investigate the performance of the COSMO-2 benchmark on two different node architectures. We compare runs on Piz Daint that use 8 nodes, each with one Intel Xeon E5-2670 and one NVIDIA K20X socket, to runs on a single "fat node" system named Opcode that has a 4:1 GPU to CPU ratio. Specifically, Opcode is a Tyan FT77A server with two Intel Xeon E5-2670 sockets, each connected via the PCIe Gen3 bus to two PLX8747 PCIe switches which each are connected to two NVIDIA Tesla K20 GPUs, i.e. 4 GPUs per Intel Xeon socket or a total of 8 Tesla K20 GPUs per node. Figure 8 gives an overview of the different node architectures.

Figure 8. Comparison of the Piz Daint and Opcode systems used for the COSMO-2 benchmarks. Piz Daint nodes each have a CPU and GPU and are inter-connected via the Aries network. Opcode is a single node system with 2 CPUs and 8 GPUs, where 4 GPUs are connected to each CPU via PCIe.

Table 4 shows the runtime of the Fortran, C++ and communication components individually as well as the total runtime of the COSMO-2 benchmark. The simulation has been integrated up to +33 simulation hours. Note that the benchmark has a required time-to-solution of 29 minutes (1740 s), which on Piz Daint is almost achieved for this run using only 8 nodes.

For the dynamics, we would not expect large performance differences since STELLA uses the same backend and compiler for both architectures. The results indicate that the dynamics runs 10% slower on the Opcode system as compared to Piz Daint. This can be explained by the slightly lower peak memory bandwidth and floating-point performance of the K20 cards as compared to the K20X on Piz Daint.

On the other hand, the Fortran code which has been ported using OpenACC directives is 53% slower on the Opcode system as compared to Piz Daint. This can be explained by the slightly lower peak memory bandwidth and floating-point performance of the K20 cards as compared to the K20X on Piz Daint.

Table 4. COSMO-2 benchmark on different hybrid node architectures. The simulation time in [s] is given for a 33h forecast. The COSMO-2 computational domain (520x350) is decomposed to 2x4 GPUs on both platforms. On Piz Daint all the 8 GPUs are on different nodes, while on Opcode all the GPUs are on the same node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Computation [s]</th>
<th>Communication [s]</th>
<th>Total [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dynamics (Stella)</td>
<td>Fortran (OpenACC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piz Daint (K20X)</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opcode (K20)</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In spite of very different interconnect hardware between the GPUs, the inter-GPU communication times are almost on par. On the Opcode system, communication is over the PCIe
bus leveraging GPUDirect [23] or - in case two communicating GPUs are attached to different sockets - over the Intel QuickPath interconnect (QPI). Despite performing inter-GPU communication over the non-dedicated PCIe bus or the QPI, results for the Opcode system show a total communication time comparable to Piz Daint, where GPUs communicate with the network interface controller using GPUDirect over the PCIe, and different nodes are interconnected with the Cray’s Aries network.

Finally, it should be noted that for running the refactored version of COSMO a system with fat-nodes is considerably more cost-effective and energy efficient. Furthermore, the refactored code is found to be performance portable to different node architectures.

4.3. GPU-to-GPU vs. communication over host

As has been mentioned in the previous section, GPUDirect allows communication between GPUs either on the same node or on different nodes without requiring copies to the CPU. Several MPI libraries leverage GPUDirect to enable faster GPU to GPU communication (G2G). G2G-enabled MPI libraries allow directly passing in GPU memory addresses to a restricted set of the library functions (e.g. MPI_Send/MPI_Recv). In this section, we compare the time of individual components of the halo-update on Piz Daint for different setups of the COSMO-2 benchmark.

Table 5. Shown are networking plus synchronization time, time for packing the data into messages, and time for copying message buffers to/from the CPU for different configurations of the dynamics of the COSMO-2 benchmark. The first two data columns show results for runs using the hybrid version of the code, with and without G2G (see text). The last column are measurements gathered for a CPU version of the code with exactly the same domain decomposition and setup. All values are in seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>GPU (with G2G)</th>
<th>GPU (without G2G)</th>
<th>CPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network + Sync</td>
<td>280.5</td>
<td>245.3</td>
<td>195.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing [s]</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy [s]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total [s]</td>
<td>315.5</td>
<td>368.4</td>
<td>248.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows time spent in the different parts of the halo-updates contained in the dynamics for a 33 h integration of the COSMO-2 benchmark. Over the whole simulation, a total of 7.19 GB of data is exchanged by each of the 8 MPI ranks used for the benchmark. For every halo-update, first the halos of the data fields have to be packed into linear buffers (Packing) the halos of the fields are packed into linear buffers. For runs using the hybrid code with G2G disabled, these linear buffers have to be copied to the CPU (Copy). Finally, the communication can be started by passing the data to the MPI library and waiting for the communication to finish (Network + Sync). There is a considerable load imbalance due to different computational loads for the MPI ranks which are situated at the corners of the computational domain, and the synchronization time is not negligible.

First, one can see that the packing time is lower on the GPU as compared to packing on the CPU, which can be explained by the higher memory bandwidth of the GPU. The large copy time required when disabling G2G indicates that it is worth avoiding these copies if a MPI library with G2G support is available. Finally, one can observe that the network plus synchronization
time is considerably smaller for the CPU runs. Further investigations indicate that this is mostly
due to a larger sensitivity of the GPU communication to load imbalance.

5. Summary and future work

We have discussed a reimplementation of the COSMO numerical weather prediction and re-
gional climate model that is performance portable across multiple hardware architectures such as
distributed multi-core and hybrid CPU-GPU systems. The dynamics has been rewritten entirely
in C++. It is implemented using a domain-specific embedded language named STELLA [16]
which is targeted for stencil computations on structured grids. STELLA is implemented using
template metaprogramming and supports a multi-threaded model with fine grained parallelism
on a variety of node architectures supported through architecture specific backends to STELLA
The dynamics is also built on top of a generic halo exchange and boundary condition frame-
work that provides the necessary functionality for domain decomposition on distributed memory
systems. The data exchange between nodes is implemented in terms of a Generic Communi-
cation Library (GCL [16]). With this strategy, the domain scientists develop methods against an
abstract machine model, rather than architecture specific programming models, allowing full
flexibility in the choice of underlying architectures and programming models. For practical rea-
sons concerning the user community, the physics and other parts of the COSMO code were left in
Fortran and ported to hybrid CPU-GPU platforms with OpenACC directives. The performance
results we presented show the refactored code to outperform the current production code by a
factor 1.5 for full production problems. Scalability and performance of the new code on various
architectures corresponds to expectations based on algorithmic motifs of the code and hard-
ware characteristics. This demonstrates that an innovative, tools-based approach to software
can exploit the full performance of a system just as well as a code that has been implemented
in Fortran or C.

The reimplementation of COSMO started in Autumn 2010 after a brief feasibility study and
negotiations with the community. Design and implementation of STELLA as well as the rewrite
of the dynamics for a single node took about two years with two staff. Refactoring the physics
parts took about three man-years, and the communication and boundary condition framework
as well as the GCL took another two man-years. The overall integration and testing with the
legacy Fortran code started immediately after completion of the first version of the rewritten
dynamics and communication framework. It took two years and a total of three man-years.
Intensive co-development of the G2G communication libraries at Cray and the GCL at CSCS
during the last 9 months of the project led to the successful deployment of Piz Daint in Fall
2013 with the refactored COSMO code being one of the first applications to run at scale on the
system after acceptance in January 2014.

Thus, the three-year reimplementation project of COSMO took about as long as the planing
and procurement of a new supercomputer. It seems important that the innovation of the software
is kept in sync with the hardware cycle. More important for future development, however, is
the strategy we employed: breaking up a monolithic Fortran code into tools that are reusable in
other domains. Libraries like STELLA, GCL, as well as the halo update and boundary condition
framework can be readily adapted to new emerging hardware architectures. Furthermore, with
these tools it will be easier to implement new dynamical cores, allowing faster innovation on the
numerical methods and the models as well.
A new project is under way to extend STELLA to types of block-structured grids used in global models, such as icosahedral and cubed-sphere meshes. The goal of this project is to provide performance portable tools to implement global weather, climate and seismic models. Furthermore, the tools discussed here will be extended with Python bindings, in order to support future model development directly within a high-level and object-oriented language environment. The aim of such projects will be to cut down on the integration cost, which in the case of the COSMO reimplementation project were considerable. We propose that future implementations of complex models such as COSMO should be based on performance portable tools and descriptive high-productivity languages like Python that allow for more dynamic development, rather than monolithic codes implemented in prescriptive languages such as Fortran or C/C++. This will make model development much more efficient and facilitate the co-design of tools and hardware architectures that are much more performant and efficient than today’s code. Furthermore, it will simplify the introduction of new programming models and languages, as their use can be limited to the appropriate part of the toolchain and there will be no immediate need to change the entire code base of a model.

Several people contributed to the new version COSMO and we would like to acknowledge them here: Tiziano Diamanti, Florian Dörfler, David Leutwyler, Peter Messmer, Katharina Riedinger, Anne Roches, Stefan Rüdisüli, and Sander Schaffner. Also, the authors would like to acknowledge the Center for Climate Systems Modeling (C2SM) and specifically Isabelle Bey for administrative support. We thank the Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS) for providing access to the compute resources used to carry out the benchmarks. Finally, we would like to acknowledge the High Performance and High Productivity (HP2C) Initiative for funding this research.
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Communication Complexity of the Fast Multipole Method and its Algebraic Variants

Rio Yokota\(^1\), George Turkiyyah\(^1\), David Keyes\(^1\)

A combination of hierarchical tree-like data structures and data access patterns from fast multipole methods and hierarchical low-rank approximation of linear operators from \(H\)-matrix methods appears to form an algorithmic path forward for efficient implementation of many linear algebraic operations of scientific computing at the exascale. The combination provides asymptotically optimal computational and communication complexity and applicability to large classes of operators that commonly arise in scientific computing applications. A convergence of the mathematical theories of the fast multipole and \(H\)-matrix methods has been underway for over a decade. We recap this mathematical unification and describe implementation aspects of a hybrid of these two compelling hierarchical algorithms on hierarchical distributed-shared memory architectures, which are likely to be the first to reach the exascale. We present a new communication complexity estimate for fast multipole methods on such architectures. We also show how the data structures and access patterns of \(H\)-matrices for low-rank operators map onto those of fast multipole, leading to an algebraically generalized form of fast multipole that compromises none of its architecturally ideal properties.

Keywords: communication complexity, hierarchical low-rank approximation, fast multipole methods, \(H\)-matrices, sparse solvers.

1. Introduction

1.1. Exascale features of the fast multipole method

Wherever it can be applied, the fast multipole method (FMM) \([14]\) has many appealing properties for extreme computing, beginning with its optimal computational complexity of \(O(N)\) for resolving the interdependence of \(N\) degrees of freedom within a specifiable error tolerance. Its computationally expensive phases have extremely high flop/s to byte/s ratios, a data locality property known as “computational intensity” \([38]\), up to two orders of magnitude better than the conventional sparse-matrix vector multiply kernel of Krylov and other purely algebraic solvers that do not take into account the low-rank mathematical structure of the operators being approximated. Meanwhile, the dominant kernels of FMM share with the matrix-vector multiply a level of computational concurrency that scales with problem size \(N\). Furthermore, no all-to-all communication is required in an optimal implementation of FMM in a distributed memory environment of \(P\) processes, and the \(O(\log P)\) messages exchanged are permitted, among themselves, a high degree of concurrency and asynchronicity. In short, fast multipole appears to be an ideal algorithm for massively distributed memory architectures with many cores sharing the local memory of a node – the dominant design for contemporary extreme scientific computing.

The low complexity of FMM is accomplished by hierarchically clustering successively distant interactions to reduce the intrinsic \(O(N^2)\) arithmetic and \(O(P^2)\) communication complexity of an explicit interaction loop in a weak scaling implementation with \(N/P\) degrees of freedom per process. A number of open-source libraries for fast multipole methods for distributed memory have been released \([2,3,4]\). Hierarchical \(N\)-body methods have been at the core of many Gordon
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Bell Prizes [19, 20, 22, 24, 29, 35–37]. Looking inward in strong scaling within a fixed memory rather than outward in weak scaling with expanding memory, they have also been effectively implemented on GPGPUs [4, 6, 10, 15, 23, 26, 27, 30, 40, 41]. However, the mathematical theory of FMM is based upon the structure of the underlying operators, be they Laplace, Helmholtz, Stokes, elasticity, etc., and is based on forming and translating expansions of the Green’s function, or resolvent operator. One means to exploit the power of FMM for operators for which we do not possess Green’s functions, but which are “nearby” in a spectrally equivalent sense, is to employ FMM (complemented with boundary elements as necessary to enforce finite domain boundary conditions) as a preconditioner inside a Krylov framework [42].

$\mathcal{H}$-matrix [16] theory is an alternative pathway for exploiting the increasingly low-rank structure of successively distant interactions in the context of the commonly arising constant-coefficient operators of scientific computing, and also for many others for which an explicit resolvent operator cannot be written down. There exist some quality open-source libraries for $\mathcal{H}$-matrices \(^5\) \(^6\) \(^7\), but they are essentially toolboxes for algorithmic experimentation. None yet approach or are essentially in their construction motivated by the extreme architectural requirements of the exascale.

Many adaptations of current workhorse algorithms, or fresh innovations, are required if currently anticipated exascale hardware is to be used near its potential in scientific computing, since our existing code base has been engineered primarily to squeeze out as many floating point operations as possible. Instead, algorithms must now focus on squeezing out synchronizations, memory storage, and memory transfers, while extra flops on locally cacheable data represent small costs in time and energy.

Today’s scalable solvers, in particular, exploit convenient global synchronizations, for which top systems provide special hardware. The all-to-all exchange of scalar data on each node that all processes wait to complete, such as an inner product of globally distributed vectors, is an endangered idiom in architectures consisting of a billion threads. Even if the work imbalance between such synchronizing steps can be bounded, which is an incompletely solved challenge in distributed adaptive computations, the processors of the future cannot be expected to be performance-reliable. For example, dynamic clocking to maintain safe levels of heat generation or dynamic correction of errors due to low signal-to-noise ratios in energy efficient hardware, will cause completion times for equal work to vary in unpredictable ways among identical processors.

After decades of algorithm refinement during a period of programming model stability with bulk synchronous processing (BSP) [33], new programming models and new algorithmic capabilities (to take full advantage of the potential of exascale simulation in such areas as data assimilation, inverse problems, and uncertainty quantification) must be co-designed with the hardware.

There are numerous constraints on exascale algorithms, chief among which are minimizing memory storage and minimizing frequency of deep memory access. Roadmaps for exascale (e.g., [25]) show that energy requirements of memory accesses at increasing distance or depth will grow by orders of magnitude relative to the cost of performing a floating point operation between the operands. Further, storage will dominate the cost of acquisition of exascale hardware. Hence, algorithmic solutions are directly constrained by operating and acquisition costs to be parsimonious in memory use.
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For the Laplace and Laplace-like operators that commonly arise in elliptic, time-implicit parabolic, and frequency-domain hyperbolic PDEs, algebraic multigrid (AMG) scales efficiently in proportion to available memory on hundreds of thousands of rigidly schedulable, tightly coupled cores for systems with billions of unknowns [2]. However, for constant coefficient problems the fast multipole method (FMM) is asymptotically superior in complexity and tolerates less synchronization. Algebraic fast multipole (AFM) based on hierarchical matrix decompositions may extend the performance robustness of FMM to the coefficient variability of AMG and improve upon memory requirements, and therefore exemplifies the adaptations that many algorithms must make.

In Section 1.2, we recall a hierarchical feature of contemporary architecture and accompanying constraints that motivate wider exploitation of FMM. In section 1.3, we recall the advantages of several hierarchical algorithms and we motivate interest in an algebraic variant of fast multipole. Section 2 presents a new result on FMM communication complexity with respect to three types of distributions that are illustrative of applications in 3D. Section 3 describes the $H^2$ formulation of $H$-matrices and highlights how its data structures and communication patterns map onto those of the FMM and how the matrix decomposition is formed. In Section 4, we conclude this work in progress with a consideration of open questions.

1.2. Architectural implications for exascale algorithms

Due to the leveling of clock speeds of CMOS processors primarily for reasons of energy consumption and concomitant heat dissipation, the first CMOS-based exascale machines will consist of approximately one billion threads executing at about 1 GigaHertz. They will likely be configured approximately as one million nodes of one thousand cores each: a GigaHertz-MegaNode-KiloCore machine. Perhaps the number of cores per fixed memory node will not exceed one hundred, in which case ten million nodes will be required. Weak scaling has proved to be an easier paradigm than strong scaling to meet efficiently because extra memory and extra memory bandwidth come proportionally with the increase in cores. The high cost of this memory is one of the main pressures in favor of manycore and GPGPU architectures. Forecasts of the architecture of exascale may be found in [25] and [9]. Under any form of scaling, algorithms are favored that reduce the per flop requirements of storage and memory bandwidth, and increase the uniformity and predictability of the flops that are ultimately executed.

Bad and good news simultaneously lurk behind every aspect of the evolution of exascale architecture. Programmers will have to explicitly control more of the data motion, since it carries the highest energy cost in the computational environment. However, they will be given tools that some have craved to better control the vertical (replication-oriented) data motion. The horizontal (interprocessor) data motion has been successfully under programmer control in the form of message passing for over 25 years. Vertical replication has generally been handled beneath the level of programmer concern. However, recently with the rolling of data in and out of accelerators, programmers have embraced this control, even if they bemoan the slow transmission speed of today’s channels. Authors of performance-seeking tree-based codes are already in the habit of managing their data in great detail, to the extent that dynamic runtime systems may have little to improve upon [1].

Today’s optimal algorithms have evolved, as mentioned above, to squeeze out flops, whereas the premium at the exascale is to squeeze out memory storage and accesses. However, whereas storage-optimal methods may not be computationally optimal, computationally optimal meth-
ods tend to be storage-optimal because the amount of relevant data cannot be greater than that touched in executing the flops. Therefore, computationally optimal algorithms are the first places to look for memory parsimonious exascale kernels.

Other drivers of exascale algorithmic innovation, generally, include exploitation of adaptive precision, as a means of reducing storage, and algorithmic-based fault tolerance, including detecting and handling errors within the user application, rather than making fault tolerance a hardware responsibility. In some sense, optimal fast multipole and $H$-matrix formulations control accuracy in a way that reduces the opportunity and the pressure for adaptive precision – very few bytes are wasted by mathematical overresolution compared to other formulations of the same underlying continuous mathematics. As for algorithmic-based fault tolerance (ABFT), FMM and $H$-matrices may lack an advantage of multigrid and Krylov solvers, with their fresh periodic computations of residuals to drive corrections in the latter. However, ABFT for FMM and $H$-matrices is in its infancy. Today’s hardware can still be treated as reliable, and among today’s optimal hierarchical methods, FMM and $H$-matrices excel in concurrency, tolerance of asynchronicity, arithmetic intensity, and the ability to tune SIMT data sizes to natural boundaries in the hardware hierarchy.

1.3. Hierarchical algorithms

A diverse collection of algorithms with optimal arithmetic complexity – linear or at most log-linear in the number of degrees of freedom – share the key characteristic of being hierarchical. We list them here in their simplest forms; each one is, of course, the subject of decades of research that fill books.

The fast Fourier transform (FFT) replaces $O(N^2)$ multiply-add operations with $O(N \log N)$ with a constant as low as 5 for favorable radix. Geometric multigrid for solving the Poisson Dirichlet on a uniform 3D grid with second-order finite differences replaces $O(N^{7/3})$ multiply-add operations for a Gaussian band solver on a naturally ordered version of the problem with $O(N \log N)$ with a constant as low as about 6 for solution to truncation error. Sparse grids represent sufficiently smooth functions on a $d$-dimensional of resolution $N$ on a side, which would require $N^d$ to store, with $O(N \log N)^{d−1}$ storage at a cost in accuracy that is only logarithmically degraded. Like the FFT and multigrid, the “combination form” of sparse grids is able to work with data structures at each level of the hierarchy that have the same simple Cartesian structure of the original. All three algorithms therefore generate a logarithmic number of hierarchically coarsened versions of the original. (Multigrid may require a special solve for the coarsest grid.)

Fast multipole reduces an $O(N^2)$ summation to an $O(N \log N)$ or $O(N)$ complexity through a hierarchy of tree-based operations by distinguishing between near interactions that must be treated directly and recursively coarsened far interactions. Its complexity of implementation, even in serial, is therefore somewhat greater than the hierarchical methods above, but like the others, the principal feature is the recursive generation of a self-similar collection of problems. The $H$-matrix format is suitable for a variety of operations, including matrix-vector multiplication, matrix inversion, matrix-matrix multiplication, matrix-matrix addition, etc., and has recently been generalized to tensors. In its classical $H$ and $H^2$ forms, the asymptotic complexity $O(N^2)$ of a matrix-vector multiply is reduced to $O(N \log N)$ or $O(N)$, respectively. Fast Multipole Methods (FMM) and $H$-matrices share many common features that arise from their hierarchical nature. The former is geometric while the latter is algebraic, but the two methods
have similar work-flow and data structures. Many parallelization techniques that have been de-
volved for the FMM can be applied to its algebraic variant. The matrix-free nature of FMM and
the larger prefactor of its computational complexity are the sources of its strong arithmetic
intensity. Being matrix-free also reduces the amount of communication.

Other methods deserve to be mentioned in this context even if they are not strictly optimal
by the definition above. Nested dissection ordering and its graph partitioning generalization,
when applied to algebraic systems generated from local PDE discretizations, create a recursive
sequence of separators of decreasing size and leave behind independent blocks. Employing
low-rank representations for the separator blocks preserves sparsity and lowers the overall fac-
torization costs both in memory and flops. The dense Schur complements that arise recursively
in many initially sparse discretizations are amenable to low-rank decompositions. For elliptic
problems, large amounts of compression are possible and the resulting factorization can be used
as a nearly optimal-order direct solver [39].

These hierarchical algorithms are vital to the optimal performance of many scientific codes,
as kernels in simulations based on formulations of partial differential equations, integral equa-
tions, and interacting particles. Successfully migrating these kernels to the computational en-
vironment of the exascale will create a path that many full applications can follow, just as a
generation earlier, dense and sparse linear algebra libraries led applications into efficient use of
distributed memory and message passing.

2. Communication Complexity of Fast Multipole Methods

Communication becomes the bottleneck for any algorithm as it approaches the limit of its
parallel scalability. Therefore, communication complexity is what distinguishes algorithms that
scale from ones that do not. It is well known that FMM has $O(N)$ arithmetic complexity, but
relatively little attention has been given to its communication complexity. In this section we
provide new upper bounds for the communication complexity of FMM, first for the uniform
case. We then extend the complexity analysis to the nonuniform case and prove that the same
upper bound holds. We define $N$ as the sum of the number of particles on all processes and
$P$ as the number of processes. These are the only two variables in the current analysis of the
communication complexity. We do not consider the communication during the initial partitioning
phase in the present analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Data per Process</th>
<th>Communication complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teng [32]</td>
<td>$O(P)$</td>
<td>$O((N/P)^{2/3} (\log N + \mu)^{1/3})$</td>
<td>$O(P(N/P)^{2/3} (\log N + \mu)^{1/3})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lashuk et al. [27]</td>
<td>$O(\sqrt{P})$</td>
<td>$O((N/P)^{2/3})$</td>
<td>$O(\sqrt{P} (N/P)^{2/3})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibeid et al. [21]</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>$O(\log P)$</td>
<td>$O( (N/P)^{2/3})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Communication complexity of FMM.
2.1. Uniform distribution

Analysis of communication complexity of FMM has been performed previously by Teng [32], Lashuk et al. [27], and Ibeid et al. [21]. The communication complexity of these different studies is shown in tab. 1. “Processes” is the number of processes involved in the communication. Teng assumes a nonuniform distribution, while the other two focus on uniform distributions, but this is not what causes the difference in the complexity. We will show in section 2.2 that the tightest upper bound of Ibeid et al. still holds for the nonuniform case. In this section we will first prove the upper bounds for the uniform case, while describing the reason for the discrepancies between the three. The three papers use different terminology so we provide tab. 2 to map the correspondence.

There are two improvements between the communication complexity of Teng $O\left(P\left(\frac{N}{P}\right)^{2/3}(\log N + \mu)^{1/3}\right)$ and Lashuk et al. $O\left(\sqrt{P}\left(\frac{N}{P}\right)^{2/3}\right)$. The first is $P$ changing to $\sqrt{P}$ and the second is the $(\log N + \mu)^{1/3}$ disappearing. The $P$ changing to $\sqrt{P}$ is due to $\sum_{i=0}^{\log P-1} 2^i = O(P)$ on the bottom of page 650 in Teng [32] changing to $\sum_{i=0}^{\log P-1} \min(2^{\log P-i-1}, 2^i) = O(\sqrt{P})$ on the right side of page 7 in Lashuk et al. [27]. This improvement is made possible by the hypercube reduce and scatter scheme shown in Algorithm 3 in the same paper, where processes are paired in a $(\log P)$-dimensional hypercube. The $(\log N + \mu)^{1/3}$ factor in Teng stems from the proof of Lemma 4.8 where he assumes that there could be $O(\log N + \mu)$ neighbors in the near-field graph if a highly refined leaf box existed next to a large leaf box. Such cases do not exist for a uniform distribution so it is easy to prove that this factor disappears in this case. Furthermore, we will show in section 2.2 that it is still possible to bound the neighbors in the near-field list to $O(1)$ for a nonuniform distribution by using a 2:1 refinement constraint [31] during the tree construction.

We now focus on the two discrepancies between the communication complexity of Lashuk et al. $O\left(\sqrt{P}\left(\frac{N}{P}\right)^{2/3}\right)$ and Ibeid et al. $O\left(\log P + \left(\frac{N}{P}\right)^{2/3}\right)$. The first difference is $\sqrt{P}$ becoming $\log P$ and the second is the product changing to a sum. The change from a product to a sum comes from the separation of the global tree from the local tree as shown in fig. 1 and tab. 1. The global tree is formed from the hierarchical grouping of processes, which has $P$ leaf nodes and a $O(\log P)$ depth. The local tree is formed from local particles that belong to the process and has $O(\log(\frac{N}{P}))$ depth. For a uniform distribution with a full tree and when the number of processes is a power of two, it is very easy to see that the leaf of the global tree is the root of the local tree as shown in fig. 1. We will show in section 2.2 that this separation between the global tree and local tree is still possible for nonuniform distributions as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teng [32]</th>
<th>Lashuk et al. [27]</th>
<th>Ibeid et al. [21]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>near-field graph</td>
<td>U-list</td>
<td>P2P-list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>far-field graph</td>
<td>V-list</td>
<td>M2L-list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>box</td>
<td>box</td>
<td>cell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Correspondence of terminology.
We separate the global tree from the local tree because they have different communication complexity as shown in tab. 3 and also fig. 1. “Processes” is the total number of processes to communicate with during a given phase. In the global tree, one octree cell is owned by many processes, whereas in the local tree many octree cells are owned by a single process. Therefore, the redundancy of the information of octree cells in the global tree increases exponentially as the level gets coarser. Exploiting this redundancy and getting rid of the all-to-all type communication pattern is what brings the $\sqrt{P}$ in Lashuk et al. [27] down to $\log P$ in Ibeid et al. [21]. The ability to remove the all-to-all type communication altogether may seem counterintuitive since information from every process is required by every other process for the construction of the local essential tree. The key is to use the reduction in the M2M operation and the redundancy at the coarse levels to limit the number of processes that need to communicate directly.

As an example, let us first consider the communication phase for the M2M operation in the global tree shown in fig. 1. At the leaf nodes of the global tree one local root cell exists on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Cells per level</th>
<th>Cells per Process</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global M2L</td>
<td>$\sum_i^{\log P} 26$</td>
<td>$26 \times 8$</td>
<td>$8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global M2M</td>
<td>$\sum_i^{\log P} 7$</td>
<td>$7$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local M2L</td>
<td>$26$</td>
<td>$(2^i + 4)^3 - 8^i$</td>
<td>$\sum_i^{\log_8(N/P)} (2^i + 4)^3 - 8^i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local P2P</td>
<td>$26$</td>
<td>$(2^i + 2)^3 - 8^i$</td>
<td>$(2^{\log_8(N/P)} + 2)^3 - 8^{\log_8(N/P)}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Communication patterns and complexities of FMM.
each process, and the M2M operation will take each cell from the neighboring 8 processes and reduce this information to the parent node. This requires communication with the 7 neighboring processes. The tree structure shown in fig. 1 is a binary tree, which would be an octree in 3D. Similarly, the illustrations of the geometric partitions in fig. 1 are in 2-D but we are actually considering a 3-D octree. After the M2M operation at the leaf node (level $L_{\text{global}}$) of the global tree, the neighboring 8 processes have the same information about the node at level $L_{\text{global}} - 1$. Therefore, when performing the M2M operation at the next level, one only needs to communicate with 7 processes instead of $7 \times 8$ due to the 8-fold redundancy. If we apply this logic recursively, we see that the M2M communication will always require communication with 7 processes. The 7 processes to communicate with will move farther and farther away as we go up the tree, so we must sum up the number of processes at each level to get to total number of processes to communicate with. There are $O(\log P)$ levels in the global tree and there is always one cell worth of data that is being sent, so the communication complexity of the global M2M phase is $O(\log P)$ as shown in tab. 3.

Similar logic can be applied to the communication for the global M2L operations. Even though the number of octree cells contained in each process grows exponentially at coarser levels of the global tree, the redundancy of information also increases at the same exponential rate if we use the M2M communication described above. Therefore, the unique information that must be communicated during the M2L phase remains constant at each level of the global tree. For the standard definition of neighbors, the M2L phase requires two cells worth of a halo region to be communicated. This results in $26 \times 8$ cells to be communicated from $26 \times 8$ neighboring processes. However, the 8 child cells that arrived during the M2M communication can be used to reduce the number of processes to communicate with to 26, while each process now sends 8 cell’s worth of data as shown in tab. 3. Similar to the M2M phase, there are $\sum_i 26$ processes to communicate with in total. Therefore, the communication complexity of the global M2L phase is $O(\log P)$.

For the local M2L and P2P phases, it is only necessary to communicate with the same 26 neighboring processes regardless of the level, so the number of processes to communicate with is $O(1)$ instead of $O(\log P)$. However, unlike the global tree communication, the local tree communication requires more cells to be sent as the level of the local tree gets finer. The M2L phase has two cells worth of a halo region and the P2P phase has one cell worth of a halo region that needs to be communicated, so the width of these halos are constant but their lengths are not. For the M2L halo, having two cells on each side adds four cells per dimension so we have $(2^i + 4)^3 - 8^i$ cells to send at the $i$-th level. For the P2P halo, we have one cell on each side so the number is $(2^i + 2)^3 - 8^i$. The halo size is basically the surface to volume ratio, which means that the complexity is $O(N/P)^{2/3}$. It can also be seen from tab. 3 that summing for powers of four up to a base eight logarithm gives $\sum_i 4^i = (N/P)^{\log_4(\log_8(N/P))} = (N/P)^{2/3}$.

Looking back at tab. 1, we now see that it is the separation of the global tree from the local tree that turns the product in $O(\sqrt{P}(N/P)^{2/3})$ of Lashuk et al. to the sum in $O(\log P + (N/P)^{2/3})$. In other words, there are a $O(1)$ number of neighboring processes that require $O(N/P)^{2/3}$ data during the local P2P and M2L communications. For the global communications the amount of data to send per process pair is $O(1)$ but there are a constant number of processes to communicate with that are different at each level of the global tree, which has a
depth of $O(\log P)$. This is a significant improvement on the upper bound of the communication complexity of FMM with respect to Teng [32] and Lashuk et al. [27]. We will extend this analysis for uniform distributions to nonuniform distributions in the following subsection.

2.2. Nonuniform distribution

The complexity analysis for the uniform distribution with a full octree can be extended to the nonuniform distribution with an adaptive tree. Before discussing the extension to nonuniform distributions, we first define the type of nonuniform distribution in which we are interested. For this purpose, three different types of tree structures are shown in fig. 2. The full tree that corresponds to uniform distribution as discussed in the previous subsection is shown in fig. 2(a). The adaptive tree that results from a $\mu$-nonuniform distribution [32] is shown in fig. 2(b). We will discuss the $\mu$-nonuniform distribution in this subsection. The $\mu$-nonuniform distribution is in contrast to a pathological nonuniform distribution that results in a $O(N)$ depth tree shown in fig. 2(c).

When considering nonuniform distributions, it is necessary to exclude pathological cases like the one in fig. 2(c). Fortunately, such a distribution will not occur in practice since it corresponds to exponentially increasing spatial refinement throughout the entire domain. One could accidentally produce such a distribution by using a naive adaptive mesh refinement near a singularity, but this is obviously not a sound technique for the numerical integration of singular functions. Furthermore, for such pathological cases the FMM will reduce to a direct $N$-body method since the depth of the tree becomes $O(N)$. At every level of the tree, all cells are direct neighbors of each other so the far-field approximation is not valid between any of them. Therefore, all pairs of particles will be calculated by direct summation in this case. Hence, the hypothesis for the arithmetic complexity of FMM being $O(N)$ excludes such cases to begin with, so they will not be considered in the current communication complexity analysis.

The communication complexity for the uniform case is extended to the nonuniform case by adopting the definition of $\mu$-nonuniform distributions [32], which is depicted in fig. 2(b). For $\mu$-nonuniform distributions, the depth of the tree is still $O(\log N)$ but has a constant number of additional levels that come from the nonuniformity. In fig. 3 we show the depth of the tree as a function of the number of particles $N$ for three types of distributions. “random” is a random distribution of particles in a cube, which is representative of the distribution of atoms in a molecular dynamics simulation. “surface” has points only on the surface of a sphere and is
Figure 3. Tree depth as a function of number of particles $N$ for different distributions. “random” is a random distribution of particles in a cube, “surface” has points only on the surface of a sphere, and “Plummer” [28] has high concentration of particles in the center of the domain. They all exhibit $O(\log N)$ behavior but with a different constant. The maximum number of particles per leaf cell was set to 16 for these plots.

representative of a boundary integral calculation. “Plummer” has high concentration of particles in the center of the domain, which is common in cosmological simulations. The “random” distribution results in an almost full tree and is the most uniform among the three. The “surface” distribution has inter-particle spacing that grows as $O(N^{1/d})$ for a $d$ dimensional simulation. Therefore, it still has $O(\log N)$ depth but with a different constant. The “Plummer” distribution also has $O(\log N)$ depth but with an even larger constant. FMM applications can be categorized into either of these three types of distributions, so we will assume the $\mu$-nonuniform distribution for the following analysis of communication complexity of FMM.

The maximum depth of the tree has further constraints that stem from the finite precision in numerical simulations. The first limit comes at 22 levels of an octree, where the 64-bit unsigned integer will overflow $2^{64} < 8^{22}$. It is possible to build deeper trees by using multiple integers to store the Morton/Hilbert keys. The next limit occurs at 53 levels, where the number of significand (mantissa) bits will not be enough to distinguish the two points expressed in double precision floating point numbers. Say for example, we have two particles with coordinates $x_i$ and $x_{i+1}$ with a distance $|x_{i+1} - x_i|/|x_i| < 1/2^{53}$. The double precision floating point value for the coordinates of these two particles will be identical because the difference will be in the 54th mantissa bit, which does not exist. Therefore, even if we use multiple 64-bit integers to store the Morton/Hilbert key, it would not be possible to build a tree structure with over 53 levels, because particles are indistinguishable past that level and cannot be correctly binned into to
smaller sub-cells. Actually, the round-off error in the P2P kernel will become unacceptable far before we reach this level of refinement.

With this definition of $\mu$-nonuniform distributions, we revisit the differences between the communication complexity of Teng [32], Lashuk et al. [27], and Ibeid et al. [21] shown in tab. 1, and see if they are valid for the $\mu$-nonuniform case. The first difference between Teng and Lashuk et al. is the change from $P$ to $\sqrt{P}$. There is no assumption of uniformity in the hypercube reduce and scatter communication that yields the $\sqrt{P}$ factor, so this communication scheme should be directly applicable to Teng’s analysis, which will change $P$ to $\sqrt{P}$. We have mentioned in section 2.1 that the $(\log N + \mu)^{1/3}$ factor comes from the assumption that there could be $O(\log N + \mu)$ neighbors in the near-field graph if a highly refined leaf box existed next to a large leaf box. The far-field graph does not contribute to the $O(\log N + \mu)$ factor because the proof of Lemma 4.8 in Teng [32] shows that all non-leaf-boxes have a in-degree bounded by a constant. Therefore, all we need to prove is that the near-field graph can be bounded by a constant for any $\mu$-nonuniform distribution in order to extend the communication complexity of Lashuk et al. to a $\mu$-nonuniform case. The 2:1 balance refinement of octrees by Sundar et al. [31] will yield precisely such a $O(1)$ bound on the near-field graph. Therefore, the communication complexity $O(\sqrt{P}(N/P)^{2/3})$ of Lashuk et al. is valid for $\mu$-nonuniform distributions if the hypercube reduce and scatter communication and 2:1 refinement are used.

The next task is to prove that the change from $O(\sqrt{P}(N/P)^{2/3})$ to $O(\log P + (N/P)^{2/3})$ is valid for $\mu$-nonuniform distributions. For a $\mu$-nonuniform distribution, most of the constants in tab. 3 will change, but they will still be $O(1)$ and will not change the overall communication complexity as shown in tab. 4. The global tree and local tree can still be separated during the analysis for the $\mu$-nonuniform case. Teng [32] proved that it is always possible to form a $P$-way partition of a $\mu$-nonuniform distribution with $O(N/P)$ particles each. This means the depth of the global tree is always $O(\log P)$ even for the $\mu$-nonuniform case. From Lemma 4.8 in Teng [32] we know that the non-leaf-boxes have a in-degree bounded by a constant. Therefore, the number of cells per level for the global communication is $O(1)$, and so are the number of processes to communicate with per level. This means that the communication complexity of both global M2L and global M2M phases is $O(\log P)$.

In the uniform case, the local communications had a halo width of one and two cells for the P2P and M2L phases, respectively. In the general case, this depends on the multipole acceptance criteria (the definition of well-separatedness), but is bounded by a constant even

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Cells per level</th>
<th>Cells per Process</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global M2L</td>
<td>$\log P$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(\log P)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global M2M</td>
<td>$\log P$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(\log P)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local M2L</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(4^i)$</td>
<td>$\sum_{i} O(4^i)$</td>
<td>$O((N/P)^{2/3})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local P2P</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(4^i)$</td>
<td>$O(4^{\log_{4}(N/P)})$</td>
<td>$O((N/P)^{2/3})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Breakdown of communication for the $\mu$-nonuniform case.
for $\mu$-nonuniform distributions. Again, we may use Lemma 4.8 in Teng [32] as a proof for this bound. Therefore, as long as the halo width is $O(1)$ we can make the same surface to volume ratio argument to get a $O(N/P)^{2/3}$ complexity as shown in tab. 4. In conclusion, all the upper bounds on the communication complexity of the global M2L and M2M and the local M2L and P2P phases are valid for the $\mu$-nonuniform case. Therefore, the adaptive FMM with $\mu$-nonuniform distribution has a communication complexity of $O(\log P + (N/P)^{2/3})$.

3. Hierarchical Matrices as Algebraic Variants of FMM

As mentioned in the introduction, hierarchical matrix representations of different flavors have been proposed in the last decade or so to exploit the underlying low rank hierarchical structure of matrices that appear in broad classes of applications. Hackbusch [16, 18] pioneered the concepts of hierarchical matrices in the form of $H$ and $H^2$ matrices and developed a substantial mathematical theory for their ability to approximate integral operators and boundary value problems of elliptic PDEs. There ideas have been developed considerably over the years, for the construction and use of hierarchical matrices in solving discretized integral equations and preconditioning finite element discretizations of PDEs [3, 5, 12, 13, 17]. Hierarchically semi-separable (HSS) and hierarchically block-separable (HBR) are related and well-studied representations that also use low rank blocks of a dense matrix in a hierarchical fashion. The concept of a semi-separable matrix originated from matrices associated with separable kernels allowing their low rank representation as outer products of two thin matrices [34]. Matrices are semi-separable if their upper and lower triangular parts are, each, part of a low rank matrix. HSS matrices refer to matrices whose off-diagonal blocks are numerically of low rank and whose block structure consists of blocks that grow geometrically in size with their distance from the main diagonal. Fast factorization algorithms for HSS matrices have been developed in [7, 39]. HBR matrices have a similar structure but emphasize the telescoping nature of the matrix factorization [11] to use in the construction of direct solvers for integral equations [8].

A particular variant of hierarchical matrices, $H^2$, has many similarities with Fast Multiple representations and can therefore benefit from the substantial algorithmic developments of FMM and in particular the $O((N/P)^{2/3})$ communication complexity on distributed memory machines as derived in section 2. In this section, we describe these similarities by showing how the matrix-vector multiplication operation in the hierarchical format maps to the various computational kernels of the FMM.

3.1. Representation

Fig. 4 depicts the elements of an algebraic $H^2$ representation of a dense matrix $A$. The representation consists of:

- a tree $I$ that organizes the row indices of the matrix hierarchically. We use a binary tree in the illustration in fig. 4 but a quadtree, or an octree, or another application-specific organization is possible. In particular, an octree is natural when the matrix is a discretization of a volume integral operator. The tree represents row blocks of the matrix. It is used to store column basis vectors in which to express the data of the various matrix blocks. The thin basis matrices $U$ are stored explicitly at its leaves, and small interlevel transfer matrices $E$ are stored at the higher levels and used to generate the level-appropriate bases as described below.
Figure 4. Hierarchical compressed representation of a dense matrix. Matrix blocks $A_{ij}$ are compressed by expressing them in factorized form $U_i S_{ij} V_j^t$.

Figure 5. Quadtree representation of matrix structure. Leaves of the quadtree represent disjoint matrix blocks that collectively cover the complete matrix.
• a tree $J$ that organizes the column indices of the matrix hierarchically. As with $I$, $J$ encodes possible block partitionings of the columns of $A$. It stores row basis vectors $V$ for the data of the matrix $A$. The basis matrices are stored at its leaves and interlevel transfer matrices $F$ are stored at the higher levels and used to generate dynamically the level-appropriate row basis.

• a quadtree $Q$ whose nodes are indexed by two indices $i \in I$ and $j \in J$. The $(i,j)$ pairs at the leaves of this incomplete quadtree (fig. 5) form a hierarchical partitioning of the matrix. Collectively, the leaves cover the whole matrix $A$. Some of the leaves are labelled as low rank leaves and represent the blocks of $A$ that can be approximated to the desired tolerance by a low rank factorization $U_i S_{ij} V_j^t$. These leaves of the quadtree store the small matrices $S_{ij}$, which may interpreted as the projections of the $A_{ij}$ blocks on the corresponding $U_i$ and $V_j$ bases.

• a set of dense $b \times b$ matrices that are not compressed. The complement of the low rank leaves of $Q$ represents blocks of $A$ that are not economically expressible as low rank factorizations and are more effectively stored in their original format. These leaves appear only at the lowest level of the quadtree $Q$ and represent blocks of sizes $b \times b$, where $b$ is tuned to size of the cache memories of the target hardware. In fig. 4 these dense blocks, for clarity of illustration, are shown along a diagonal band only but these blocks may appear anywhere in the matrix.

This representation of a matrix reduces the needed storage to $O(N)$. This is due to the fact that all the blocks in a block row share a common column basis, and this basis is itself nested and can be expressed hierarchically. This is illustrated in fig. 4 where block row $r$ (shown as shaded) contains three blocks all sharing the same $U_r$ in their respective individual $U_r S_{rj} V_j^t$ representations. The index $r$ of this row block is not an index of a leaf node in the tree $I$ however; its column basis $U$ is not stored explicitly but is expressible in terms of the column bases of its children. Fig. 6 shows the hierarchical structure of the column space.

![Figure 6](image_url)

**Figure 6.** Hierarchical representation of column basis vectors of node $i$ in terms of its children. Low rank matrix blocks are expressed in terms of the level-appropriate basis vectors. A similar hierarchy exists for the row bases.

The growth of the storage requirements of this hierarchical representation can be estimated from the representations needed for storing the row and column bases and those needed for storing the leaves of the quadtree. Let $k$ be the rank used in the approximation of the $A_{ij} = U_i S_{ij} V_j^t$ blocks and assume for simplicity that it is constant across all blocks. The column bases requires $O(Nk)$ units of storage at the leaves and $O(Nk^2)$ for the transfer matrices. The number of leaves of the quadtree is linear in $N$ assuming that the size of every block row at every level on the quadtree is bounded by some constant. Since every $S_{ij}$ matrix is of size $k \times k$, the storage...
of the quadtree requires \(O(Nk^2)\) and therefore all the elements of the representation require storage that grows only linearly with matrix size.

### 3.2. Matrix-Vector Multiplication with Hierarchical Matrices

A matrix-vector operation with a hierarchical matrix can be performed in \(O(N)\) arithmetic operations, and can use the same communication infrastructure of FMM. This may be seen by expressing the product as:

\[
y = \left( \sum_{(i,j) \in D} A_{ij} \right) x + \left( \sum_{(i,j) \in L} U_i S_{ij} V_j^t \right) x = \sum_{(i,j) \in D} A_{ij} x_j + \sum_{i \in I} U_i \sum_{(i,j) \in L} S_{ij} V_j^t x
\]

where \(D\) is the set of dense leaves of the quadtree and \(L\) is the set of its low rank leaves.

![Diagram of the matrix-vector operation showing the hierarchical structure and dense and low rank portions.](image)

**Figure 7.** Low rank portion of the matrix-vector operation.

The dense product portion consists of multiplications of \(b \times b\) matrices with corresponding vectors, while the low rank portion of the operation can be separated into three computational kernels:

**Upsweep.** In this phase, the products \(V_j^t x\) are computed for all \(j \in J\). Since the bases \(V_j\) are stored explicitly only at the leaves and the bases at interior nodes are expressible in terms of \(k \times k\) transfer operators, this computation may be performed as follows:

- at the leaves: \(\hat{x}_j = V_j^t x\)
- at the interior nodes: \(\hat{x}_j = \sum F_k \hat{x}_k\)

The result of the upsweep operations is a set of vectors of size \(k \times 1\) at each node of the tree \(J\) representing the matrix columns. This set of vectors is denoted by \(\hat{x}\) and is shown (in a linearized fashion) in fig. 7.

**Coupling operations.** In this phase, the products \(S_{ij} \hat{x}_j\) are performed and accumulated as \(\hat{y}_i\) in the corresponding nodes of the \(I\) tree. This is illustrated in fig. 7 where the three colors...
are used to distinguish the $S_{ij}$ corresponding to the three levels $Q^2$, $Q^3$, and $Q^4$ of the matrix in fig. 5. This phase may be viewed as a set of block-sparse matrix-vector multiplications, one per level of the tree. The various levels of may be processed concurrently, and the block sizes in these block-sparse matrices are $k \times k$.

**Downsweep.** In this final portion of the computation the products $U_i \hat{y}_i$ are performed and assembled in their corresponding positions in the final vector $y$. Since the bases $U_i$ are available in explicit form only at the leaves, all the products that correspond to interior nodes have to be computed by going down the $I$ tree. Starting the root, contributions to the children of every interior node are accumulated and a direct computation is performed at the leaves. The computational pattern is dual to that of the upsweep phase:

- at interior nodes: $\hat{y}_k = E_k \hat{y}_i$ for every child $k$ of node $i$
- at leaf nodes: $y = U_i \hat{y}_i$

The analogy to the FMM computations and communication patterns is partially summarized in tab. 5. The upsweep phase in the hierarchical matrix-vector multiplication corresponds to building and propagating multipole expansions (P2M and M2M) up the tree. The block multiplications of the coupling phase correspond to computing M2L interactions. The downsweep phase corresponds to propagating local expansions (L2L and L2P). Finally the dense $b \times b$ multiplications correspond to P2P direct interactions between nearfield particles.

The trees $I$ and $J$ may be assumed to have a constant ($2^d$) number of children per node resulting in binary trees, quadtrees, or octrees depending on the dimension $d$. The most natural type of tree to use depends on the provenance of the matrix. For problems involving the discretization of volume integrals, octrees are perhaps the most reasonable ones to use. Schur complement matrices arising from planar interfaces may be more naturally represented using quadtrees even in volumetric problems. Evidently, it is always possible to use binary trees regardless of the origin of the matrix, but this choice may limit attainable performance. The $I$ and $J$ trees may not be uniform but may have an adaptive depth as warranted by the structure of the matrix.

The structure of $Q$, the matrix quadtree in which the $S$ blocks are stored as illustrated in fig. 5, does not generally have the same regularity as the corresponding set of interaction lists of FMM computations. While FMM methods use a strictly-geometric criterion to determine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H-matrix operation</th>
<th>FMM operation</th>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Blocks per level</th>
<th>Blocks per Process</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sum S_{ij} \hat{x}_j$</td>
<td>Global M2L</td>
<td>$\log_P P$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(\log P)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sum F_k \hat{x}_k$</td>
<td>Global M2M</td>
<td>$\log_P P$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(\log P)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sum S_{ij} \hat{x}_j$</td>
<td>Local M2L</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(2^{(d-1)i})$</td>
<td>$\sum_i O(2^{(d-1)i})$</td>
<td>$O((N/P)^{(d-1)/2})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sum A_{ij} \hat{x}_j$</td>
<td>Local P2P</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(2^{(d-1)i})$</td>
<td>$O(\log_P (N/P))$</td>
<td>$O((N/P)^{(d-1)/2})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.** Communication breakdown of hierarchical matrix-vector multiplication compared to FMM (cf. tab. 3).
admissibility, hierarchical matrices may have a general structure for the sparsity of these block rows reflecting a non-geometric admissibility criterion. This is in fact the specific sense in which this hierarchical representation can be viewed as an algebraic variant of FMM. The leaves of the \( Q \) tree are generated algebraically so that a factorization \( U_i S_{ij} V_j^T \) of rank-\( k \) results in an appropriate approximation of the block \( A_{ij} \). FMM computations generally do not store the \( S_{ij} \) blocks but rather compute them from their analytical expressions at run-time as needed for the M2L interactions, hence saving \( \mathcal{O}(Nk^2) \) storage. Such savings are only possible when there is an underlying analytical kernel. For the more general problems, storing the \( k \times k S_{ij} \) matrices at the leaves of the \( Q \) quadtree is what allows hierarchical matrix representations to approximate general (dense) operators in a way that is scalable both arithmetically and in terms of communication.

In order to obtain meaningful bounds on the communication complexity of the hierarchical matrix vector multiplication, we assume that the number of blocks in a block row is bounded by a constant independent of \( N \). In FMM computations using a regular Cartesian subdivision, this number corresponds to the number of same-size cells that are interacted with and hence is the same constant for all levels in that case. Having an \( \mathcal{O}(1) \) size for the block rows is essential for maintaining linear arithmetic complexity. We also assume that the bandwidth of any level in the quadtree \( Q \) is bounded by a constant. If we denote by \( d \) the spatial dimension of the problem that generated the matrix, the amount of communication may require a large halo, due to a potentially large bandwidth in some row-block, but of \( \mathcal{O}(1) \). The asymptotic complexity therefore still scales as the surface to volume ratio of \( d \)-dimensional blocks, using similar arguments to those described in Section 2. The first and third rows of tab. 5 show the asymptotic communication results for the global and local portions of the coupling phase for problems originating from a (small) spatial dimension \( d \). The global and local portions of this computation are distributed as described in fig. 1 in section 2.

The upsweep and downsweep phases of the multiplication do not depend on the particular structure of the \( Q \) quadtree but only on the structure of the \( I \) and \( J \) trees. For practical implementations, these trees have a regular fanout of \( 2^d \), and although they may be nonuniform in their depth they do not depend on the bandwidth of \( Q \). Their asymptotic communication complexity is therefore essentially the same as that of the FMM for both the uniform and nonuniform cases as described in section 2. The second row of tab. 5 displays identical results to tab. 4 for the global portion of the upsweep phase. The asymptotic constants however would depend on \( d \) and on the nonuniformity of the tree depth. The rest of the upsweep and downsweep phases have analogous results. Finally, the matrix blocks requiring dense \( b \times b \) direct block multiplications may induce more communication than a regular FMM P2P phase due the distribution of the dense blocks at the lowest level, but the bounded bandwidth insures a communication cost similar to that of the coupling phase. In short, this hierarchical representation under fairly reasonable assumption on its structure inherits the strong communication complexity results that have made FMM a powerful kernel for extreme computing.

4. Conclusions

Driven by seemingly inexorable trends in computer architecture at extreme scale, we have identified an algebraic form of the fast multipole method (AFM) as a candidate for migrating basic linear algebraic subroutines to hybrid hierarchical distributed-shared memory machines targeting billion-thread concurrency, where the performance portability of trusted workhorse
methods of bulk synchronous structure is questionable, due to the lack of performance guarantees of individual cores. AFM is a hybrid of the fast multipole and H-matrices, with the algebraic generality of the latter captured in the distributed tree-like data structures of the former. As with any method predicated upon compression due to low rank, the mathematical efficiency of AFM depends upon the operator. AFM is of interest for both dense and sparse operators arising from physical models through the discretization of integral and differential equations, where the underlying solution fields are fundamentally continuous and the operators smoothly varying functions of distance, with sufficiently rapid decay. AFM does not presume possession of a Green’s function. With respect to massively distributed memory, it benefits from the FMM feature that no all-to-all synchronization is required. With respect to accelerators such as GPGPUs that impose in the hardware their own scales, such as the number of threads in a warp that must execute in a SIMT manner, it benefits from the tradeoff between the order of the expansion and the separation of the interacting degrees of freedom. One may choose an order that fits the architecture and enforce the admissibility condition for low-rank representation of an interaction by the size of the blocks.

The primary claims of this contribution are:

- The communication complexity of FMM for uniform distributions is \( O \left( \left( \frac{n}{P} \right)^{\alpha} + \log P \right) \), where \( \alpha = 2/3 \) for three dimensions.
- This complexity still holds for nonuniform distributions with adaptive tree structures to which FMM is applicable, and is generalizable to arbitrary dimensions.
- This complexity also holds for algebraic variants of FMM, such as H-matrices, HSS, and RS, wherever an upper bound exists on the number of blocks in a block row in the low-rank representation.

We have not yet built an implementation of the algebraic fast multipole method that illustrates of its potential performance advantages and versatility. There are components that need to be developed at the GPGPU or accelerator scale and the resulting node code needs to be merged with the FMM tree data structure and traversal mechanisms. The memory efficiency and strong absolute and scaling performance of FMM for analytically specified kernels such as the Laplacian is well documented in existing implementations, such as ExaFMM, so the primary criterion affecting the memory consumption and execution time of the AFM as a solver for linear systems or as a component, such as a matrix-vector multiply or a preconditioner in a larger context, is how efficiently general operators of interest can be compressed. We conclude with four ripe open problems:

- For operators that do not satisfy the requirement of bounded block bandwidth, independent of \( N \), in their low-rank representation, how does the communication complexity of AFM generalize beyond the convenient bound inherited from FMM? What is the analog of dimension \( d \) in this case?
- What are the sizes of constants in the asymptotic communication complexity of the FMM and AFM method? These will generally depend upon the distributions of interacting degrees of freedom represented in the tree data structures and mathematical ranks of the operators involved. These constants will determine the natural crossover points for the applicability of FMM and AFM relative to other methods that excel in smaller problems but possess inferior asymptotic communication complexity.
- What is the achievable asynchronicity of the communications of FMM and AFM in practice and in what programming models are they best expressed?
How should the algorithmic hierarchy be adapted to architectural hierarchy in practice? In general, the “natural” granularities (e.g., FMM expansion degree and number of threads in a GPGPU warp, size of AFM bases and capacities of various levels of cache) will not match, and the mismatch has performance implications. This highlights the importance of the tunability of the granularities of hierarchy that are at the disposal of the algorithm designer and scientific user and their exposure in the software.
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Model-Driven One-Sided Factorizations on Multicore Accelerated Systems
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Hardware heterogeneity of the HPC platforms is no longer considered unusual but instead have become the most viable way forward towards Exascale. In fact, the multitude of the heterogeneous resources available to modern computers are designed for different workloads and their efficient use is closely aligned with the specialized role envisaged by their design. Commonly in order to efficiently use such GPU resources, the workload in question must have a much greater degree of parallelism than workloads often associated with multicore processors (CPUs). Available GPU variants differ in their internal architecture and, as a result, are capable of handling workloads of varying degrees of complexity and a range of computational patterns. This vast array of applicable workloads will likely lead to an ever accelerated mixing of multicore-CPUs and GPUs in multi-user environments with the ultimate goal of offering adequate computing facilities for a wide range of scientific and technical workloads. In the following paper, we present a research prototype that uses a lightweight runtime environment to manage the resource-specific workloads, and to control the dataflow and parallel execution in hybrid systems. Our lightweight runtime environment uses task superscalar concepts to enable the developer to write serial code while providing parallel execution. This concept is reminiscent of dataflow and systolic architectures in its conceptualization of a workload as a set of side-effect-free tasks that pass data items whenever the associated work assignment have been completed. Additionally, our task abstractions and their parametrization enable uniformity in the algorithmic development across all the heterogeneous resources without sacrificing precious compute cycles. We include performance results for dense linear algebra functions which demonstrate the practicality and effectiveness of our approach that is aptly capable of full utilization of a wide range of accelerator hardware.

Keywords: hardware accelerators, dense linear algebra, task superscalar scheduling.

1. Introduction

With the release of CUDA in 2007, the communities of scientific, HPC, and technical computing started to enjoy the performance benefits of GPUs. The ever expanding capabilities of the hardware accelerators allowed GPUs to deal with more demanding kinds of workloads and there was very little need to mix different GPUs in the same machine. Intel offering in the realm of hardware acceleration came in the form of a coprocessor called MIC (Many Integrated Cores) now known as Xeon Phi and available under Knights Corner moniker. In terms of capabilities, on the one hand, they are similar to those of GPUs but, on the other hand, there are some slight differences in workloads that could be handled by Phi. We do not intend in this paper to compare between GPUs and the recently introduced MIC coprocessor. Instead, we take a different stand because we believe that the users will combine CPUs, GPUs, and coprocessors to leverage strengths of each of them depending on the workload. In a similar fashion, we are showing here how to combine their strengths to arrive at another level of heterogeneity by simultaneously utilizing all three: CPUs, GPUs, and coprocessors. We call this a multi-way heterogeneity for which we present a unified programming model that alleviates the complexity of dealing with multiple software stacks for computing, communication, and software libraries.
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2. Background and Related Work

This paper presents research in algorithms and a programming model for high-performance dense linear algebra (DLA) factorizations for heterogeneous multiple multicore CPUs, GPUs, and Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors (MICs). The mix can contain resources with varying capabilities, e.g., CUDA GPUs of the same architecture but from different device generations. While the main goal is to obtain as high a fraction of the peak performance as possible for an entire heterogeneous system, an often competing secondary goal is to propose a programming model that would simplify the development. To this end, we propose and develop a new lightweight runtime environment, and a number of dense linear algebra routines based on it. We demonstrate the new algorithms, their performance, and the programming model design using the Cholesky and QR factorizations.

2.1. High Performance on Heterogeneous Systems

Efficient use of current computer architectures, namely, running close to their peak performance, can only be achieved for algorithms of high computational intensity. In the specific context of DLA, $O(n^2)$ data requires $O(n^3)$ floating point operations (flop’s). In contrast, less compute-intensive algorithms that use sparse linear algebra can reach only a fraction of the peak performance, e.g., a few Gflop/s for highly optimized sparse matrix-vector multiply (SpMV) [6] versus over 1000 Gflop/s for double-precision matrix-matrix multiply (DGEMM) on a Kepler K20c GPU [11]. This highlights the interest in DLA and the importance of designing computational applications that can make efficient use of the available hardware resources.

Early results for DLA were tied to development of high performance Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS). Volkov et al. [30] developed fast single-precision matrix-matrix multiply (SGEMM) for the NVIDIA Tesla GPUs and highly efficient LU, QR, and Cholesky factorizations based on that. The fastest DGEMM and factorizations based on it for the NVIDIA Fermi GPUs were developed by Nath et al. [20]. These early BLAS developments were eventually incorporated into the CUBLAS library [11]. The main DLA algorithms from LAPACK were developed for a single GPU and released through the MAGMA library [19].

More recent work has concentrated on porting additional algorithms to GPUs, and on various optimizations and algorithmic improvements. The central challenge has been to split the computation among the hardware components to efficiently use them, to maintain balanced load, and to reduce idle times. Although there have been developments for a particular accelerator and its multicore host [3, 5, 9, 12, 25, 26], to the best of our knowledge there has been no efforts to create a DLA library on top of a unified framework for multi-way heterogeneous systems.

2.2. Heterogeneous parallel programming models

Both NVIDIA and Intel provide various programming models for their GPUs and coprocessors. In particular, to program and assign work to NVIDIA GPUs and Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors, we use CUDA APIs and heterogeneous offload pragmas/directives, respectively. To unify the parallel scheduling of work between these different architectures we designed a new API, based on a lightweight task superscalar runtime environment, that automates the task scheduling across the devices. In this way, the API can be easily extended to handle other devices that use their own programming models with OpenCL [9] being a natural target for supporting AMD Radeon compute cards.
Task superscalar runtime environments have become a common approach for effective and efficient execution in multicore environments. This task scheduling mechanism has its roots in dataflow execution, which has a long history dating to the nineteen sixties [7, 16, 24]. It has seen a reemergence in popularity with the advent of multicore processors in order to use the available resources dynamically and efficiently. Many other programming methodologies need to be carefully managed in order to avoid fork-join style parallelism, also called Bulk Synchronous Processing [29], which is increasingly wasteful in face of ever larger numbers of cores in a single CPU socket.

In our current research, we build on the QUARK [31, 32] runtime environment to demonstrate the effectiveness of dynamic task superscalar execution in the presence of heterogeneous architectures. QUARK is a superscalar execution environment that has been used with great success for linear algebra software on multicore platforms. The PLASMA linear algebra library has been implemented using QUARK and has demonstrated excellent scalability and high performance [2, 17].

There is a rich area of work on execution environments that begin with serial code and result in parallel execution, often using task superscalar techniques, for example Jade [23], Cilk [8], Sequoia [13], SuperMatrix [10], OmpSS [22], Habanero [5], StarPU [4], or the DepSpawn [14] project.

We chose QUARK as our lightweight runtime environment for this research because it provides flexibility in low level control of task location and binding that would be harder to obtain using other superscalar runtime environments. But, the conceptual work done in this research could be replicated within other projects, so we view QUARK simply as a convenient representative of a lightweight, task-superscalar runtime environment.

Both GPUs and Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors provide high degree of parallelism that can deliver excellent application performance for DLA. However, it is important to understand the distinctions in programming models between GPUs and Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors.

2.2.1. CUDA

CUDA utilizes a large number of concurrent threads of execution to exploit hardware parallelism and achieve high performance. CUDA threads are grouped together into blocks that execute concurrently on the GPU Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs) following the SIMD execution model. NVIDIA Kepler K20 GPU has 2496 CUDA cores and delivers 1.43 Tflop/s in peak double precision floating point performance.

2.2.2. MIC Architecture and Programming Models

The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor comprises of 61 Intel Architecture (IA) cores. Additionally, there are 8 memory controllers supporting up to 16 GDDR5 channels delivering a theoretical bandwidth of 352 GB/s [1]. Its peak double precision floating point performance is 1200 Gflop/s. Unlike a GPU, the Xeon Phi coprocessor runs a Linux operating system and provides x86 compatibility. It supports popular programming models used on multi-core architectures including MPI, OpenMP and Threading Building Blocks. Xeon Phi also offers the following flexible programming models depending on applications:

- Native model: It is used to run applications entirely on a Xeon Phi coprocessor like any other multi-core system.
Offload model: It is used to utilize a Xeon Phi coprocessor as an accelerator to execute computation intensive regions of an application offloaded from host. Offloading incurs overhead costs for initialization, marshaling and transferring data, and code invocation. Applications must have a high ratio of computation to communication for the offloaded portion. Offload communication overheads can be hidden if code is structured to overlap them with computation, or if data is reused across offload regions [21]. To effectively make use of this model, asynchronous offload features must be used, which include: asynchronous data transfer, asynchronous compute and memory management without data transfer. Signal and wait clauses need to be used in offload pragmas and directives to enable asynchronous data transfer and computation. For example:

- **offload_transfer** pragma/directive called with a signal clause begins an asynchronous data transfer.
- **offload** pragma/directive called with a signal clause begins an asynchronous computation.
- **offload_wait** pragma/directive called with a wait clause blocks execution until an asynchronous data transfer or computation is complete.

At this point, this programming model has been codified by the OpenMP 4.0 standard and may be considered analogous to the OpenACC standard initially implemented on GPUs only.

Beside the above programming models, Intel provides two software libraries – SCIF (Symmetric Communication Interface) and COI (Coprocessor Offload Infrastructure) – to ease the development of software tools and applications that run on the Xeon Phi Coprocessor.

- **SCIF** (Symmetric Communication Interface) is an API for communication between processes on MIC and the host CPU within the same system. It resembles POSIX socket interface whereby connections are established using `scif_listen`, `scif_connect`, and `scif_accept` routines. For efficient communication between the processes SCIF API provides send-receive semantics where one serves as the source and the other as the destination of the communication channel. Efficient data transfer is ensured by Remote Memory Access (RMA) semantics where a region of memory needs to be registered (using `scif_register` first and `scif_unregister` afterwards) for remote access. Upon registration, further data transfers (using `scif_readfrom` and `scif_writeto` can occur in a one-sided manner with just one process either reading from or writing to a memory window. These reads and writes can make both synchronous and asynchronous progress and the completion of asynchronous RMA operations is checked using `scif_fence_mark` and `scif_fence_wait` routines.

- **COI** (Coprocessor Offload Infrastructure) model exposes a pipelined programming model to the user. This model allows workloads to run and data to be moved asynchronously, allowing the host processor, device processor, and DMA engines to remain busy simultaneously and independently. This library provides services to create coprocessor-side processes, create FIFO pipelines between the host and coprocessor, move code and data, invoke code (functions) on the coprocessor, manage memory buffers that span the host and coprocessor, enumerate available resources, and so on [21].

### 3. BLAS

The Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS) are the main building blocks for dense matrix software packages. Furthermore, the matrix-matrix multiplication routine is the most common
and most performance-critical BLAS routine, more so in the context of the factorizations that we consider in this paper. This section presents the process of building a fast matrix-matrix multiplication kernel for the GPU in double precision and in real arithmetic (DGEMM) by using the process of autotuning. The target is the NVIDIA K40c card.

In its canonical form, matrix-matrix multiplication is represented by three nested loops as is shown in Figure 1. The primary tool in optimizing matrix-matrix multiplication is the technique of loop tiling. Tiling replaces a single loop with two loops: the inner loop that increments the iteration counter by one, and the outer loop that increments the iteration counter by the tiling factor. In the case of matrix-matrix multiplication, tiling replaces the three loops of Figure 1 with the six loops of Figure 2. Tiling of the matrix-matrix multiplication exploits the surface to volume effect mentioned before: execution of $O(n^3)$ floating-point operations over $O(n^2)$ data.

Next, the technique of loop unrolling is applied, which replaces the three innermost loops with a single block of straight-line of code (a single basic block), as shown schematically in Figure 3. The purpose of unrolling is twofold: to reduce the penalty of looping (the overhead of incrementing loop counters, advancing data pointers and conditional branching), and to increase instruction-level parallelism by creating long sequences of independent instructions, which can fill out the processor’s pipeline and thus increase the instruction issue rate.

This optimization sequence is universal for almost any computer architecture, including “standard” superscalar processors with cache memories, as well as GPU accelerators and other less conventional architectures. Tiling, also referred to as blocking, is often applied multiple times to accommodate successive levels of cache, the registers file, TLB, etc.

In the case of a GPU, the C matrix (in $C \leftarrow C - A \times B$) is overlaid with a 2D grid of thread blocks, each one responsible for computing a single tile of C. Since the code of a GPU kernel spells out the operation of a single thread block, the two outer loops disappear, and only one loop remains – the loop advancing along the $k$ dimension tile by tile. Unrolling the outer loop, and then fusing together copies of the inner loop, sometimes called unroll and jam, is usually...
applied until the point where the register file is exhausted. Unrolling the inner loop beyond that point, can be used to further reduce the overhead of looping.

Figure 4 shows the GPU implementation of matrix-matrix multiplication at the device level. Each thread block computes a tile of $C$ (dark gray) by passing through a stripe of $A$ and a stripe of $B$ (light gray). The code iterates over $A$ and $B$ in chunks of $K_{blk}$ (dark gray). The thread block follows the cycle of:

- making texture reads of the small, dark gray, stripes of $A$ and $B$ and storing them in shared memory,
- synchronizing threads with the `syncthreads()` call,
- loading $A$ and $B$ from shared memory to registers and computing the product,
- synchronizing threads with the `syncthreads()` call.

After the complete sweep of the light gray stripes of $A$ and $B$ completes, the tile of $C$ is read, updated and stored back to the device memory. Figure 5 shows closer what happens in the inner loop. The light gray area shows the shape of the thread block. The dark gray regions show how a single thread iterates over the tile.

Figure 6 shows the complete kernel implementation in CUDA. Tiling is defined by $BLK_M$, $BLK_N$, and $BLK_K$. $DIM_X$ and $DIM_Y$ specify how the thread block covers the tile of $C$, $DIM_XA$ and $DIM_YB$.
DIM_YA define how the thread block covers a stripe of $A$, and finally DIM_XB and DIM_YB define how the thread block covers a stripe of $B$.

In lines 24–28 the values of $C$ are set to zero. In lines 32–38 a stripe of $A$ is read (texture reads) and stored in shared memory. In lines 40–46 a stripe of $B$ is read (texture reads) and stored in shared memory. The `__syncthreads()` call in line 48 ensures that the process of reading of $A$ and $B$, and storing in shared memory, is finished before operation continues. In lines 50–56 the product is computed, using the values from shared memory. The `__syncthreads()` call in line 58 ensures that computing the product is finished and the shared memory can be overwritten with new stripes of $A$ and $B$. In lines 60 and 61 the pointers are advanced to the location of new stripes. When the main loop completes, $C$ is read from device memory, modified with the accumulated product, and written back, in lines 64–77. The use of texture reads with clamping eliminates the need for cleanup code to handle matrix sizes not exactly divisible by the tiling factors.

With the parametrized code in place, what remains is the actual autotuning process, i.e., finding good values for the nine tuning parameters. Here the process used in the "Bench-testing Environment for Automated Software Tuning" (BEAST) project is described. It relies on three components:

1. defining the search space,
2. pruning the search space by applying filtering constraints, and
3. benchmarking the remaining configurations and selecting the best performer.

The important point in the BEAST project is to not introduce artificial and/or arbitrary limitations on the search process.

The loops in Figure 7 define the search space for the autotuning of the matrix-matrix multiplication of Figure 6. The two outer loops sweep through all possible 2D shapes of the thread block – up to the device limit in each dimension. The three inner loops sweep through all possible tiling sizes – up to arbitrarily high values, represented by the INF symbol. In practice, the actual values to substitute for the INF symbols can be found by choosing a small starting point, e.g., (64, 64, 8), and going up until further increase has no effect on the number of kernels that pass the selection process based on pruning constraints.

The list of pruning constraints consists of nine simple checks that eliminate kernels deemed inadequate for one of several reasons:

- The kernel would not compile because it exceeded a hardware limit.
- The kernel would compile but failed to launch because it exceeded a hardware limit.
- The kernel would compile and launch, but produced invalid results due to the limitations of the implementation, e.g., unimplemented corner case.
- The kernel would compile, launch, and produce correct results, but have no chance of running fast, due to an obvious performance shortcoming, such as very low occupancy.

The nine checks rely on basic hardware parameters, which can be obtained by querying the card with the CUDA API. The parameters include:

1. The number of threads in the block is not divisible by the warp size.
2. The number of threads in the block exceeds the hardware maximum.
3. The number of registers per thread, to store $C$, exceeds the hardware maximum.
4. The number of registers per block, to store $C$, exceeds the hardware maximum.
5. The shared memory per block, to store $A$ and $B$, exceeds the hardware maximum.
6. The thread block cannot be shaped to read $A$ and $B$ without cleanup code.
void beast_gemm_kernel()
int M, int N, int K,
double alpha, double *A, int lda,
double *B, int ldb,
double beta, double *C, int ldc)
{
    int blx = blockIdx.x; // block's m position
    int bly = blockIdx.y; // block's n position
    int idx = threadIdx.x; // thread's m position in C
    int idy = threadIdx.y; // thread's n position in C
    int idt = DIM_X*idy+idx; // thread's number
    int idxA = idt % DIM_XA; // thread's m position for loading A
    int idyA = idt / DIM_XA; // thread's n position for loading A
    int idxB = idt % DIM_XB; // thread's m position for loading B
    int idyB = idt / DIM_XB; // thread's n position for loading B

    __shared__ double *A = shared memory buffer for A
    __shared__ double *B = shared memory buffer for B
    double +regC = rC[BLK/M][DIM_X]; // registers for C
    int coord_A = blx*BLKM + idyA+ida+idxA; // A stripe's initial location
    int coord_B = bly*BLKN+ldb + idyB+ldb+idxB; // B stripe's initial location
    int m, n, k; // loop counters
    __syncthreads();
    __pragma unroll for (n = 0; n < BLK_N/DIM_Y; n++)
    __pragma unroll for (m = 0; m < BLK_M/DIM_X; m++)
    __syncthreads();
    int coord_A = blx*BLKM + idyA+ida+idxA; // A stripe's initial location
    int coord_B = bly*BLKN+ldb + idyB+ldb+idxB; // B stripe's initial location
    int m, n, k; // loop counters
    __syncthreads();
    coord_A += BLK_K+ida;
    coord_B += BLK_K;
}
}

Figure 6. Complete dgemm (C = alpha A B + beta C) implementation in CUDA.
7. The number of load instructions, from shared memory to registers, in the innermost loop, in the PTX code, exceeds the number of Fused Multiply-Adds (FMAs).
8. Low occupancy due to high number of registers per block to store C.
9. Low occupancy due to the amount of shared memory per block to read A and B.

In order to check the last two conditions, the number of registers per block, and the amount of shared memory per block are computed. Then the maximum number of possible blocks per multiprocessor is found, which gives the maximum possible number of threads per multiprocessor. If that number is lower than the minimum occupancy requirement, the kernel is discarded. Here the threshold is set to a fairly low number of 256 threads, which translates to minimum occupancy of 0.125 on the Nvidia K40 card, with the maximum number of 2,048 threads per multiprocessor.

This process produces 14,767 kernels, which can be benchmarked in roughly one day. 3,256 kernels fail to launch due to excessive number of registers per block. The reason is that the pruning process uses a lower estimate on the number of registers, and the compiler actually produces code requiring more registers. We could detect it in compilation and skip benchmarking of such kernels or we can run them and let them fail. For simplicity we chose the latter. We could also cap the register usage to prevent the failure to launch. However, capping register usage usually produces code of inferior performance.

Eventually, 11,511 kernels ran successfully and pass correctness checks. Figure 8 shows the performance distribution of these kernels. The fastest kernel achieves 900 Gflop/s with tiling of $96 \times 64 \times 12$, with 128 threads ($16 \times 8$ to compute C, $32 \times 4$ to read A, and $4 \times 32$ to read B). The achieved occupancy number of 0.1875 indicates that, most of the time, each multiprocessor executes 384 threads (three blocks).
In comparison, CUBLAS achieves the performance of 1,225 Gflop/s using 256 threads per multiprocessor. Although CUBLAS achieves a higher number, this example shows the effectiveness of the autotuning process in quickly creating well performing kernels from high level language source codes. This technique can be used to build kernels for routines not provided in vendor libraries, such as extended precision BLAS (double-double and triple-float), BLAS for oddly shaped matrices (tall and skinny), etc. Even more importantly, this technique can be used to build domain specific kernels for much broader spectrum of application areas.

As the last interesting observation, we offer a look at the PTX code produced by NVIDIA’s nvcc compiler (Figure 9). We can see that the compiler does exactly what is expected: it completely unrolls the loops in lines 50–56 of the C code in Figure 6 into a stream of loads from shared memory to registers followed by FMA instructions, with substantially larger number of FMAs than loads.

4. Algorithmic Advancements

In this section, we present the linear algebra aspects of our generic solution for development of either Cholesky, LU (based on Gaussian elimination), or QR (based on applying Householder reflectors) factorizations which use block outer-product updates of the trailing matrix. These three factorizations are commonly known as the one-sided factorizations because they apply a sequence of transformations on only one side of the original matrix and thus they do not preserve the matrix spectrum as the two-sided transformations do.

Conceptually, one-sided factorization maps a matrix $A$ into a product of matrices $X$ and $Y$:

$$\mathcal{F}: \begin{bmatrix} A_{11} & A_{12} \\ A_{21} & A_{22} \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} X_{11} & X_{12} \\ X_{21} & X_{22} \end{bmatrix} \times \begin{bmatrix} Y_{11} & Y_{12} \\ Y_{21} & Y_{22} \end{bmatrix}$$

Algorithmically, this corresponds to a sequence of in-place transformations of $A$, whose storage is overwritten with the entries of matrices $X$ and $Y$ ($P_{ij}$ indicates the currently factorized panels):

$$\begin{bmatrix} A^{(0)}_{11} & A^{(0)}_{12} & A^{(0)}_{13} \\ A^{(0)}_{21} & A^{(0)}_{22} & A^{(0)}_{23} \\ A^{(0)}_{31} & A^{(0)}_{32} & A^{(0)}_{33} \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} P_{11} & A^{(0)}_{12} & A^{(0)}_{13} \\ P_{21} & A^{(0)}_{22} & A^{(0)}_{23} \\ P_{31} & A^{(0)}_{32} & A^{(0)}_{33} \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} XY_{11} & Y_{12} & Y_{13} \\ X_{21} & A^{(1)}_{22} & A^{(1)}_{23} \\ X_{31} & A^{(1)}_{32} & A^{(1)}_{33} \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} XY_{11} & Y_{12} & Y_{13} \\ X_{21} & P_{22} & A^{(1)}_{23} \\ X_{31} & P_{32} & A^{(1)}_{33} \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} XY_{11} & Y_{12} & Y_{13} \\ X_{21} & XY_{22} & Y_{23} \\ X_{31} & X_{32} & A^{(2)}_{33} \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} XY_{11} & Y_{12} & Y_{13} \\ X_{21} & X_{22} & Y_{23} \\ X_{31} & X_{32} & P_{33} \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} XY_{11} & Y_{12} & Y_{13} \\ X_{21} & XY_{22} & Y_{23} \\ X_{31} & X_{32} & XY_{33} \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} XY^2 \end{bmatrix},$$

where $XY_{ij}$ is a compact representation of both $X_{ij}$ and $Y_{ij}$ in the space originally occupied by $A_{ij}$.

Observe two distinct phases in each step of the transformation from $[A]$ to $[XY]$: panel factorization ($P$) and trailing matrix update: $A^{(i)} \rightarrow A^{(i+1)}$. The implementation of these two
Figure 9. A portion of the PTX code for the innermost loop of the fastest DGEMM kernel.
phases leads to a straightforward iterative scheme shown in Algorithm 1. Table 1 shows BLAS and LAPACK routines that should be substituted for the generic routine names in the algorithm.

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Two-phase implementation of a one-sided factorization.}
\begin{algorithmic}
\For{$P_i \in \{P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n\}$}
\State PanelFactorize($P_i$)
\State TrailingMatrixUpdate($A^{(i)}$)
\EndFor
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Two-phase implementation with a split update.}
\begin{algorithmic}
\For{$P_i \in \{P_1, P_2, \ldots\}$}
\State PanelFactorize($P_i$)
\State PanelSend_{Kepler}($P_i$)
\State TrailingMatrixUpdate_{Kepler}($A^{(i)}$)
\State PanelSend_{Phi}($P_i$)
\State TrailingMatrixUpdate_{Phi}($A^{(i)}$)
\EndFor
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

The use of multiple accelerators for the computations complicates the simple loop from Algorithm 1: we have to split the update operation into multiple instances for each of the accelerators. This was done in Algorithm 2. Notice that PanelFactorize() is not split for execution on accelerators because it is considered a latency-bound workload which faces a number of inefficiencies on throughput-oriented devices. Due to their high performance rate exhibited on the update operation, and the fact that the update requires the majority of floating-point operations, it is the trailing matrix update that should be off-loaded. The problem of keeping track of the computational activities is exacerbated by the separation between the address spaces of main memory of the CPU and the devices. This requires synchronization between memory buffers and is included in the implementation shown in Algorithm 3.

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Two-phase implementation with a split update and explicit communication.}
\begin{algorithmic}
\For{$P_i \in \{P_1, P_2, \ldots\}$}
\State PanelFactorize($P_i$)
\State PanelSend_{Kepler}($P_i$)
\State TrailingMatrixUpdate_{Kepler}($A^{(i)}$)
\State PanelSend_{Phi}($P_i$)
\State TrailingMatrixUpdate_{Phi}($A^{(i)}$)
\EndFor
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}
The code has to be modified further to achieve closer to optimal performance. In fact, the bandwidth between the CPU and the devices is orders of magnitude too slow to sustain computational rates of modern accelerators. The common technique to alleviate this imbalance is to use lookahead [27, 28].

**Algorithm 4:** Lookahead of depth 1 for the two-phase factorization.

```
PanelFactorize(P₁)
PanelSend(P₁)
TrailingMatrixUpdate[Kepler, Phi]{P₁}
PanelStartReceiving(P₂)
TrailingMatrixUpdate[Kepler, Phi]{R₁(1)}

for Pᵢ ∈ {P₂, P₃, ...} do
    PanelReceive(Pᵢ)
    PanelFactorize(Pᵢ)
    PanelSend(Pᵢ)
    TrailingMatrixUpdate[Kepler, Phi]{Pᵢ}
    PanelStartReceiving(Pᵢ)
    TrailingMatrixUpdate[Kepler, Phi]{Rᵢ(1)}
PanelReceive(Pₙ)
PanelFactorize(Pₙ)
```

Algorithm 4 shows a very simple case of lookahead of depth 1. The update operation is split into an update of the next panel, the start of the receiving of the next panel that just got updated, and an update of the rest of the trailing matrix $R$. The splitting is done to overlap the communication of the panel and the update operation. The complication of this approach comes from the fact that depending on the communication bandwidth and the accelerator speed, a different lookahead depth might be required for optimal overlap. In fact, the adjustment of the depth is often required throughout the factorization’s runtime to yield good performance: the updates consume progressively less time when compared to the time spent in the panel factorization.

Since the management of adaptive lookahead is tedious, it is desirable to use a dynamic Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) scheduler to keep track of data dependences and communication events. The only issue is the homogeneity inherent in most of the schedulers which is violated here due to the use of three different computing devices that we used. Also, common scheduling techniques, such as task stealing, are not applicable here due to the disjoint address spaces and the associated large overheads of communicating the stolen task’s data across the PCI bus. These caveats are dealt with comprehensively in the remainder of the paper.

5. Lightweight Runtime for Heterogeneous Hybrid Architectures

In this section, we discuss the techniques that we developed in order to achieve an effective and efficient use of heterogeneous hybrid architectures. What we propose, considers both the

---

4The bandwidth for current generation PCI Express is at most 16 GB/s and the devices achieve over 1000 Gflop/s of floating-point performance.

---
higher ratio of execution and the hierarchical memory model of the modern accelerators and coprocessors. Taken together, it emerges as a multi-way heterogeneous programming model. We also redesign an existing superscalar task execution environment to handle to schedule and execute tasks on multi-way heterogeneous devices.

For our experiments, we consider shared-memory multicore machines with some collection of GPUs and MIC devices. Below, we present QUARK and the specific its modifications that facilitate execution on heterogeneous devices.

5.1. Task Superscalar Scheduling

Task-superscalar execution takes as an input a sequence of tasks in a form of a DAG and schedules them for execution in parallel while honoring the data dependences between the tasks at runtime. The dependences between the tasks are honored through the resolution of data hazards: Read after Write (RaW), Write after Read (WaR) and Write after Write (WaW). The dependences that form the DAG’s edges are extracted from the serial formulation of the code by having the user include annotations on the data items when defining the tasks. The annotations indicate whether the data is to be read and/or written.

The RaW hazard, often referred to as the true dependency, is the most common one. It defines the relation between a task writing the data and another task reading that data. The reading task has to wait until the writing task completes. In contrast, if multiple tasks wish to read the same data, they need not wait on each other but can execute in parallel once the data is available. This is the classical case of Lamport’s concurrent events [18]. Task-superscalar execution results in an asynchronous, data-driven execution that may be represented by a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG), where the tasks are the nodes in the graph and the edges correspond to data movement between the tasks. Task-superscalar execution is a powerful tool for productivity. Since the original code looks as if it was serial it can be written and debugged in a serial environment. After the code becomes the input for the runtime system, the parallel execution avoids all the data hazards and thus preserves the correctness of the serial code, which in turn implies the parallel correctness of execution (granted, of course, that the runtime system does not introduce conditions that violate user’s annotations).

Using task superscalar execution, the runtime can achieve parallelism by executing tasks with non-conflicting data dependences (e.g., simultaneous reads of data by multiple tasks). Superscalar execution also naturally enables lookahead into the serial code, since the tasks from the DAG representation can be executed as soon as their dependences are satisfied and not necessarily in the order they were inserted into the DAG from the the serial code.

5.2. Lightweight Runtime Environment

QUARK (QUeuing and Runtime for Kernels) is the lightweight runtime environment chosen for this research, since it provides an API that allows us to enforce at a low level a precise task placement. QUARK is a data-driven dynamic superscalar runtime environment with a simple API for serial task insertion and parallel execution on multicore processors. It is the dynamic runtime engine used within the PLASMA linear algebra library and has been shown to provide high productivity for code development and good performance on modern multicore processor systems [17, 31, 32].
6. Efficient and Scalable Programming Model Across Multiple Devices

In this section, we discuss the programming model that raises the level of abstraction above the hardware and its accompanying software stack to offer a uniform approach for algorithmic development. We describe the techniques that we developed in order to achieve an effective use of multi-way heterogeneous devices. Our proposed techniques consider both, the higher ratio of execution and the hierarchical memory model of the new emerging accelerators and coprocessors.

6.1. Supporting Heterogeneous Platforms

GPU accelerators and coprocessors have a very high computational peak compared to CPUs. For simplicity, we refer to both GPUs and coprocessors as accelerators. Also, different types of accelerators have different capabilities, which makes it challenging to develop an algorithm that can achieve high performance and exhibit good scalability. From the hardware perspective, an accelerator communicates with the CPU using I/O commands and DMA memory transfers, whereas from the software standpoint, the accelerator is a platform presented through a programming interface. The key features of our model are the processing unit capability (each of the CPUs, GPUs, Xeon Phi is assigned one such capability), the memory access overhead, and the communication cost. As with CPUs, the access time to the device memory for accelerators is slow compared to peak performance (still the accelerator memory tends to be many times faster than the CPU memory). CPUs try to improve the effect of the long memory latency and bandwidth constraint by using hierarchical caches. This does not solve the slow memory problem completely but is often effective in our target factorizations. On the other hand, accelerators use multithreading operations that access large data sets that would overflow the size of most caches. The idea is that when the accelerator’s thread unit issues an access to the device memory, that thread unit stalls until the memory returns a value. In the meantime, the accelerator’s scheduler switches to another hardware thread, and continues executing that thread. In this way, the accelerator exploits program parallelism to keep functional units busy while the memory fulfills the past requests. By comparison with CPUs, the device memory delivers higher absolute bandwidth (effectively around 180 GB/s for Xeon Phi and 160 GB/s for Kepler K20c). To side-step the issues related to the memory constraints, we developed a strategy that prioritizes the data-intensive operations to be executed by the accelerator and keep the memory-bound ones for the CPUs since the hierarchical caches with out-of-order superscalar scheduling are more appropriate to handle it. Moreover, in order to keep the accelerators busy, we redesign the kernels and propose dynamically guided data distribution to exploit enough parallelism to keep the accelerators and processors occupied at the same time.

From the programming model point of view, it is hard to hide the distinction between the two kinds of parallel devices. For that, we convert each algorithm into a host part and an accelerator part. Each routine to be run on the accelerator must be extracted into a separate hardware-specific kernel function. The kernel itself may have to be carefully optimized for the accelerator, including unrolling loops, replacing some memory-bound operations by compute-intensive ones even if it has a marginal extra cost, and also arranging its tasks to use the device memory efficiently. The host code must manage the device memory allocation, the CPU-device data movement, and the kernel invocation. We redesigned the QUARK runtime engine in order to alleviate the programming burden and to simplify scheduling. This often allows us to maintain
Algorithm 5: Cholesky implementation for multiple devices.

```plaintext
Task_Flags panel_flags = Task_Flags_Initializer
Task_Flag_Set(&panel_flags, PRIORITY, 10000)

memory-bound → locked to CPU
Task_Flag_Set(&panel_flags, BLAS2, 0)

for k ∈ {0, nb, 2 × nb, . . . , n} do
    Factorization of the panel dA(k:n,k)
    Cholesky on the tile dA(k,k)
    TRSM on the remaining of the panel dA(k+nb:n,k)

DO THE UPDATE: SYRK task has been split into a set of parallel compute intensive GEMM to increase parallelism and enhance the performance. Note that the first GEMM consists of the update of the next panel, thus the scheduler check the dependency and once finished it can start the panel factorisation of the next loop on the CPU.

if panel_m > panel_n then
    SYRK with trailing matrix
    for j ∈ {k + nb, k + 2nb, . . . , n} do
        GEMM dA(j:n,k) × dA(j,k)^T = dA(j:n,j)
```

a single source version that handles different types of accelerators either independently or when mixed together. Our intention is for our model to simplify most of the hardware details, but, at the same time, give us finer levels of control.

Algorithm 5 shows the pseudocode for the Cholesky factorization as an algorithm designer would see it. It consists of a sequential code that is simple to comprehend and independent of the architecture. Each of the calls represents a task that is inserted into the scheduler, which stores it to be executed when all of its dependencies are satisfied. Each task by itself consists of a call to a kernel function that results in execution on either a CPU or an accelerator – commonly it would called a kernel. We tried to hide the differences between hardware and let the QUARK engine handle the transfer of data automatically. In addition, we developed low-level optimizations for the accelerators, in order to accommodate hardware- and library-specific tuning and prerequisites. Moreover, we implemented a set of directives that are evaluated at runtime in order to fully map the algorithm to the hardware and to run close to the peak performance of the system. Using these strategies, we can more easily develop simple and portable code, that can run on different heterogeneous architecture and lets the scheduling and execution engine do much of the tedious bookkeeping.

In the discussion below, we will describe in detail the optimization techniques we propose, and explore some of the features of our model and also describe some directives that help with tuning performance in an easy fashion. The study here is described in the context of the Cholesky factorization but it can be easily applied to other algorithms such as the QR decomposition and LU factorization.

6.2. Resource Capability Weights (CW)

There is no simple way to express the difference in the workload-capabilities between the CPUs and accelerators in a generic fashion. Clearly, we cannot balance the load, if we treat them
as similarly equipped peers and assign them equivalent amounts of work. This naïve strategy would cause the accelerator to be idle most of the time. In our model we propose to assign the latency-bound operations to the CPUs and the compute-intensive ones to accelerators. In order to support multi-way heterogeneous hardware, QUARK was extended with a mechanism for distributing tasks based on the individual capabilities of each device. For each device $i$ and each kernel type $k$, extended version of QUARK maintains an $\alpha_{ik}$ parameter which corresponds to the effective performance rate that can be achieved on that device. In the context of linear algebra algorithms, this means that we need an estimation of performance for Level 1, 2, and 3 BLAS operations. This can be done either by the developer during the implementation where the user gives a directive to QUARK which indicates that the kernel is either bandwidth-bound or compute-bound function (as shown in Algorithm 5 with a call to Task_Flag_Set with a BLAS2 argument) or estimated according to the volume of data and the elapsed time of a kernel by the QUARK engine at runtime.

Figure 10 shows the execution trace of the Cholesky factorization on a single multicore CPU and a K20c GPU of System A (hardware labels and description is given in Section 7.1). We see that the memory-bound kernel (e.g., the panel factorization for the Cholesky algorithm) has been allocated to the CPU while the compute-bound kernel (e.g., the update performed by DSYRK) has been allocated to the accelerator. The initial data is assumed to be on the device, and when the CPU is executing a task, the data need to be copied from the device and sent back to be used for updating the trailing matrix. The data transfer is represented by the purple color in the trace. The CPU panel computation is represented by the gold color. The trailing matrix update are depicted in green. For clarity, we varied the intensity of the green color representing the update from light to dark for the first 5 steps of the algorithm. From this trace, we can see that the GPU is kept busy all the way until the end of execution. The use of the lookahead technique described in Algorithm 4, does not require any extra effort since it is handled by the QUARK engine through the dependence analysis. The engine will ensure that the next panel (panel of step $k+1$) is updated as soon as possible by the GPU in order to be sent to the CPU to be factorized while the GPU is continuing the update of the trailing matrix of step $k$. Also, the QUARK engine manages the data transfer to and from the CPU automatically. The advantage
of such a strategy is not only to hide the data transfer cost between the CPU and GPU (since it is overlapped with the GPU computation), but also to keep the GPU’s CUDA streams busy by providing enough tasks to execute. This is highlighted in Figure 10, where we can see that the panel of step 1 is quickly updated by the GPU and sent to the CPU to be factorized and sent back to the GPU, which is a prerequisite to perform the trailing matrix update of step 1, before the GPU has already finished the update of trailing matrix of step 0, and so on.

However, it is clear that we can improve this further by fully utilizing all the available resources, particularly exploiting the idle time of the CPUs (white space in the trace). Based on the parameters defined above, we can compute a resource capability-weights for each task that reflects the cost of executing it on a specific device. This cost is based on the communication cost (if the data has to be moved) and on the type of computation (memory-bound or compute-bound) performed by the task. For a task that requires an $n \times n$ data, we define its computation type to be from one of the Levels of BLAS (either 1, 2, or 3). Thus the two factors are simply defined as:

- \[ \text{communication} = \frac{n \times n}{\text{bandwidth}} \]
- \[ \text{computation} = n^k \times \alpha_{ik} \]

where $k$ is the Level $k$ BLAS

The capability-weights for a task is then the ratio of the total cost of the task on one resource versus the cost on another resource. For example, the capability-weights for the update operation (a Level 3 BLAS) from the execution shown in Figure 10 is around 1 : 10 which means that the GPU can execute 10 times as many update tasks as the CPU.

6.3. Greedy Scheduling Using Capability-Weights

As each task is inserted into the runtime, it is assigned to the resource with the largest remaining capability-weights. This greedy heuristic takes into account the capability-weights of the resource as well as the current number of waiting tasks preferred to be executed by this resource. For example, for the CPU, the panel tasks are memory-bound and thus are preferred to be executed always on the CPU side. The heuristic tries to maintain the ratios of the capability-weights across all the resources.

In Figure 11, we can see the effect of using capability-weights to assign a subset of the update tasks to the CPU. The GPU remains as busy as before, but now the CPU can contribute to the computation and does not have as much idle time as before. Careful management of the capability-weights ensures that the CPU does not take any work that would cause a delay to the GPU, since that would negatively affect the performance. We also plot in Figure 12 the performance gain obtained when using this technique. The graph shows that on a 16-core Sandy Bridge CPU, we can achieve a gain of around 100 Gflop/s (red curve) and 80 Gflop/s (blue curve) when enabling this technique when using a single Fermi M2090 and Kepler K20c GPU on System A and B, respectively (the hardware is described in §7.1).

6.4. Improved Task Priorities

In order to highlight the importance of task priorities, we recall, that the panel factorization task of most of the one-sided factorizations (the Cholesky, QR, and LU decompositions) is on
Figure 11. A trace of the Cholesky factorization on 16-core, 2-socket Sandy Bridge CPU and a K20c GPU, using capability-weights to distribute tasks.

Figure 12. Performance comparison of the Cholesky factorization when using the capability-weights (CW) to distribute tasks among the heterogeneous hardware, on a node of 16 Sandy-Bridge CPU and either a Kepler (K20c) of system A “red curve” or a Fermi(M2090) of system B “blue curve”.

the critical path of the execution. In other words, only if a panel computation is done in its entirety, its corresponding update computation (compute-bound operation) may proceed. In the traces in Figures 10 and 11, it can be observed that the panel factorization on the CPU occurs at regular intervals (e.g., the lookahead depth is one). By changing the priority of the panel factorization tasks (using QUARK’s task priority flags as mentioned in Algorithm 5),
the panel factorization can be executed earlier. This increases the lookahead depth that the algorithm exposes, increasing parallelism so that there are more update tasks available to be executed by the device resources. Using priorities to improve lookahead results in approximately 5% improvement in the overall performance of the factorization. Figure 13 shows the update tasks being executed earlier in the trace.

![Figure 13. Trace of the Cholesky factorization on multicore 16 Sandy Bridge CPU and a K20c GPU, using priorities to improve lookahead.](image)

6.5. Data Layout

When we proceed to the multiple accelerator setup, the data is initially distributed over all the accelerators in a 1-D block-column cyclic fashion, with an approximately equal number of columns assigned to each. Note that the data is allocated on each device as one contiguous memory block with the data being distributed as columns within the contiguous memory segment. This contiguous data layout allows large update operations to take place over a number of columns via a single Level 3 BLAS operation, which is far more efficient than having multiple calls with block columns.

6.6. Hardware-Guided Data Distribution (HGDD)

The experiments so far showed that the standard 1-D block cyclic data layout was hindering performance in heterogeneous multi-accelerator environments. Figure 14 shows the trace of the Cholesky factorization for a matrix of size 30,000 on System D (consisting of a Kepler K20c, a Xeon Phi (MIC) and Kepler K20-beta that has half the K20c performance). The trace shows that the execution flow is bound by the performance of the slowest machine (the beta K20, second row) and thus we expect lower performance on this machine.

We propose to re-adjust the data layout distribution to be hardware-guided by the use of the capability-weights. Using the QUARK runtime, the data is either distributed or redistributed in an automatic fashion so that each device gets the appropriate volume of data to match its capabilities. So, for example, for System D, using capability weights of K20c:MIC:K20-beta of 10:8:5 would result in a cyclic distribution of 10 columns of data being assigned to the K20c, for each 8 columns assigned to the MIC, and each 5 columns assigned to the K20beta. The superscalar execution environment can do this capability-weighted data assignment at runtime.
Figure 14. Cholesky factorization trace on multicore CPU and multiple accelerators (a Kepler K20c, a Xeon Phi, and an old K20-beta-release), using 1D block cyclic data distribution without enabling heterogeneous hardware-guided data distribution.

Figure 15. Cholesky factorization trace on multicore CPU and multiple accelerators (a Kepler K20c, a Xeon Phi, and an old K20-beta-release), using the heterogeneous hardware-guided data distribution techniques (HGDD) to achieve higher hardware usage.

Figure 15 shows the trace of the Cholesky factorization for the same example as above (a matrix of size 30K a node of the system D) when using the hardware-guided data distribution (HGDD) strategy. It is clear that the execution trace is more compact meaning that all the heterogeneous hardware are fully loaded by work and thus one can expect an increase in the total performance. For that we represent in Figure 16 and Figure 17 the performance comparison of the Cholesky factorization and the QR decomposition when using the HGDD strategy. The curves in blue show the performance obtained for a one K20c and one XeonPhi experiments. The dashed line correspond to the standard 1-D block-column cyclic distribution while the continuous line illustrate the HGDD strategy. We observe that we can reach an improvement of about 200-300 Gflop/s when using the HGDD technique. Moreover, when we add one more heterogeneous device (the K20beta), here it comes to the complicated hardware situation, we
can notice that the standard distribution do not exhibit any speedup. The dashed red curve that represents the performance of the Cholesky factorization using the standard data distribution on the three devices of System D behaves closely and less efficient that the one obtained with the same standard distribution on two devices (dashed blue curve). This was expected, since adding one more device with lower capability may decrease the performance as it may slowdown the fast device. The blue and red curves in Figure 16 illustrate that the HGDD technique exhibits a very good scalability for both algorithms. The graph shows that the performance of the algorithm is not affected by the heterogeneity of the machine, our proposed implementation is appropriate to maintain a high usage of all the available hardware.

![Figure 16. Performance comparison of the Cholesky factorization when using the hardware-guided data distribution techniques versus a 1-D block-column cyclic, on heterogeneous accelerators consisting of a Kepler K20c (1dev), a Xeon Phi (2dev), and an old K20-beta-release (3dev).](image)

### 6.7. Hardware-Specific Optimizations

One of the main enablers of good performance is optimizing the data communication between the host and accelerator. Another one is to redesign the kernels to exploit the inherent parallelism of the accelerator even by adding extra computational cost.

In this section, we describe the development of our heterogeneous multi-device kernels, which includes the consideration of hardware constraints, the methods of achieving fast communication, and approaches that allow the algorithms to reach good scalability on both CPUs and accelerators. Our target algorithms in this study are the one sided-factorization (Cholesky, QR, and LU).
Figure 17. QR performance comparison for hardware-guided data distribution techniques vs. 1-D block-column cyclic, on heterogeneous accelerators consisting of a Kepler K20c (1dev), a Xeon Phi (2dev), and an old K20-beta-release (3dev).

6.7.1. Redesigning BLAS Kernels to Exploit Parallelism and Minimize the Memory Movement

The Hermitian rank-$k$ update (SYRK) required by the Cholesky factorization implements the operation $A^{(k)} = A^{(k)} - PP^*$, where $A$ is an $n$ by $n$ Hermitian trailing matrix of step $k$, and $P$ is the result of the panel factorization done by the CPU. After distribution, the portion of $A$ on each accelerator no longer appears as a symmetric matrix, but instead has a ragged structure shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Block-cyclic data distribution. Shaded areas contain valid data. Dashed lines indicate diagonal blocks.

Because of this uneven storage, the multi-device SYRK cannot be assembled purely from regular SYRK calls on each device. Instead, each block column must be processed individually. The diagonal blocks require special attention. In the BLAS standard, elements above the diagonal are not accessed; the user is free to store unrelated data there and the BLAS library will not alter it. To achieve this, one can use a SYRK to update each diagonal block, and a GEMM to up-
date the remainder of each block column below the diagonal block. However, these small SYRK operations have little parallelism and so are inefficient on an accelerator. This can be improved to some degree by using either multiple streams (GPU) or a pragma (MIC) to execute several SYRK updates simultaneously. However, because we have copied the data to the device, we can consider the space above the diagonal to be a scratch workspace. Thus, we update the entire block column, including the diagonal block, writing extra data into the upper triangle of the diagonal block, which is subsequently ignored. We do extra computation for the diagonal block, but gain efficiency overall by launching fewer BLAS kernels on the device and using the more efficient GEMM kernels, instead of small SYRK kernels, resulting in overall 5-10% improvement in performance.

6.7.2. Improving Coalesced Data Access

The LU factorization uses the LASWP routine to swap two rows of the matrix. However, this simple data copy operation might drop the performance of such routines on accelerator architecture since it is recommended that a set of threads read coalescent data from the memory which is not the case for a row of the matrix. Such routine needs to be redesigned in order to overcome this issue. The device data on the GPU is transposed using a specialized GPU kernel, and is always stored in a transposed form, to allow coalesced read/write when the LASWP function is involved. We note that the transpose does not affect any of the other kernels (GEMM, TRSM) required by the LU factorization. The coalesced reads and writes improve the performance of the LASWP function 1.6 times.

6.7.3. Enabling Specific Architecture Kernels

The size of the main Level 3 BLAS kernel that has to be executed on the devices is yet another critical parameter to tune. Every architecture has its own set of input problem sizes that achieve higher than average performance. In the context of one-sided algorithms, all the Level 3 BLAS operations depend on the size of the block panel. On the one hand, a small panel size lets the CPUs finish early but leads to lower Level 3 BLAS performance on the accelerator. On the other hand, a large panel size burdens the CPU and the CPU computation is too slow to be fully overlapped with the accelerator work. The panel size corresponds to a trade-off between the degree of parallelism and the amount of data reuse. In our model, we can easily tune this parameter or allow the runtime to autotune it by varying the panel size throughout the factorization.

6.7.4. Trading Extra Computation for Higher Performance Rate

The implementation that is discussed here is more related to the hardware architecture based on hierarchical memory. The LARFB routine used by the QR decomposition consists of two GEMM and one TRMM operation. Since accelerators are better at handling compute-bound tasks, we replace the TRMM by GEMM for computational efficiency, thus achieving 5-10% higher performance when executing these kernels on the accelerator.
7. Experimental Setup and Results

7.1. Hardware Description and Setup

Our experiments were performed on a number of shared-memory systems available to us at the time of writing of this paper. They are representative of a vast class of servers and workstations commonly used for computationally intensive workloads. We conducted our experiments on four different systems all of each equipped with an Intel multicore processor in a dual-socket configuration with 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2670 (Sandy Bridge) processors in a socket, each running at 2.6 GHz. Each socket had 24 MiB of shared L3 cache, and each core had a private 256 KiB Level 2 and 64 KB Level 1 cache. The system is equipped with 52 GB of memory and the theoretical peak in double precision is 20.8 Gflop/s per core.

- System A is also equipped with six NVIDIA K20c cards with 5.1 GB per card running at 705 MHz, connected to the host via two PCIe I/O hubs at 6 GB/s bandwidth.
- System B is equipped with three NVIDIA M2090 cards with 5.3 GB per card running at 1.3 GHz, connected via two PCIe I/O hubs at 6 GB/s bandwidth.
- System C is also equipped with three Intel Xeon Phi cards with 15.8 GB per card running at 1.23 GHz, and achieving a double precision theoretical peak of 1180 Gflop/s, connected via four PCIe I/O hubs at 6 GB/s bandwidth.
- System D is a heterogeneous system equipped with a K20c, and a Intel Xeon Phi card as the ones described above, and also an old K20c beta release 3.8 GB running at 600 MHz. All are connected via four PCIe I/O hubs at 6 GB/s bandwidth.

A number of high performance software packages were used for the experiments. On the CPU side, we used the MKL (Math Kernel Library) [15]. On the Xeon Phi side, we used the MPSS 2.1.5889-16 as the software stack, icc 13.1.1 20130313 which comes with the Composer XE 2013.4.183 suite as the compiler, and finally on the GPU accelerator we used CUDA version 5.0.35.

7.2. Mixed MIC and GPU Results

Getting good performance across multiple accelerators remains a challenging problem that we address with the algorithmic and programming techniques described in this paper. The efficient strategies used to schedule and exploit parallelism across multi-way heterogeneous platforms will be highlighted in this subsection through the extensive set of experiments that we performed on the four systems that we had access to.
Figure 20. Performance scalability of Cholesky factorization on multicore CPU and multiple accelerators (up to 6 Kepler K20c).

Figure 21. Performance scalability of Cholesky factorization on multicore CPU and multiple accelerators (up to 3 XeonPhi).

Figure 19 show a snapshot of the execution trace of the Cholesky factorization on System A for a matrix of size 40K using six GPUs K20c. As expected the pattern of the trace looks compressed which means that our implementation is able to schedule and balance the tasks on the whole six GPUs devices. Figures 20 and 21 show the performance scalability of the Cholesky factorization in double precision on either the 6 GPUs of System A or the 3 Xeon Phi of System C. The curves show performance in terms of Gflop/s. We note that this also reflects the elapsed time, e.g., a performance that is two times higher, corresponds to an elapsed time that is two times shorter. Our heterogeneous multi-device implementation shows very good
Figure 22. Performance scalability of the LU decomposition on multicore CPU and multiple accelerators (up to 6 Kepler K20c).

Figure 23. Performance scalability of the LU decomposition on multicore CPU and multiple accelerators (up to 3 Xeon Phi).

scalability. On System A, for a 60,000 matrix, the Cholesky factorization achieves 5.1 Tflop/s when using the 6 Kepler K20c GPUs. We observe similar performance trends when using System C. For a matrix of size 40,000, the Cholesky factorization reaches up to 2.3 Tflop/s when using the 3 Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors. Figure 22 depicts the performance scalability of the LU factorization on System A while Figure 23 shows its performance on System C. Similarly to the Cholesky factorization, the LU factorization achieves around 5.2 Tflop/s on the System A using the 6 Kepler K20c GPUs for a matrix of size 56,000, and it also reaches 2.4 Tflop/s on the
System C using the 3 Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors for a matrix of size 40,000. Figure 24 depicts the performance scalability of the QR factorization on System A and Figure 25 shows also the obtained results on System C. For a matrix of size 56,000, the QR factorization reaches around 4.7 Tflop/s on the System A using the 6 Kepler K20c GPUs and 2.2 Tflop/s on the System C using the 3 Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors.
8. Conclusions and Future Work

We designed algorithms and a programming model for developing high-performance dense linear algebra in multi-way heterogeneous environments. In particular, we presented best practices and methodologies from the development of high-performance DLA for accelerators. We also showed how judicious modifications to task superscalar scheduling were used to ensure that we meet two competing goals:

1. to obtain high fraction of the peak performance for the entire heterogeneous system,
2. to employ a programming model that would simplify the development.

We presented initial implementations of two algorithms. Future work will include merging MAGMA’s [19] CUDA, OpenCL, and Intel Xeon Phi development branches into a single library using the new programming model.
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Exascale Storage Systems – An Analytical Study of Expenses

Julian M. Kunkel¹, Michael Kuhn², Thomas Ludwig¹

The computational power and storage capability of supercomputers are growing at a different pace, with storage lagging behind; the widening gap necessitates new approaches to keep the investment and running costs for storage systems at bay. In this paper, we aim to unify previous models and compare different approaches for solving these problems. By extrapolating the characteristics of the German Climate Computing Center’s previous supercomputers to the future, cost factors are identified and quantified in order to foster adequate research and development. Using models to estimate the execution costs of two prototypical use cases, we are discussing the potential of three concepts: re-computation, data deduplication and data compression.
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1. Introduction

Supercomputers combine the power of thousands of computers to provide enough computational power to tackle complex scientific problems. They are used to conduct large-scale computations and simulations of complex systems from basically all branches of the natural and technical sciences, such as meteorology, climatology, particle and astrophysics. As these simulations have become more accurate and thus realistic over the last years, their demands for computational power have also increased. This, in turn, has also caused the simulation results to grow in size, increasing the demands for huge storage systems. High performance I/O is an important aspect, because storing and retrieving such large amounts of data can greatly affect the overall performance of these applications.

Processor speed [26] and disk capacity [11, 30] have roughly increased by factors of 500 and 100 every 10 years, respectively. The speed of disks, however, grows more slowly; this can be seen in Figures 1a and 1b, which show the increase in disk capacity and speed from roughly the same period of time. Early disks in 1989 delivered about 0.5 MB/s, while current disks manage around 200 MB/s [29]. This corresponds to a 400-fold increase of throughput over the last 25 years. Even newer technologies such as solid-state drives (SSDs) only offer throughputs of around 600 MB/s, resulting in a total speedup of 1,200. In comparison, over the same period of time, the computational power increased by a factor of 1,000,000 for supercomputers due to increasing investments. We are approaching ExaFLOPS performance by the end of the decade. While this problem cannot be solved without major breakthroughs in hardware technology, it is necessary to use the storage hardware as efficiently as possible to alleviate its effects. Moreover, the growth of disk capacity has recently also started to slow down. While the same is true for processor clock rate, this particular problem is being compensated for by growing numbers of increasingly cheap processor cores. Additional investment is required to keep up with the advancing processing power. The outcome of this is that it is not possible to increase storage speed and capacity by the same factor as processing power when keeping investment constant.

Due to the increasing electricity footprints, energy used for storage represents an important portion of the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) [7]. For instance, the German Climate Computing Center’s (DKRZ) storage system is using 7,200 disks to provide a 5.6 PB file system for earth system science. Assuming a power consumption of 20 W for a disk, this results in energy costs of 144,000 € per year for the disks alone.

¹Deutsches Klimarechenzentrum (DKRZ), Hamburg, Germany
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It is obvious that the increasing demand for storage, combined with the growing gap between processor and storage development, makes it necessary to take action to be able to build balanced supercomputers in the future. The contributions of this paper in this regard are: 1) The prediction of future supercomputers’ characteristics for DKRZ. 2) A simplified cost model for running an application, focused on costs for storage and long-term data archival. 3) The quantification of several strategies to reduce data volume. Here, we continue our research on Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of HPC centers [27, 28].

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: First, the characteristics of future systems at DKRZ are discussed and predicted in Section 2. Then in Section 3, scientific I/O is characterized and two typical simulation experiments are introduced. Additionally, a few observations from the system perspective are provided. The basic model for estimating costs of a job is introduced in Section 4. This model is then applied to typical runs estimating their costs. At last, a more sophisticated cost analysis for long-term data storage is conducted. In Section 5, the concepts of re-computation, deduplication, compression and user-education are introduced and their benefit for future systems is quantified and discussed. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize our findings and identify future work.

2. Characteristics of Future Systems

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the previous (2004) and current (2009) DKRZ systems as well as strawmans for future systems (2015, 2020 and 2025)\(^3\). An estimate for the investment costs and power consumption for DKRZ is listed in Table 2. One assumption of the extrapolation is that costs stay on the current level. The column “Exascale System” lists the range of characteristics of an Exascale class system as projected by experts [3, 5, 8–10, 17]; note that these predictions vary strongly over time. We approximate the performance characteristics for the next generations according to an extrapolation of trends and hardware roadmaps\(^4\). A brief explanation of the improvement factors assumed and rationales for them are given in the following:

- For the processor performance, a 20x improvement with every new generation is anticipated, leading to Exascale performance in 2025. This matches the trend that the DKRZ system is about 5 years behind the fastest supercomputer.

---

\(^3\)The typical procurement cycle is 5 years.

\(^4\)The strawmans cover only one scenario for technological advancement; there are many approaches to predict these characteristics.
The increase in compute performance can be facilitated by increasing the sheer performance per core, node or the number of nodes. Between between 2004 and 2015, the number of nodes increased by 10x while the number of processor cores per node only increased slightly. We assume, in 2020 and 2025 the intra-node concurrency in densely packed nodes will advance significantly, therefore, the required number of nodes will advance moderately (by 5x and 2.5x, respectively). A transition to accelerators will increase intra-node concurrency significantly, for example. The achieved performance per node of the 2020 system is similar to the performance of the aggressively designed strawman architecture in [17] (4.5 TF/s); with multiple GPUs per node, a performance level which is achievable today.

Storage throughput experienced a big jump of 13x in the 2015 system which is too optimistic for the future. We expect it to flatten out to 6x for the next few generations of systems: Historically, the performance of disks grew by about 27% per year or 3.34x in 5 years (see Figure 1b). Current bottlenecks degrade raw performance to a mere 48 MB/s per disk; improvements in hardware and software need to exploit available performance better. We expect a 50% gain of overall storage performance by improving scheduling with techniques such as burst-buffers, an additional 20% will be gained by the extra disks.

Storage capacity may improve by 6x with every new generation. This is mainly motivated by the advances in disk technology. Based on the trend, capacity will increase by 54.4% annually (see Figure 1a); according to Gartner [22] the annual growth rate of high-density enterprise disks will even be 66.7% until 2018. If the trend in areal density continues, disks with more than 700 TB would arise in 2025. To prove the storage capacity, the 2025 system requires 133 TB disks, which – by this extrapolation – will be available. Nevertheless, the number of deployed disks will increase by 20% every generation; to keep the current power budget (as assumed), optimizations in energy efficiency must reduce power consumption. One recent technological advancement which bridges the gap to the next generation system are helium-filled hard disks. However, due to the slower increase in performance, the rebuild time of such a disk would be extensive (almost 3 days).

Currently, 7 StorageTek silos provide 67,000 slots and 80 tape drives – even if no new libraries are bought, the archive capacity can be increased significantly. The technology offers a raw capacity of 800 GB, 1,500 GB and 2,500 GB for LTO-Ultrium 4, 5 and 6, respectively. Based on the LTO roadmap, the characteristics of a future archive can be approximated well; a doubling of capacity every 2.5 years is expected. Note that this assumption lags behind the historical doubling of disk storage capacity every 15 months, but matches the past development of the LTO standard. Between LTO-4 and LTO-8, throughput is predicted to increase from 120 MB/s to 472 MB/s. With LTO-6, the ALDC compression scheme is switched to LTO-DC which is predicted to increase the average compression ratio from 2 to 2.5.

The available budget increased only slightly, therefore, a similar level of investment and power consumption must be kept. One interesting observation validating the potential characteristics of the 2020 system: if an Exascale system will be deployed in 2020 with a power consumption of 20 MW, the 2020 system with 60 PF/s will have an power consumption of 1.2 MW; which is a bit lower than the value indicated in the table.

This vague prediction shows interesting hurdles which the DKRZ has to overcome: 1) Without intervention, the ratio between storage capacity and archive capacity will shrink. Historically,

\[5\] The budget excludes the costs for the archive, tape drives and HSM software which is currently about 5M$.
Table 1. DKRZ System characteristics; future systems are a potential scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>1.5 TF/s</td>
<td>150 TF/s</td>
<td>3 PF/s</td>
<td>60 PF/s</td>
<td>1.2 EF/s</td>
<td>1 EF/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>31,250</td>
<td>100k-1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node performance</td>
<td>62.5 GF/s</td>
<td>0.6 TF/s</td>
<td>1.2 TF/s</td>
<td>4.8 TF/s</td>
<td>38.4 TF/s</td>
<td>1-15 TF/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System memory</td>
<td>1.5 TB</td>
<td>20 TB</td>
<td>170 TB</td>
<td>1.5 PB</td>
<td>12.8 PB</td>
<td>3.6-300 PB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage capacity</td>
<td>100 TB</td>
<td>5.6 PB</td>
<td>45 PB</td>
<td>270 PB</td>
<td>1.6 EB</td>
<td>0.15-18 EB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage throughput</td>
<td>5 GB/s</td>
<td>30 GB/s</td>
<td>400 GB/s</td>
<td>2.5 TB/s</td>
<td>15 TB/s</td>
<td>20-300 TB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk drives</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>8500</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>100k-1000k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archive capacity</td>
<td>6 PB</td>
<td>53 PB</td>
<td>335 PB</td>
<td>1.3 EB</td>
<td>5.4 EB</td>
<td>7.2-600 EB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archive throughput</td>
<td>1 GB/s</td>
<td>9.6 GB/s</td>
<td>21 GB/s</td>
<td>57 GB/s</td>
<td>128 GB/s</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>250 kW</td>
<td>1.6 MW</td>
<td>1.4 MW</td>
<td>1.4 MW</td>
<td>1.4 MW</td>
<td>20-70 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment</td>
<td>26 M€</td>
<td>30 M€</td>
<td>30 M€</td>
<td>30 M€</td>
<td>30 M€</td>
<td>$200 M^4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Potential investment costs and power consumptions for DKRZ for all future systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Power consumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compute</td>
<td>15.75 M€</td>
<td>1100 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>5.25 M€</td>
<td>50 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>7.5 M€</td>
<td>250 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archive</td>
<td>5 M€</td>
<td>25 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burst-Buffer</td>
<td>2 M€</td>
<td>25 kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the DKRZ could archive the capacity of the file system per year and keep it for 10 years, which will not be feasible in 2025 any more. Also, the extrapolated throughput of the archive will not suffice to store the data. While it took about 3.6 years – which is enough time for the next procurement – in 2009 to fill the whole archive, the 2015 system will require 12 years already. With the 2025 system and its 128 GB/s of archive throughput, it would take 32 years to fill it completely. However, by increasing the number of tape drives from 80 to the maximum of 448 (5.5x), a large fraction of the required performance can be covered. 2) The speed of computation increases much faster (by 20x) than the storage capacity (5x). Thus, to maintain balance, in the next generations the generated data volume per FLOP must be reduced to one quarter.

With such a system, the often discussed issue of checkpointing is not relevant for DKRZ: Over the time, full system checkpointing increases slightly from 667 s in 2009 to 853 s in 2025. Since most users perform application-specific checkpointing and mostly run small scale configurations, only a fraction of this time is required.

2.1. Burst-Buffer

There have been many thoughts in the HPC community about the potential use of storage class memory in Exascale systems. One scenario is to deploy it as globally accessible cache like in the FastForward I/O effort of Intel, the HDF group and others [5]. Another potential scenario is to utilize node-local or rack-local storage as a new storage tier.

---

6This does not include the RD&E; the US and EU are each investing about $1 Billion for Exascale.
Deploying non-volatile memory at DKRZ could increase the efficiency of the disk-based storage tier which is required to achieve the 6x performance gain as discussed in Section 2. One concept is to modify applications to use a burst-buffer API to explicitly manage a working set of input data prior job execution. Also, temporarily storing data on the faster storage until it is post-processed is an option. Finally, a transparent fast tier for small files and metadata would reduce the seeks on the disks, allowing them to increase their sustained throughput. This approach requires a tight integration into the file system or use of a middleware that takes care of blending the namespaces together. Such a policy could be potentially based on the file extension or on hints such as the selected stripe count in Lustre. Based on the current system usage (see Section 3.3), a 400GB SSD tier could host all of DKRZ’s 50 million files with a size below 8KiB. Also, with additional 60TB and 70TB, files below 1MiB and 2MiB could be stored, respectively.

Based on our system’s dimension, deploying 1,000 non-volatile memory devices in 25–50 servers seems possible. Inspired by the characteristics of the Intel DC S3700 enterprise SSD, potential burst-buffer characteristics are extrapolated and listed in Table 3. With 2% of the disks’ capacity, the burst-buffer would be rather small, yet all small files could be located there easily – even if their number keeps growing according to the current trend. Sustained performance of this system might only be slightly higher than the sustained performance of the disk tier. However, as discussed it could be used to guarantee a better sustained performance of the disks.

### 3. Scientific I/O

The output of typical scientific applications can be classified by the semantics of the data. There are four kinds: A **data product** is data which is further processed for scientific discovery; **diagnostic data** contains information about the execution of the application – it helps to check correctness of a run; the traditional **checkpoint**; and **out-of-core data**. In this paper, we focus on earth system models; out-of-core computation and other cases are not discussed further, as these are non-typical scenarios for these models.

Weather and climate models periodically store scientific variables – such as temperature and humidity – for each of the simulated domains (cells of a grid). Based on the resolution of the domain decomposition and period of the I/O stepping, the produced data volume can vary drastically. Usually, the data products are kept and archived; sometimes selected checkpoints are also archived because re-starting a 1,000 year simulation from scratch takes considerable time. Diagnostic data can theoretically be deleted after the validity of the run has been checked.

---

According to the datasheet [16], it offers a capacity of 800GB, a throughput of 500MB/s and costs about $1,800.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2025</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>140 TByte</td>
<td>900 TByte</td>
<td>5.4 PByte</td>
<td>320 PByte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>83.3 GByte/s</td>
<td>500 GByte/s</td>
<td>3 TByte/s</td>
<td>18 TByte/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata rate</td>
<td>0.5 M Ops/s</td>
<td>3 M Ops/s</td>
<td>18 M Ops/s</td>
<td>108 M Ops/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>15 kW</td>
<td>15 kW</td>
<td>15 kW</td>
<td>15 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment</td>
<td>2 M€</td>
<td>2 M€</td>
<td>2 M€</td>
<td>2 M€</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.** Potential burst-buffer characteristics; future systems are extrapolated from the current trend.
In the scientists’ workflow, the data products are often provided to the community and analyzed with different post-processing tools. They are often stored in databases such as the World Data Center for Climate (WDCC) for easier accessibility by other scientists. Recently, big data techniques are discussed to identify interesting phenomena in these large data sets.

In the data model, we classify I/O that is needed to drive a model as static I/O; it consists of I/O required for initialization (grid, forcing data), potential data for assimilation and the final output. Its opposite is periodic output, in which a simulation stores variables periodically. Note that the period can depend on the variable. Next, two prototypical experiments are discussed.

3.1. Use-Case: CMIP5

As part of the assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) [1] compares the predictions of a variety of climate models for a common set of experiments. More than 10.8 million processor hours of the DKRZ’s supercomputer were used for the German contribution to CMIP5. In total, 482 runs have been conducted simulating a total of 15,280 years. Depending on the model (atmosphere, ocean, land or chemistry), the output period can fluctuate from six model hours to one model month. Together with checkpoints, a data volume of more than 640TB has been created. During post-processing, the data products are further refined into 55TB of data which is then published in scientific databases.

While there are different experiments, we will only discuss a prototypical low-resolution configuration accounting for 12,229 simulated years: A run for a year takes about 1.5 hours on the 2009 system and finishes by creating a checkpoint. The simulation is continued in another job that restarts from the checkpoint; the application-specific checkpointing of the model components occupies 4GB. Every 10th checkpoint is kept and archived. A month of simulation accounts for 4GB of data; about half of it is due to storing values in 6 hour periods; for simplicity, we will assume the monthly data volume is included in the 6 hour means. The high number of metadata operations on the file system by the fixed execution is caused by listing the directory with the created artifacts of the job series and more than 100 accessed files. In order to validate data quality and refine post-processing, the data was stored on the file system for almost three years, after which it was archived for 10 years. Relevant statistics are provided in Table 4.

3.2. Use-Case: HD(CP)$^2$

The High Definition Clouds and Precipitation for Climate Prediction (HD(CP)$^2$) is a research initiative to improve the understanding of cloud and precipitation processes and their implication for climate prediction [25]. In the project, a high-resolution model is developed. In the current stage of development, a simulation of Germany with a grid resolution of 416m results in the statistics provided in Table 4. The run on the DKRZ system from 2009 needs 5,260GB of memory and simulates 2 hours in a wallclock time of 86 minutes. Model results are written every 30 model minutes and a checkpoint is created when the program terminates. Later runs will cover a period of 720 hours and experiment with different parameters. Note that these values reflect the early stage of development and are subject to change; for example, at the moment diagnostics data is written in addition to the actual model output. Due to the well optimized workflow, the output has to be kept on the global file system for only one week.
### Table 4. Job information for a prototypical run of a model configuration on the DKRZ 2009 system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CMIP5</th>
<th>HD(CP)²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>General information</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute nodes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O timesteps</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time output is stored</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>1 week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time output is archived</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checkpoint volume</td>
<td>1 GByte</td>
<td>115 GByte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Static I/O</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage volume</td>
<td>1 GByte</td>
<td>115 GByte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage volume accessed</td>
<td>2.5 GByte</td>
<td>230 GByte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage metadata operations</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>archived volume</td>
<td>0.1 GByte</td>
<td>115 GByte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compute time</td>
<td>350s</td>
<td>50s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Periodic I/O</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage volume</td>
<td>32.8 MByte</td>
<td>72 GByte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage volume accessed</td>
<td>32.8 MByte</td>
<td>72 GByte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage metadata operations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>archived volume</td>
<td>32.8 MByte</td>
<td>72 GByte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compute time</td>
<td>3.16s</td>
<td>1280s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.3. System’s Perspective

From a data center’s perspective, it is not yet possible to track the scientific workflow directly. An analysis of the system’s status quo can still provide interesting insights regarding the usage of the provided machinery. With the help of monitoring tools, the utilization can be understood better; this information can be used to support decision making for future procurements. For example, on our current system, the sustained throughput of the file system is about 15 GB/s; additionally, the deployed data compression scheme in the tape library achieves a space saving of about 30% for our workload. Moreover, it may help directing optimization efforts towards the most valuable system aspects and illustrates the demand for user education. A few insights on user behavior are provided in the following:

To understand the demand of scientists better, the file size distribution and file types are analyzed. The following analysis covers the home and project folders with 3.8 PB of data. Overall, 155,000,000 files are stored; their size is distributed as follows: 28% ≤ 8 KiB, 76% ≤ 1 MiB, 90% ≤ 2 MiB, 99.8% ≤ 1 GiB and a few thousand files ≥ 8 GiB. Small files can be explained partly by application code and compilation artifacts; version control with Subversion also increases the amount of tiny files significantly.

Analyzing the file type helps to direct optimization efforts in the high-level I/O libraries, but is non-trivial. An initial scan based on the file extension lead to the following observations: 21,000,000 NetCDF files (17% of files and 34% of capacity), 9,000,000 GRIB files, 200,000 HDF5 files and TARs (0.5% of files and 12% capacity). Unfortunately, the insight provided by the trivial analysis of the file extension is skewed and can only be considered to approximate real behavior. The detailed inspection of the results revealed the habit of users to name files not necessarily based on the data format. File extensions are often made up based on the job ID, or just named “data” or “meta”. Since tools such as file and cdo can not determine the type of files properly in all cases, a better tool is needed. It turned out that 20% of the data examined has not been accessed within the last year; additionally, millions of empty directories exist.
These few examples highlight the importance of systematic monitoring of inefficient use, which must be done on billions of files in Exascale systems.

4. Modelling Storage Costs

Various cost models of a system have emerged in literature, each developed for a certain purpose. Hardy et al. designed a tool covering many design aspects for a data center [13]. There are also models describing the costs for executing a parallel application but only a few cover storage in more detail. It is also interesting to analyze the costs of storing data forever, which is possible to quantify under the assumption of unlimited increase in areal density; according to Goldstein in 2011, the cost of conserving 1 TB of data was quantified to be about $5000 [12]. Of course, the price decreases over time – thus, the later data is stored, the cheaper it is – but the more we want to store. We have previously modeled energy consumption for storing scientific data [18]. The model introduced in Equations (4.1) and (4.5) is a simplified model – approximating the costs for running an application and storing data. With this model, we also unify the previously developed models for the purpose of analyzing several Exascale I/O scenarios.

\[
\text{costs}(\text{job}) = \text{costs}_{\text{compute}}(\text{job}) + \text{costs}_{\text{storage}}(\text{job}) + \text{costs}_{\text{archive}}(\text{job})
\]  

\[
\text{rCosts}(\text{component}) = \frac{\text{investment}_{\text{component}}}{\text{system lifetime}} + P(\text{component}) \cdot \text{energy Costs}
\]  

\[
\text{costs}_{\text{compute}}(\text{job}) = \text{rCosts}(\text{compute}) \cdot \frac{\text{job nodes}}{\text{system nodes}} \cdot \text{job compute time}
\]  

\[
\text{costs}_{\text{storage}}(\text{job}) = \text{rCosts}(\text{storage}) \cdot \left( \frac{\text{job volume}}{\text{storage capacity}} \cdot \text{job time stored} + \frac{\text{job volume accessed}}{\text{storage throughput}} \right)
\]  

\[
\text{costs}_{\text{archive}}(\text{job}) = \left( \frac{\text{rCosts}(\text{archive})}{\text{archive slot count}} \cdot \text{job archival time} + \text{costs}_{\text{media}} \right) \cdot \frac{\text{job archival volume}}{\text{media capacity}}
\]  

\[
\text{costs}_{\text{checkpoint}}(\text{job}) = \frac{\text{checkpoint volume}}{\text{storage throughput}} \cdot \text{rCosts}(\text{storage}) + \text{rCosts}(\text{compute}) \cdot \frac{\text{job nodes}}{\text{system nodes}} \cdot \frac{\text{checkpoint volume}}{\text{storage throughput per node}}
\]

In the model, the variable \( \text{rCosts} \) represents the running cost for completely utilizing one of the system compartments such as storage. It consists of the compartment’s costs and the pure operating expenses (P) due to power consumption (and cooling). Costs for the components are accounted for based on the fraction of a component utilized by a job. For computation, the fraction of nodes needed for the job are chosen (see Equation (4.3)). Under the assumption that the run-time and efficiency of the job is kept constant, the required number of nodes for future systems is computed based on the node performance. The costs for the storage system (see Equation (4.4)) accumulate the costs for the fraction of the throughput, metadata and occupied space over time. This considers the performance of the shared file system and its capacity. Note that stored data may be accessed multiple times by a job, which is covered by additional variables. Since the three cost factors add up, workloads which store large data volumes and access data many times are budgeted higher than the investment and energy costs suggest. We still consider this summation to be valid, as the over-provisioning of space and bandwidth is not accounted for and paid by the data center. The three cost factors can also be accounted individually to...
understand their impact better. In the archive costs, the number of tape media required to store the data is budgeted (see Equation (4.5)). The costs for checkpoints are given in Equation (4.6); we assume the I/O must be done synchronously and the computation of the application will not continue during checkpointing. The second summand covers the additional costs of the idle compute system; the idle time depends on the time needed to persist the checkpoint.

The model implies several basic assumptions and restrictions: Maintenance by the vendor is usually included in the acquisition costs and, therefore, can be taken into account. Acquisition costs of the data center building are not covered but this investment could be distributed among the component costs. Staff expenses for maintaining the data center are not covered but could be treated in a similar fashion as the facility. The costs for network infrastructure and its utilization are not covered. I/O is not interfering with the compute performance and is completely hidden by using asynchronous techniques; costs for synchronous I/O could be computed using Equation (4.6). While the costs for tape drives could be included in the tape archive costs; the migration of data usually conducted between tape generations is not performed. Tape compression is not covered explicitly by the model but could be addressed by increasing the tapes’ capacity virtually. The significant effort of application scientists to port and optimize code for a new system is out of scope of this model as it is hard to capture. Still, by carefully modifying the input variables, it can be adjusted to many scenarios easily. Network costs, for example, could be integrated into the computational costs. The model does not cover expenses caused by idling compute nodes or empty storage space. However, the fraction of costs induced by overprovisioning of hardware could be multiplied to a job’s cost. For example, data centers may observe a utilization of 95% of the compute nodes and 85% of storage space.

4.1. Predicted Execution Costs

Based on the cost model, the current and future costs of the CMIP5 and HD(CP)\(^2\) runs can be approximated. The required job information of the models are provided in Table 4; results of the forecast are shown in Table 5. Note that the model assumes the number of nodes scales with the required peak-performance of the future nodes; thus, the number of them required to run HD(CP)\(^2\) degrades from 64 to 32 nodes in 2015, eight nodes in 2020 and one node in 2025. Storage costs from Equation (4.4) are split into three parts: The supply costs (while data occupies capacity but is not used), costs for accessing data and meta data. It can be observed that the storage supply costs are a large fraction of the overall costs for the CMIP5 experiments – keeping the data accessible on disk is the cost driver. The archival costs are in the order of the computation costs. For HD(CP)\(^2\), the archival costs are currently about half the execution costs. With future systems, the fraction of storage and archival costs increases and dominates the overall costs by far. In both experiments, the costs for synchronous checkpointing is negligible; for HD(CP)\(^2\), it accounts for less than 0.2% of the computation costs. These predictions clearly indicate the need to reduce the costs for supplying storage space but still retaining science quality.

4.2. Long-term Data Archival

So far the model assumes data is stored on the same storage for the whole life-time of the data. However, data stored on tape archives is usually migrated to newer generations with increased storage capacity; the trend indicates an annual increase of disk capacity by 54.4% and performance by 27.3% at almost constant costs. Under the assumption that data is migrated every
Table 5. Costs for one simulation run (in €)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CMIP5</th>
<th>HD(CP)$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>compute</td>
<td>10.50 0.55 0.03 0.001</td>
<td>165.07 8.72 0.44 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage supply costs</td>
<td>45.02 5.60 0.93 0.16</td>
<td>2.37 0.30 0.05 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage access costs</td>
<td>0.09 0.01 0 0</td>
<td>0.94 0.07 0.01 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage metadata costs</td>
<td>0.04 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>checkpoint</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0.33 0.02 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>archival</td>
<td>10.35 1.66 0.41 0.10</td>
<td>86.91 13.91 3.48 0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td>66.01 7.82 1.38 0.26</td>
<td>255.29 22.99 3.97 0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{costs} = \sum_{y=0}^{\infty} \frac{\text{annualCosts} \cdot \text{size}}{\text{capacity}_0 \cdot 1.54^y} = \text{annualCosts} \cdot \text{size} \cdot \sum_{y=0}^{\infty} \left( \frac{1}{1.54} \right)^y = \frac{\text{annualCosts} \cdot \text{size}}{\text{capacity}_0} \cdot \frac{1}{1 - \frac{1}{1.54}} = 2.84\] (4.7)

year, the aggregated costs for storing data forever can be computed according to Equation (4.7).

In the following, we will approximate the costs for a particular setting: we assume 400 € for a 6 TB enterprise disk with a transfer rate of 216 MiB/s. Additionally, for the server infrastructure and regular server and infrastructure updates every five years, 100 € are added to the disk’s expenses. Personnel and facility costs could be included in the disk’s annual cost, too; for DKRZ, the complete annual budget for personnel of 3,000,000 € would add 350 € to the costs. The consumed power of a single disk including cooling is about 20 W, accumulating to 17.52 €; thus, they can be ignored. One draw-back of this model is the missing redundancy; however, adding 10+2 parity would increase the overall costs by an additional 20%. For simplicity, we expect annual costs of 1,000 €; thus, storing 6 TB of data today – forever – could be liberally accounted for by 2,840 €. This is still competitive: keeping 6 TB for one year on Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (S3) already adds up to $1980.\(^8\)

This model has one flaw: the copy speed of future storage systems will not keep up if the trends continue; Equation (4.8) computes the required time for copying a complete disk. In 2050, a future disk would store 37 EB and operate at 1.3 TB/s; it would require 335 days to copy the whole date to the next disk; the year after it, this would not even be possible within a year.

\[\text{copyTime}(y) = \frac{\text{capacity}_0 \cdot 1.54^y}{\text{speed}_0 \cdot 1.273^y}\] (4.8)

Another consideration are the physical limitations to achievable capacity: The platter of a 3.5 inch disk with an inner diameter of 1 in has an area of roughly 5,700 mm\(^2\). One mm\(^2\) of iron crystal consists of 1.72 \cdot 10^{13} atoms. If groups of 12 iron atoms are needed to carry one bit of information \([2]\), this would result in a maximum capacity of 1 PB, which would be achieved by 2026.

An interesting question is whether the annual replacement frequency should be increased; this is elaborated for the tape archive. However, the costs for tape archival are slightly different, as the tape drives are quite expensive (about 14,000 € per drive, including maintenance). Therefore, the model is extended to cover costs for power and 80 tape drives. An additional annual fixed

\(^8\)This price is probably changing with the technological advancement, too.
costs of 1,000,000 € is added to support the libraries’ basic hardware and software. The LTO’s annual capacity increase of 32% is a bit lower than the one of disks. Costs for different update frequencies are shown in Table 6. It can be seen that an update interval between 2.5–5 years is much cheaper than other intervals. Note that storing data for ten years is just slightly cheaper than keeping it for 20 years, which is already as expensive as storing the data forever. This consideration shows that the previous storage model for the archive is a bit conservative; it budgets 30% more than if data is migrated to newer generations every four years.

5. Concepts to Dam the Data Deluge

Several concepts to reduce the amount of stored data will be discussed in this section: re-computation of results, deduplication of identical data and file-system-based as well as application-specific compression. Additional non-technical approaches such as educating users to improve storage usage will be mentioned briefly.

Table 7 gives an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of all concepts. As can be seen, re-computation has positive effects on storage use because not all results are stored; however, this has negative effects on processor, memory and network if the results have to be re-computed frequently. Deduplication can save storage space by not storing duplicate data; additional processor and memory performance are required to actually check for duplicate data. Compression promises huge storage space savings. If the compression is performed on the compute nodes instead of on the storage servers, memory and network utilization can also be reduced; however, doing this can have a negative impact on the actual computation because of the processor overhead caused by compression. In addition to these concepts that have to be implemented and evaluated by the data center’s operators, user education has the potential to improve the utilization of all components by making use of more efficient code, data structures, communication schemes and file formats. As has been shown in Section 3.3, it is necessary to monitor and analyze the system to be able to mitigate these inefficiencies.
5.1. Re-computation

Instead of storing all produced data, there are several approaches to analyze data in-situ. A drawback of in-situ analysis is the fact that it requires a careful definition of the analyses to conduct before the actual application is executed since post-mortem data analysis is impossible. Consequently, whenever a new analysis is to be performed, the computation has to be restarted. Even though this approach sounds counterintuitive, re-computation can be attractive if the costs for keeping data on the storage are substantially higher than the costs for re-computation.

Table 5 shows the costs for computation, storage and archival of simulations in the frame of the CMIP5 and HD(CP)² projects. In both cases, the cost of computation is higher than the cost for archiving the data in 2009. As mentioned previously, however, computational power continues to improve faster than storage technology; due to the storage systems falling further behind – effectively making it more expensive to store data – the picture changes from 2015 on:

- **2015**: Archiving an HD(CP)² simulation result for one year costs 13.91 € while the computation only costs 9.51 €. For CMIP5, the difference is even greater as archival costs 1.66 € while computation costs 0.60 €. Consequently, if the data is only accessed once (HD(CP)²) or twice (CMIP5) it is cheaper to not archive the data but to re-compute it on demand.
- **2020**: For HD(CP)² it is possible to re-compute the data more than seven times; for CMIP5 archival becomes more cost-efficient when the data is accessed more than 13 times.
- **2025**: As the gap between computation and storage increases, re-computation stays feasible until the data has to be accessed more than 43 (HD(CP)²) or 100 (CMIP5) times.

This analysis only takes re-computations on the same supercomputer into account. If data is supposed to be archived for even longer periods of time, however, it might be necessary to recompute the data on a future supercomputer. This can present more challenges than simply keeping the application’s source code. To exactly reproduce the application’s behavior and, consequently, data output, it is necessary to preserve the complete operating environment instead. This includes but is not limited to: the application, all used libraries (such as MPI, NetCDF, HDF, etc.) and even the operating system. There are basically two ways to achieve this:

1. **Binary preservation**: Preserving the compiled binary code would effectively make it impossible to execute the application on differing future architectures (such as different processor architectures) without resorting to emulating the old environment. Emulation usually has significant performance impacts, making this approach infeasible for this use case. However, performing re-computation on the same supercomputer appears feasible using this approach.
2. **Source preservation**: Preserving the source code of all involved components makes sure that all components can be compiled even on different hardware architectures that might be available in the future. Consequently, even the exact compiler version would have to be preserved. However, even minute details such as changing behavior of different processors could lead to differing results.

**Discussion**  Overall, re-computation is only possible in the long term if the supercomputer’s architecture remains stable to at least some degree. In any case, it requires long-term planning in advance, both for the hardware and software components. Additionally, it has to be considered that it might be impossible to reproduce a bit-identical version of the data a few years after the initial application run. Virtual machine images or containers may be a solution to provide the appropriate environment, easing transfer of scientific applications at the same time.
Deduplication works on the principle that data is split up into (possibly variably-sized) blocks and that each unique block of data is stored only once [23]. Instead of storing duplicate data, a reference to the original block is created for each repeated occurrence. Our previously conducted study for HPC data already showed great potential for data savings, allowing 20–30% of redundant data to be eliminated on average [21]. To determine the potential savings, we independently scanned 12 sets of directories with a total amount of data of more than 1PB. Deduplication was only applied within each set and not across the complete amount of data. We used a tool computing the hashes of data to determine the deduplication potential; instead of the traditional static chunking method, content-defined chunking has been used. As mentioned previously, 20–30% of data could be deduplicated on average; using full-file deduplication, it was still possible to reach savings of 5–10%. Among the most interesting findings were the facts that between 3–9% of the data consisted of zeros and that the top 5% of chunks accounted for 35% of the whole data set.

Even though deduplication offers significant space savings, it also has its downsides: It can be very expensive in terms of memory overhead. For every 1TB of deduplicated data, approximately 5–20GB of storage are required to store the matching deduplication tables. The size of these tables heavily depends on the chosen block size. Enterprise deduplication solutions usually use block sizes between 4KB and 16KB to achieve high deduplication rates; we have settled on a block size of 8KB for our following analysis. Using the SHA256 hash function (256 bits = 32 bytes) and 8 KB file system blocks (using 8 byte offsets) results in an overhead of at least 5 GB per 1 TB as shown in Equation (5.1). Additional data structure overhead will likely increase this number even further; consequently, we will assume an additional overhead of 8 bytes per hash, pushing the memory requirements to 6 GB of main memory per TB of storage. While it would be possible to increase the block size to reduce the overhead caused by the deduplication tables, this would also decrease the deduplication’s effectiveness.

The deduplication tables store references between the hashes and the actual data blocks within the file system. To enable efficient online deduplication, these tables have to be kept in main memory because potential duplicates have to be looked up for each write operation.

\[
1 \text{ TB} \div 8 \text{ KB} = 125,000,000 \\
125,000,000 \cdot (32 \text{ B} + 8 \text{ B}) = 5 \text{ GB} \quad (0.5\%)
\]

Table 8 shows an overview of the DKRZ’s supercomputers from 2009 to 2025 and the influence that large-scale deduplication of the complete storage system would have. The only important characteristics are system memory, storage capacity, power consumption and investment; their base values have been taken from Table 1. The archive can be ignored because deduplication is not easily possible for tape systems as it requires random access for efficient operation. The amount of additional system memory necessary has been calculated using the previously

### Table 8. Impact of deduplication for selected DKRZ systems (changes due to deduplication are marked in **bold**)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2025</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storage capacity</td>
<td>5.6+1.68 PB</td>
<td>45+13.5 PB</td>
<td>270+81 PB</td>
<td>1.6+0.48 EB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System memory</td>
<td>20+33.6 TB</td>
<td>170+270 TB</td>
<td>1.5+1.62 PB</td>
<td>12.8+9.6 PB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>1.6+0.24 MW</td>
<td>1.4+0.20 MW</td>
<td>1.4+0.14 MW</td>
<td>1.4+0.09 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment</td>
<td>30+2.52 M€</td>
<td>30+2.38 M€</td>
<td>30+1.62 M€</td>
<td>30+1.13 M€</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Deduplication

Deduplication
established value of 6 GB main memory per 1 TB of storage space. According to our previous study [21], we have used an optimistic estimation of 30% for the increase in storage capacity due to deduplication. Based on [17, page 165], the power consumption overhead for the additional system memory has been calculated using an estimated 9% of the overall power distribution. The investment costs for the system memory have been estimated using data from [3, page 49] for main memory prices in 2020. Note that additional processor time and energy costs for computing the hash and the additional randomization of data accesses are not covered in this analysis.

For data center operators and vendors, it can also be interesting to quantify the potential benefits of a deduplication system. Therefore, Table 9 shows the characteristics of selected systems where the goal is to preserve the overall storage capacity. As can be seen from this analysis, the investment costs and power consumption would be larger for the 2009 and 2015 systems. Therefore, with only 30% deduplication rate the average 8KB blocks would imply too much overhead and costs. However, investment costs for the 2020 and 2025 systems are slightly lower and so would be the power consumption of the 2025 system.

**Discussion**  Overall, deduplication can be used to significantly increase storage capacity by removing duplicate data blocks. However, the presented configuration using 8 KB blocks has an overall negative impact on the cost of the storage system. There are several ways to remedy this:

- Using larger block sizes can significantly reduce the memory overhead caused by the deduplication tables. When using 8 KB blocks, 0.6% of the storage capacity have to be added as additional main memory; increasing the block size to 16 KB or 32 KB can lower this to 0.3% or 0.15%, respectively. However, the impact of larger block sizes on the deduplication ratio has to be considered and analyzed further.
- A cheaper alternative would be to use full-file deduplication only. This approach would not save any actual I/O bandwidth because the file has to be written completely before its hash can be determined. Additionally, the deduplication rate would be lower.
- Deduplication could be performed offline. Using modern copy-on-write-capable file systems that already hash all data blocks would allow integrating a deduplication tool that uses the existing information to find duplicate blocks. This would be especially useful for full-file deduplication; however, it could also be used to perform normal block-based deduplication because offline deduplication is not as performance critical as online deduplication, potentially relaxing the requirement that hash tables have to be kept in main memory.

Especially the last point could be an interesting starting point for future work because the tight integration of advanced file system features and offline deduplication could help to alleviate some of the problems present with the current approach.

**Table 9.** Deduplication impact if storage capacity is preserved on selected DKRZ systems (changes due to deduplication are marked in **bold**)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2025</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storage capacity</td>
<td>4.3+1.3 PB</td>
<td>34.6+10.4 PB</td>
<td>207.7+62.3 PB</td>
<td>1.2+0.4 EB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System memory</td>
<td>20+25.8 TB</td>
<td>170+207.7 TB</td>
<td>1.5+1.2 PB</td>
<td>12.8+7.4 PB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>1.54+0.19 MW</td>
<td>1.34+0.15 MW</td>
<td>1.34+0.1 MW</td>
<td>1.34+0.07 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment</td>
<td>28.27+1.94 M€</td>
<td>28.27+1.83 M€</td>
<td>28.27+1.25 M€</td>
<td>28.27+0.87 M€</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3. Compression

Similar to deduplication, compression can be used to reduce the amount of data that has to be stored on the storage system. While deduplication can only be employed meaningfully on the storage servers, compression can be used on both the clients and the servers.

On the one hand, processor overhead caused by client-side compression might negatively influence applications; however, data can be compressed before being sent to the servers, possibly reducing the required network bandwidth. On the other hand, server-side compression can be completely transparent to the clients. Independently of the location, compression uses additional processor time, which might require more powerful processors; this, in turn, can increase the overall power consumption.

In our previous HPC compression study, we leveraged Lustre 2.5 with its ZFS back-end file system to achieve transparent file system level compression [6]. ZFS is a local file system that offers a rich set of advanced features. Among others, it provides advanced storage device management, data integrity, as well as transparent compression and deduplication. It supports several compression algorithms: zero-length encoding zle, lzjb (a modified version of LZRW1 [31]), lz4 [32] and gzip (a variation of LZ77 [33]). We evaluated all of them using a scientific data set containing data from the Max Planck Institute Ocean Model (MPI-OM). The data set consists of around 73% binary data and 27% NetCDF data [24]. We have not considered decompression yet, because the evaluated compression algorithms are expected to have higher overheads when compressing than when decompressing.

Table 10 shows a comparison of the most interesting compression algorithms supported by ZFS; the data set was copied from an uncompressed ZFS pool into another separate compressed ZFS pool and processor utilization as well as runtime were recorded. All compression algorithms increase the runtime ratio only slightly; however, while zle, lzjb and lz4 only use negligible amounts of processor time, gzip adds significant overhead. gzip additionally allows the compression level (1–9) to be specified; higher compression levels do not significantly improve the compression ratio but increase the runtime and processor utilization considerably. Consequently, we chose lz4 and gzip-1 for further analysis.

Additionally, Table 10 also contains information about the lzma and mafisc algorithms applied to the CMIP5 data set. Since this data is not as compressible as the MPI-OM data set, our previous results of 2.1 and 2.25 are scaled by an estimated correction factor (based on gzip’s compression ratio when applied to the CMIP5 data set). mafisc applies a range of different filters and transformations to the data and then compresses it using the lzma algorithm [14]; since this information is only available on the clients, it is necessary to use mafisc on the compute nodes.

Table 11 shows the results for runs of the IOR benchmark, which we adapted to simulate realistic write activities on the Lustre storage servers. Interestingly, our experiments have shown that application performance is not reduced by the compression on the servers; in the tested cases it was actually increased because the storage servers were able to deliver more throughput. Overall,
the energy consumption was decreased for lz4 because of the lower runtime combined with the negligible increase in power consumption. For gzip-1, the total energy consumption increased by 1% due to the higher power consumption caused by the elevated processor utilization.

An overview of the DKRZ’s supercomputers from 2009 to 2025 and the influence that large-scale compression of the complete storage system would have is shown in Table 12. The only important characteristics are storage capacity and power consumption; their base values have been taken from Table 1. We ignore the archive because compression is already enabled by default for the tape systems. The amount of additional storage has been calculated using a compression ratio of 1.5 for lz4 as shown in Table 10. The power consumption overhead has been pessimistically estimated to be at most 10% of the storage system’s overall power consumption; these numbers are based on Table 11, assuming a worst-case runtime ratio of 1.0. Additionally, we assume that it is not necessary to purchase more powerful processors; consequently, there is no negative influence on the investment cost.

### Discussion

Overall, compression can significantly increase the available storage capacity with only negligible overhead. In contrast to approaches like deduplication, no additional hardware investments are necessary. Coupled with the marginal increase in the storage system’s power consumption, the overall effect is very beneficial.

Application-specific compression algorithms can use knowledge about the stored data to improve compression ratios. In contrast to the file system level compression, however, the compression has to be performed by the applications themselves; even though the actual process is usually encapsulated in some I/O library such as HDF5, the involved compression overhead can negatively influence application performance. Application-specific knowledge can also be used by lossy compression schemes such as the floating point compressors proposed by Lindstrom and Isenburg [20], ISABELA [19] or GRIB and APAX to achieve larger gains for climate data [15]; this, however, forces the scientist to define boundaries for the tolerated loss in precision [15]. Recently, Baker et al. presented an approach to determine the required precision for climate data; they achieve a compression ratio of 5 without noticeable impact on the scientific result [4].

---

### Table 11. Power and energy consumption of parallel I/O benchmark using selected compression algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Runtime Ratio</th>
<th>Power Ratio</th>
<th>Energy Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lz4</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gzip-1</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 12. Impact of server-side lz4 compression for selected DKRZ systems (changes are marked in bold)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2025</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storage capacity</td>
<td>5.6+2.8 PB</td>
<td>45+22.5 PB</td>
<td>270+135 PB</td>
<td>1.6+0.8 EB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>1.6+0.025 MW</td>
<td>1.4+0.025 MW</td>
<td>1.4+0.025 MW</td>
<td>1.4+0.025 MW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Summary, Conclusions and Future Work

To estimate current and future expenses, firstly, we predicted potential characteristics of the next DKRZ supercomputers, discussing the hardware trend in relation to Exascale studies. While the computational power grows by 20x every generation, the storage capacity increase of 6x lags behind. Applying the developed cost model to two typical experiment runs, the approximate costs for computation, storage and archival are quantified. Moreover, we discussed cost models for long-term archival under the trend of increasing areal densities and performance. It becomes apparent that keeping data available – yet not using it – is dominating the costs and its fraction will increase significantly with the next systems.

We compare concepts to handle the increasing storage costs: For low numbers of accesses, re-computation of data is promising, but requires concepts to guarantee reproducibility of the results. Deduplication may be beneficial but is not really promising in its current form. However, it is a tool to identify inefficient use of storage space which could be mitigated by proper user education. By improving performance and capacity, server-side compression bears the potential to reduce the TCO significantly; it is especially useful for data that is not compressed by the scientists explicitly. An advantage of client-side compression is the chance for achieving better compression ratios by taking the data format into account. Of these concepts, lossy compression achieves the best compression ratio but forces the user to define the required accuracy.

In the future, we plan to elaborate the cost model and use it to make decisions for new applications, as it is a potential source of future cost savings. We also continue our work on tools to analyze the users’ workflow in order to identify suboptimal usage scenarios and mitigate their impact. Finally, we will explore the benefits of adaptive compression and interfaces that enable more intelligent compression by providing semantical information. We believe that a proper analysis of all cost factors of an HPC system and the usage characteristics allows for an optimal configuration of the system and thus a maximum cost-benefit ratio.
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